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FOREWORD 

With deepest appreciation for the contribution of the Japanese Government， it is 

our great pleasure to present a“The Asian and Pacific Decade of Disabled Persons， 

1993-2002 Resource Materials". This handbook is a compilation of the important 

United Nations documents related to the rights and improvement ofthe well being 

welfare of disabled persons with disability. 

We are proud to share with the estimated 300 million people with disabilities in 

the Asian and Pacific region the resolution of the Asian and Pacific Decade of 

Disabled Persons from 1993 to the next century 2002 that was adopted by the 

General Assembly of the UN Economic and Social Commission for Asia and the 

Pacific (ESCAP). We would like to welcome the Decade as a new challenge 

towards the implementation of the UN World Programme of Action Concerning 

Disabled Persons and as a historic start to promote regional cooperation. 

To make this resolution a reality a number of NGOs from the region gathered at 

Okinawa， Japan in October 1993 to establish the REGIONAL NGO NETWORK 

FOR THE PROMOTION OF THE ASIAN AND PACIFIC DECADE OF DISABLED 

PERSONS(RNN) and start the first Campaign as the beginning of the series of 

actions to be taken to promote our Decade. 

Campaigns followed in Manila， Philippines in 1994， Jakarta， lndonesia in 1995， 

Auckland， New Zealand in 1996， Seoul， Korea in 1997， Hong Kong， China in 1998 

and Kuala Lumpur， Malaysia in 1999， and to beheld in different countries of the 

region to promote the Decade. 

We sure this Network will be a core organization in promoting the Decade through 

the implementation of various projects one of which is the information exchange 

and sharing. 

RNN hopes that this handbook will be useful and will contribute to the 

achievement of the goals of “Full Participation and Equality" in our region and 

“Towards a Society for ALL". 

Regional NGO Network for the Promotion of the Asian and the Pacific Decade of 

Disabled Persons November 10， 1999 
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Universal Declaration of Human Rights 

(United Nations General Assembly Resolution 217(1lI)-A adopted Decemher 10， 1948) 



UNIVERSAL DECLARATION 

OF HUMAN RIGHTS 

PREAMBLE 

EREAS recognition of the inherent dignity and of the 
equal and inalienable rights of all members of the human 
f~mily i~ the foundation of freedom， justice and peace in 
the world， 

Whereωdisregard and contempt for human rights have resulted in 
barbarous acts which have outraged the conscience of mankind. and 
the advent of a world in which human beings shall e吋oyfreedom of 
speech and belief and freedom from fear and want has been pro・
claimed as the highest aspiration of the common people， 

Whereωit is essential. if man is not to be compelled to have re-
course， as a last resort， to rebellion against tyranny and oppression， 
that human rights should be protected by the rule of law. 

Where<ωit is essential to promote the development of friendly rela-
tions between nations， 

Whereωthe peoples of the United Nations have in the Charter 
reaffirmed tte_ir faith in fundamenta) human rights. in t~e dignity 
and worth of the human person and in the equar rights of men-and 
women and have determined to promote social progress and better 
standards of life in larger freedom. 

WhereωMember States have pledged themselves to achieve. in 
co・operationwith the United Nations. the promotion of universal 
respect for and observance of human rights and fundamental free-
doms. 

Whereωa common understanding of these-rights and freedoms is 
of the greatest importance for the full realization of this pledge. 

Now. ther宅(OTt，THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY tToclaims 

~I目、~HI S U ni versal Declaration of H uman Rights as a common 
11 'standard of achievement for all peoples and all nauons. to 
11 the end that every. individual and eveηorgan of society • 

."lI.. keeping this Declaration constantly in mind. shall strive by 
teaching and education to promote respect for these rights and free-
doms and by progressive measures. national and international. to 
secure their universal and effective recognition and observance. both 
among the peoples of Member States themselves and among the 
peoples of territories under their jurisdiction. 
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UNIVERSAL DECLARATION 0' HUhtAN RIGHTS 

Article 1 

AII hu":，an ~in.g~ are born fr~e and.equal in ~ignity and rights. They 
are endowcd with reason and conscience and should act towards one 
another in a spirit of brotherhood. 

Article 2 

Everyone is emitled to al1 the rights and freedoms set forth in this 
Declaration， without distinction of any kind， such as race， colour， sex， 
language， religion， P?litical or other opinion， national or social origin， 
pro-periy， birth or other status. 
Furthermore， no distinction shall be made on the basis of the political， 
jurisdictional or international status of the country .or territory to 
-which a person belongs， whether it be independent， trusl， non-self-
governing or under any olher limilation of sovereignty. 

Article 3 

E ver)'one has the right to life， liberty and security of person. 

Article 4 

No one shall be held in slavery or servitude; slavery and the slave 
trade shall be prohibited in all their forms. 

Article .5 

No one shall be subjected to torLUre or to cruel， inhuman or degrad-
ing treatmem or punishmem. 

Articlf 6 

Everyone has the right to recognition everywhere as a person before 
the law. 

Article 7 

AI1 are equal before the law and are emitled without any discrimina-
tion to equal protection of the law. AlI are emitled to equal protection 
against any discrimination in violation ofthis Declaration and against 
any incitemem to such discrimination. 

Article 8 

Everyone has the right to an effective remed)' by th~ compete~t. ~a・
tiomil tribunals for acts violating the fundamental rights gramed him 
by the constitution or by law. 

Article 9 

No one shall be subjected to arbitrary arrest， detention or exile. 
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UNIVERSAL DECLARATION OF HUMAN RIGHTS 

Article 10 

Eveηone is entitled in full equality to a fair and public hearing by an 
independent and impartial tribunal. in the determination of his rights 
and obligations and of any criminal charge against him. 

Article 11 

1. Everyone charged with a penal offence has the right to be pre-
sumed innocent until proved guilty according to law in a public trial at 
which he has had all the guarantees necessary for his defence. 
2. No one shall be held guilty of any penal offence on account of any 
act or omission which did not constitute a penal offence. under na-
tional or international law. at the time when it was committed. Nor 
shall a heavier penalty be imposed than the one that was applicable at 
the time the penal offence was committed. 

Article 12 

l'10 one shall be subjected to arbitrary interference with his privacy， 
family， home or correspondence. nor to attacks upon his honour and 
reputation~ Everyone has the right to the protection of the law against 
such interference or attacks. 

Article 13 

1. Everyone has the right to freedom of movement and residence 
within the borders of each state. 
2. Everyone has the right to leave any country， including his own， 

and to return to his country. 

Article 14 

1. Everyone has the right to seek and to enjoy in other countries 
asylum from persecution. 
2. This right may not be invoked in the case of prosecutions 
genuinely arising from non-political crimes or from acts contrary to 
the purposes and principles of the United Nations. 

Article 15 

1. E町内onehas the right to a nationality. 
2. No one shall be arbitrarily deprived of his nationality nor denied 
the right to change his nationality. 

Article 16 

1. ~en and women of full age， without an}' limitation due to race， 
nationality or religion. have the right to marry and to found a family. 
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UNIVERSAL OECLARATION OF HUMAN RIGHTS 

Th.ey ~:e e.nti.tled to equal rights as to marriage. during marriage and 
at its dissolution. 
2. Marriage shal1 be entered into only with the free and ful1 consent 
of the intending spouses. 
3. The family is the natural and fundamental group unit of society 
and is entitled to protection by society and the State. 

Article 17 

1. Everyone has the right to own property alone as well as in associa-
tion with otheτs目

2. No one shall be arbitrarily deprived of his property. 

Article 18 

Everyone has the right to freedom of thought. conscience and reli-
gion; this right inc1udes freedom to change his re1igion or be1ief， and 
freedom. eirher alone or in community with others and in public or 
private. to manifest his religion or belief in teaching， practice， worship 
and observance. 

Article 19 

Everyone has the right to freedom of opinion and expression; this 
right includes freedom to hold opinions without interference and to 
seek， receive and impart information and ideas through any media 
and regardless of frontiers. 

Article 20 

1. Everyone has the right to freedom of peaceful assembly and as・

sOClauon. 
2. No one may be compelled to belong to an association. 

Article 21 

1. Everyone has the right to take part in the government of his coun-
try. directly or through freely chosen representatives. 
2. Everyone has the right of equal access to public service in his 
country 
3. The will of the people shall be the basis of the authority of gov-
ernment; this wil1 shal1 be expressed in periodic and genuine elec_t~o_ns 
which shal1 be by universal ~md equal-suffrage and shal1 be held by 
secret vote or by equivalent free voting procedures. 

Article 22 

Everyone， as a member of society， has the right to social secur~ty a?d is 
entitIed to realization. through national effort and internationaJ co・
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UNIVERSAL DECLARATlON OF HUMAN RIGHTS 

operation and in accordance with the organization and resources of 
each State. of the economic. social and cultural rights indispensable 
for his dignity and the free development of his personality. 

Article 2) 

l. Everyone has the right to work. to free choice of employment. to 
just and favourable conditions of work and to protection against un-
employment. 
2. Everyone. without any discrimination. has the right to equal pay 
for equal work. 
3. Everyone who works has the right to just and favourable remuner-
ation ensuring for himself and his family an existence worthy of 
human dignity. and supplemented. if necessary. by other means of 
social protection. 
4. Everyone has the right to form and to join trade unions for the 
protection of his interests. 

Article 24 

Everyone has the right to rest and leisure. including reasonable limita-
tion of working hours and periodic holidays with pay. 

Article 25 

1. Everyone has the right to a standard of living adequate for the 
health and well-being of himself and of his family. including food， 
clothing， housing and medical care and necessary social services， and 
the right to security in the event of unemployment. sickness. disabil-
ity， widowhood， old age or other lack of livelih∞d in circumstances 
beyond his control. 
2. Motherhood and childhood are entitled to special care and assis-
tance. AlI children. whether born in or out of wedlock， shall enjoy the 
same social protection. 

Article 26 

l. Everyone has the right to education. Education shall be free. at 
least in the elementary and fundamental stages. Elementary educa-
tion shall be compulsory. Technical and professional education shall 
be made generally available and higher education shall be equally 
accessible to all on the basis of merit. 
2.' Education shall be directed to the full development of the human 
personality and to the strengthening of respect for human rights and 
fundamental freedoms. lt shall promote under~tanding. tolerance 
and friendship among all na∞ns. racial or religious groups. and shal! 
further the activities of the United Nations for the maintenance of 
peace. 
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UNIVl凪SALD(c'LARATION OF HUMAN RIGHTS 

3. Parents have a plIor right to choose the kind of education that 
shall be given to their children. 

Articlt 27 

1. Everyone has the right freely to participate in the cultural life of 
the community， to enjoy the arts and to share in scientific advance-
ment and its benefits. 
2. Everyone has the right tQ the protection of the moral and material 
interests resulting from any scientific， literary or artistic production of 
which he is the authoT. 

Article 28 

Everyone is entitled to a social and international order in which the 
rights and freedoms set forth in this Declaration can be fully realized. 

Articlt 29 

l. Everyone has duties to the community in which alone the free and 
full development of his personality is possible. 
2. In the exercise of his rights and freedoms， everyone shall be sub-
ject only to such limitations as are determined by law solely for the 
purpose of securing due recognition and respect for the rights and 
freedoms of others and of meeting the just requirements of morality， 
public order and the general welfare in a democratic society. 
3. These rights and freedoms may in no case be exercised contrary to 
the purposes and principles of the United Nations. 

Articlt 30 

Nothing in this Dec1aration may be interpreted as implying for any 
State， group or person any right to engage in any acti吋tyor to per-
form any act aimed at the destruction of any of the rights and free-
doms set fonh herein. 
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Declaration on the Rights of 

Mentally Retarded Persons 

CUnited Nations General Assembly Resolution 2856， adopted December 20， 1971) 



UHITED NATIOHS 

G.neral Asse.bly 
Resolution 2目56(XXVI) 
Adopted Oece・b・r20. 1971 

DECLARATION ON THE RIGHTS OF門ENTALLYRETARDED PERSONS 

THE GENERAL A5SEMBLY， 

MINDf'UL of the pledge o{' the States Members of the Uni.ted 
Nations under the Charter to take joi.nt and separate action in 
co-operation with the Organization to promote higher standards of 
livi.ng， full employment and conditions of economic and social 
progress and devel()pment， 

REAf'Fl RMING Caith in human rights and fundamental 
freedoms and in the principles of peace， of the digni.ty and worth 
of the human person and of social justice pr民 laimed in the 
Charter， 

RECALLlNG the principles of the Universal Declar.ation of other 
Human Rights， the lnternational Covenants on Human Rights， .!/ the ['esolutions 
Declaration of the Rights of the Child 'j./ and the standards 
a lready set for: socia 1 prog r:ess in the con瓦titutions，conventions， 
recommendations and r:esolutions of the lnternational Labo:.t" 

Organisation， the United Nations Educational. Scientific ar.d 
Cultur:al Organization， the Wor:ld Health Or:ganization， the United 
Nations Children's Fund and of other organizations concerned， 

. EMPHASIZING that the Declarati.on on Soci.al Progress and 
Development 3/ has proclai.med the necessity of protecting the 
rights and -assuring the welfare and rehabilitation o{ the 
physically and mentally di.sadvantaged， 

BEARING lN MIND the necessity of assisting mentally 
['eta['ded pe['sons to develop their abi.li.ties in various fi.elds oC 
activi.ties and of promoting thei[' integration as far as possi.ble in 
norma 1 li{e， 

AWARE that， certai.n countries， at their present stage of 
development， can devote only li.mited efforts to this end， 

PROCLAIMS this Declarati.on on the Rights of Mentally 
Retarded Persons and calls {o[' national and inte['national action to 
ensu.ce that it will be used as a common basis and frame of 
['efe['ence for the p['otection of these ri.ghts: 

1. The mental1y retarded person has， to the maximum same rights 
degree of feasibility， the same t'ights as other human beings. as others: 

2. The mentally ['etarded person has a right to pC'opeC' caC'e， theC'apy 
medical care and physical therapy and to such education. education， 
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training， rehabiUtation and guidance as IoI'ill enable him to 
develop his ability and maximum potential. 

3. The mentally retarded person has a right to economic 
security and to a decent standart of living. He has a right to 
pedorm productive IoI'ork or to engage i.n any other meaningful 
民 cupationto the fullest possible extent of his capabilities. 

4. Whenever possible. the mentally retarded person 
should live ";ith his olol'n family or IoI'ith foster parents and 
panicipate in different forms of communi.ty life. The family IoI'ith 
IoI'hich he lives should receive assistance. lf care i.n an instituti.on 
becomes necessary， it should be provi.ded in surroundings and 
other circumstances ilS close as possible to those of normal 1ife. 

5. The mentally retarded person has a right to a 
qualifi.ed guardian "，hen this is required to protect h is personal 
"，ell-being and interests. 

6. The mentally retarded person has a righむ toprotection 
from exploitation， abuse and degrading treatment. lf prosecuted 
for any offence，ゐeshall have a right to due pr∞ess of 1a"， with 
full recognition being given to his degree of mental responsibility. 

7. Whenever mentally retarded persons are unable. 
because of the severity of their handicap. to exercise a11 their 
rights in a meaningfu 1 '" ay 0[" i.t should become necessary to 
restrict or deny some or all of these rights. the procedure used for 
that restriction or denial of rights must contain proper legal 
safeguards against every form of abuse. This pr民 edure m ust be 
based on an evaluation of the ~ocial capability of the mentallly 
retarded person by qualified experts and must be subject to 
peri.odic revie'" and to the right o( appeal to higher authoritiies. 

1/ Resolution 22∞A (XX 1) . 

2/ Resolution 1386 (XIV). 

3/ Resolution 2542 (XXIV). 
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Declaration on the Rights 

o f D i s a b 1 e d P e r S 0 n s 

<United Nations General Assembly Resolution 3447， adopted December 9， 1975) 



UIlITED UTIDIIS 

G・n・ralAsse・bly
Aeso lu t ion l“7 (XXX) 
Adopted Dece・ber9， 1975 

DECLARATION ON THE RIGHTS OF DISABLED PERSONS 

THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY 

MINDFUL of the pledge made by Member States， under the 
Charteτ 。fthe United Nations. to take joint anci separate action in 
co-operation with the OrganizlI.tion to promote higher standards of 
living， Cull employment and condi.tions of eco情。mic and social 
progress and development， 

REAFFl RMING its Caith in human rights and Cundamental 
Creedoms and in the principles oC peace， of the dignity and worth 
~f tAe human person and of social justice proclaimed in the 
Charter， 

RECALLING the principles of the Universal Declaration of 
Kuman Rights， J./ the lnternational Covenants on Human Rights， 10/ 
the Declaration-of the Rights of the Child 11/ and the Declaratぬn
on the Rights oC Mentally Retarded Persons， 121 as wel1 as the 
standards already set for social progress in-the ccnstitutions， 
conventions， recommendations and resolutions of the lnternational 
Labour Organization， the United Nations Educational， Scientific 
and Cultural Organization， the World Kealth Organization， the 
United Nations Children ・sFund and other orga.nizations concerned， 

RECALLING ALSO Economic and Social Council tesolution 
1921 (LVlll) of 6 May 1975 on preventi.on of disabi1ity and 
rehabilitation of disabled persons. 

EMPHASIZING that the Declaration on Social Progress and 
Development _l3/ has proclaimed the necessity of protecting the 
rights and assuring the welfa.re and reha.bilitation oC the 
physically and mental1y disadvantaged. 

BEARING lN MIND the necessity of preventing physical and 
mental disabilities and of assisting disabled persons to ciev_elo~ 
their abilities in the most variecf fields of activities and of 
promoting their integration as Car as possible in normal life. 

AWARE that certain countries， at thei.r present stage of 
development， can devote only limited efforts to this end， 

PROCLAIMS this Declaration on the Rights of Oisabled 
Persons and clI.lls for national and international action to ensure 
that it will be used as a common basis and frame oC reference for 
the protection of these rights: 
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1. The term "disabled person" means any person unable 
to ensure by himself or herself "，holly or partly the -necessi.ties of 
a normal indtvi.dual and/or social life， as a resu1t of a 
deliciency， either congenital or not， in his or her physical or 
mental celpabihties. 

2. Disabled pet"sons shall enjoy a 11 the rights' set ・forth
in this Declaration. These rights shall be granted to a II disabled 
persons "，ithout any exception "，hatsoever and "，ithout distinction 
or. discrimination _ on the basis of race， colo~r ， sex， language， 
religion， political or other opinions， national or social origtn， 
state of "'ealth， birth or any other situation applying either to-the 
disabled person himself or hersell or to his or her Iamily. 

3. Disabled persons have the inherent r1.ght to respect 
for their human dlgnity. Disabled persons， "，hatever the orig1.n， 
nature and seriousness of their handicaps and disabilities， have 
the same lundamental rights as their fel1o"，-<:itizens of the same 
age， "，hich imp1ies fi.rst and foremost the r1.ght to enjoy a decent 
life， as normal and full as possi.ble. 

4. Disabled persons have the same civil and politi.cal 
rights as other human beings; article 7 of the Declaration o! the 
Rights of Mentally Retarded Persons applies to any possible 
limitation or suppression of those rights for mental1y disabled 
persons. 

5. Disabled pet"sons are entitled to the measures designed 
to enable them to become as self-reliant as possible. 

6. Disabled persons have the right to medical， psycho-
logical and functional treatment， including prosthctic and orthetic 
appliances， to medical and social rehabilitation， education. 
vocation手1education， training and rehabilitation， aid， counsel-
hng， placement services and other services "，hich "，i11 enable them 
to develop their capabilities and skills to the maximum and "，i11 
hasten the process of their social integration or reintegration. 

7. Disabled persons have the right to economic and social 
security and to a decent level of living. They have the right， 
according to their capabilities， to secure and retai.n employment or 
to engage in a useful， productive and remunerative occupation and 
to join trade unions. 

8. Disabled persons are entitled to have their special 
needs taken into consideration at a11 stages of economic and 
social planning. 

9. Disabled persons have the ri.ght to live "，ith their 
families or "，ith foster parents and to participate in a11 social， 
creative or recreational activities. No disabled person shall be 
subjected， as far as h is 0["' her residence is concerned， to 
differential treatment other than that required by his or her 
condition or by the improvement .....hich he Ot" she may derive. 
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therefrom. lf the stay of a disabled person in a spec i. a li. z~d 
establishment i.s i.ndi.spensable， the envi.ronment and li.vlng condi-
ti.ons therein shall be as close as possible (0 those of the normal 
life of a person of his or her age. 

10. Disabled persons shall be protected against all 
exploi.tati.on， all regulations and all treatment of a discrimi.natory， 
abusive or degrading nature. 

protectton 
agalnst 
exp loi.tation 

11. Disabled persons shall be able to avail themselves of 
qualified legal aid "，hen such aid proves indi.spensable for the 
protecti.on of their persons and property. 

legal 
aid 

lf judicial proceedings are instituted against them， 
the legal procedure applied shall take their physical and mental 
condition fully into account. 

12. Organi.zations of disabled persons may be usefully o:g~.niz.a.ti~ns 
consulted i.n all matters regardi.ng the ri.ghts of di.sabled persons. of disabled 

13. Disabled persons， their families and communities shall information 
be fully informed， by all appropriate means， of the rights 
contai.ned i.n thi.s Declaration. 

2/ General Assembly resolution 217 A (111) . 

..!.Q/ General Assembly resolution 2200 A (XXl)， annex . 

.!..!/ General Assembly resolution 1386 (XIV). 

三/General Assembly resolut ion 2856 (XXV1) . 

• !l/ General Assembly resolution 2542 (XX.IV). 
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International Year of Disabled Persons 

(United Nations General Assembly Resolution 34/158 adopted January 30， 1980) 



UHlTED NATIONS 
General Asse・bly
Resolution A/RES/34/158 
Adopted January 3D， 1980 

PLAN OF ACTION FOR THE INTERNATIONAL YEAR OF OISABLEO PERSONS 

1. The purpose of the Year:- is to pr:-omote the rea1ization 
of the goals "full participation" of disabled persons in the social 
life and development of the societies in 'Which they live， 
"equality"， meaning living conditions equal to those of other 
citizens in their society. and an eqUa.l share in the improνement of 
living conditions resulting from social and economic development. 
These concepts should apply in the same manner:- and 'With the same 
urgency in all countries regardless of their level of development. 

2. Problems of disabled persons should be conceived in 
their entir:-ety and take into account all aspects of development. 
Ho'Wever， it should be noted that i.n. vie'W of many pr:-oblems of high 
priority and of insufficient means and resources， the developing 
countr:-ies have been unable to allocate the necessary resources to 
solving the problems of disabled persons. 

3. As the solution of problems of the disabled is closely 
connected 'With overall development at the national level， solution 
of these problems in developing countries depends to a large extent 
on the creation of adequate international conditions for the faster 
socio-economic development of these countries. Accordingly， the 
establishment of the ne'W international economic order is of direct 
r:-elevance to the implementation of the objectives of the Year. 1t is 
estimated that there are some 450 mil1ion disabled persons in the 
'World today， the vast majority of 'Whom live in developing 
countries. lt is therefore imperative that a great part of the 
activities in connexion 'With the Year should aim at improving 
conditions for disabled persons in these countries. More scope 
should be given to projects in this field 'Within the frame'Work of 
both bilateral and multilateral development programmes， on 
national， regional and international levels. Such projects should 
be integral parts of national development strategies. There is a 
need to secure the participation of Member States as 'Well as 
governmental and non-governmental international ot'ganizations of 
disabled people in the adoption and implementation of the 
pr:-ogt'amme of the Year. 

4. Mindful of the fact t.hat a large numbet' of disabled 
pet'sons at'e victims of 'War and other forms of violence， the Yeat' 

could be appropriately used as an occasion to emphasize the need 
for continued and reinforced co-operation among nations for 'World 
peace. 
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5. An important objective of the Year should be to 
increase public understanding of 'What disability is a nd a'Wareness 

of the pr:-oblems it may bring. Many people today equate disability people."'i.th 
"， ith restrictions in physical mobility. aut .disabled persons do not disabilities not 
form a homogeneous group. For example， deaf persons and those homogeneous 
"， ith impaired hearing， persons "'ith impaired vision. mentally group 
retarded and mentally ill persons， persons "，ith restt'Icted 
mobility. and persons 'With various medical impair:-ments have 
different problems that demand different solutions. 
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6. The Year should promote recognition of the fact that 
there is a distinction bet....een an impairment ....hich is a quality of 
the individual. a disability ....hich is a functional restriction due 
to that impairment and handicaps ....hich are the social. conse-
quences of the disability. 

7. It is becoming increasingly obvious that a far more 
const有uctive approach is to vie.... disability as a relati.on.ship 
bet....een an individual and his or her environment. Experience 
sho....s that it is largely the environment ....hich determines the 
effects of an impairment on a person・sdaily life. Societies by and 
large still cater only to people ....ho are in full possession of a11 
their physicaL and mentaL facuLties. Societies still have to learn to 
respond adequately to. the needs of a11 the people. Societies have 
an obli.gation to make their general physi.cal envi.ronment. their 
social and health services. their educational and ....ork opportuni-
ties. as ....ell as their cultural and social life. including sports， 
totally accessible to disabled persons. This does not only benefit 
disabled persons but a1so society as a ....hole. A society that shuts 
out a number of its members is an impoverished society. Di.sabled 
persons should not be considered as a special group ....i.th needs 
diCferent from the rest o{ the community， but as ordinary citizens 
....ith special difficulti.es in getting their ordi.nary human needs 
fulfilled. Action to improve conditions {or disab led persons should 
{orm an integral part of general policy and planning in every 
sector of society. It should be part of. national reform programmes 
and o{ regular programmes. {or international co-operation. 

8~ The activi.ties carri.ed out during the Year should have 
a pragmatic orientation and accordingly should focus on primary 
health care， rehabilitation and prevention， in vie.... of the 
importance of that type of. activity from the social and h'uman 
standpoint， particulart，亀ince methods and means exist ....hich 
....ould enable society to bring about a considerable reduction in 
the number of di.sabled persons and the seriousness of their 
disabi.lities. 

9. 1n accordance ....ith paragraph 12 of General Assembly 
resolution 31..1..7 (XXX)， containing. the Declaration on the Rights of 
Di.sabled Persons， organizations of disabled person may be usefully 
consulted i-n a11 matters regarding th.e rights of disabled persons. 

・Ani.mportant objective of the-Year is to encourage disabled persons 
to organi.ze themselves so as to be able to express their vie....s 
effectively and to secure their right to participate actively in the 
loIork of policy-making bodies and in the management of society in 
general. 

10. The Year should contribute to the realiza tion of the 
above-menti.oned principles tht'ough action-orientep progt'ammes on 
the local， national， regional and international levels-. 

11. The experience acquired in the cout'se of the Year 
should lead to the adoption of a long-term programme of action 
(see para. 18 (c) below). 
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(United Nations General Assembly Resolution 37/52 adopted December 3， 1982) 



WORLD PROGRAMME OF ACfION CONCERNING 
DISABLED PERSONS 

1. OBJECTIVES， BACKGROUND AND CONCEPTS 

A. Objectives 

1. The purpose of the World Programme of Action concerning 
Disabled Persons is to promote effective measures for prevention 
of disability， rehabilitation and the realization of the goals of “full 
panicipation" of disabled persons in socIal life and development， 
and of “equality". This means opportunities equal to those of the 
whole population and an equal share in the improvement in living 
conditions resulting from social and economic development. These 
concepts should apply with the same scope and with the same 
urgency to all countries， regardless of their level of development. 

B. Background 

2. More than 5∞million people in the world are disabled as a 
consequence of mental， physical or sensory impairment. They are 
entitled to the same rights as all other human beings and to equal 
opportunities. Too often their lives are handicapped by physical 
and social barriers in society which hamper their full participation. 
Because of this， millions of children and adults in all pa目sof the 
world often face a life that is segregated and debased. 

3. An analysis of the situation of disabled persons hぉ tobe car-
ried out within the context of different levels of economic and 
social development and different cultures. Everywhere， however， 
the ultimate responsibility for remedying the conditions that lead 
to impairment and for dealing with the consequences of disability 
rests with Governments. This does not weaken the responsibility of 
society in general， or of individuals， or of organizations. Govern-
ments should take the lead in awakening the consciousness of 
populations regarding the gains to beo derived by individuals and 
society from the indusion of disabled persons in every area of 
social， economic and politicallife. Governments must also ensure 
that peop1e who are made dependent by severe disability have an 
opportunity to achieve a standard of living equal to that of their 
fellow citizens. Non-governmental organizations can， in di鉦erent
ways， assist Governments by formulating needs， suggesting 
suitable solutions and providing services complementary to those 
provided by Governments. Sharing of financial and material 
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resources by all sections of the population， not omitting the rural 
areas of developing countries， could be of major significance to 
disabled persons by resulting in expanded community services and 
improved economic opportunities. 

4. Much disabi1ity could be prevented through measures taken 
against malnutrition， environmental pollution， poo"r hygiene， 
inadequate pre-natal and post-natal care， water-borne diseases and 
accidents of all types. The international community could make a 
major breakthrough against disabi1ities caused by poliomyelitis， 
tetanus， whooping-cough and diphtheria， and to a lesser extent 
tuberculosis， through a worldwide expansion of programmes of 
lmmumzatlon. 

S. In many countries， the prerequisites for achieving the pur-
poses of the Programme are economic and social development， 
extended services provided to the whole population in the 
humanitarian area， the redistribution of resources and income and 
an improvement in the living standards of the population. It is 
necessary to use every effort to prevent wars leading to devastation， 
castastrophe and poverty， hunger， suffering， diseases and mass 
disability of people， and therefore to adopt measures at alllevels to 
strengthen international peace and security， to settle all inter-
national disputes by peaceful means and to eliminate剖1forms of 
racism and racial discrimination in countries where they still exist. 
It would剖sobe desirable to recommend to all States Members of 
the United Nations， that they maximize the use of their resources 
for peaceful purposes， including prevention of disability and 
satisfaction of the needs of disabled persons. All forms of technical 
assistance that help developing countries to move towards these 
objectives can support the implementation ofthe Programme. The 
realization of these objectives will， however， require extended 
periods of effort， during which the number of disabled persons is 
likely to increase. Without effective remedial action， the conse-
quences of disabi1ity will add to the obstacles to development. 
Hence， it is essential that al1 nations should inc1ude in their general 
development plans immediate measures for the prevention of 
disability， for the rehabilitation of disabled persons and for the 
equalization of opportunities. 

C. Definitions 

6. The following distinction is made by the World Health 
Organization， in the context of health experience， between impair-
ment， disability and handicap: 
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"Impairment: Any 1055 or abnoロnalityof psychological， 
physiological， or anatomical structure or function. Disabi/ity: 
Any restriction or lack (resulting from an impairment) of 
ability to perform an activity in the manner or within the range 
considered normal for a human being. Handicap: A disad-
vantage for a given individual， resulting from an impairment 
or disability， that limits or prevents the fulfilment of a role that 
is normal， depending on age， sex， social and cultural factors， 
for that individual. ''8 

7. Handicap is therefore a function of the relationship between 
disabled persons and their environment. It occurs when they 
encounter cultural， physical or social barriers which prevent their 
access to the various systems of society that are available to other 
citizens. Thus， handicap is the loss or limitation of opportunities to 
take part in the life of the community on an equallevel with others. 

8. Disabled people do not form a homogeneous group. For 
example， the mentally i1l and the mentally retarded， the visually， 
hearing and speech impaired， those with restricted mobility or with 
so-called “medical disabilities" all encounter different barriers， of 
different kinds， which have to be overcome in different ways. 

9. The following definitions are developed from that perspective. 
The relevant terms of action proposed in the World Programme 
are defined as prevention， rehabi1itation and equalization of 
opportunities. 

10. Prevention means measures .aimed at preventing the onset of 
mental， physical and sensory impairments (primary prevention) or 
at preventing impairment， when it has occurred， from having 
negative physical， psychological and social consequences. 

11. Rehabilitation means a goal-oriented and time-limited pro-
cess aimed at enabling an impaired person to reach an optimum 
mental， physical and/or social functionallevel， thus providing her 
or him with the tools to change her or his own life. It can involve 
measures intended to compensate for a loss of function or a func-
tional limitation (for example by technical aids) and other 
measures intended to facilitate social adjustment or readjustment. 

12. Equalization 0/ opportunities means the process through 
which the general system of society， such as the physical and 
cultural environment， housing and transportation， social and 
health services， educational and work opportunities， cultural and 
social life， inc1uding sports and recreational facilities， are made 
accessible to all. 

司
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D. Prevention 

13. A strategy of prevention is essential for reducing the in-
cidence of impairment and disability. The main elements of such a 
strategy would vary according to a country's state of development， 
and are as follows: 

(α) The most important measures for prevention of 
impairment are: avoidance of war; improvement of the educa-
tional， economic and social status of the least privileged groups; 
identification of types of impairment and their causes within defined 
geographical areas; in.troduction of specific intervention measures 
through better nutritional practices; improvement of health ser-
vices， early detection and diagnosis; pre-natal and post-natal care; 
proper health c釘 einstruction， including patient and physician 
education; family planning; legislation and regulations; modifica-
tion of life-styles; selective placement services; education regarding 
environmental hazards; the fostering of better informed and 
strengthened families and comrnunities. 

(b) To the extent that development takes place， old hazards 
釘 ereduced and new ones arise. These changing circumstances re-
quire a shift in strategy， such as nutrition intervention programmes 
directed at specific population groups most at risk owing to 
vitamin A deficiency; improved medical care for the aging; training 
and regulations to reduce accidents in industry， in agriculture， on 
the roads and in the home; the control of environmental pollution 
and of the use and abuse of drugs and alcohol. In this connection， 
the WHO strategy for Health for All by the Year 2α)() through 
primary health c副・eshould be given proper attention. 

14. Measures should be taken for the earliest possible detection 
of the s戸nptomsand signs of impairment， to be followed immedi-
ately by the necessary curative or remedial action， which can prevent 
disability or at least lead to significant reductions in the severity of 
disability and can often prevent its becoming a lasting condition. 
For early detection it is important to ensure adequate education 
and orientation of families and technical assistance to them by 
medical social services. 
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E. Rehabuita1ion 

15. Rehabilitation usually includes the following types of services: 

(a) Early detection， diagnosis and intervention; 

(b) Medical cむeand treatment; 

(c) Social， psychological and other types of counselling and 
asslstance; 

(の Trainin尾inself -care activities， including mobility， com・
mumcation and dally living skills，with special provisions as need-
ed，e.g.，for the hearing impaired，the visudly impaired and the 
mentally retarded; 

(り Provisionof technical and mobility出dsand other 
devices; 

ωSpecialized education services; 

(g) Vocational rehabilitation services (including vocational 
guidance)， vocational training， placement in open or sheltered 
employment; 

(h) Follow-up. 

16. In all rehabilitation efforts， emphasis should be placed on the 
abilities of the individual， whose integrity and dignity must be 
respected. The normal developnient and maturation process of 
disabled children should be given the maximum attention. The 
capacities of disabled adults to perform work and other activities 
should be utilized. 

17. lmportant resources for rehabilitation exist in the families of 
disabled persons and in their communities. ln helping disabled per-
sons， every effort should be made to keep their families together， to 
enable them to live in their own communities and to support family 
and community groups who are working with this objective. In 
planning rehabilitation and suppo口iveprogrammes， it is essential 
to take into ac∞unt the customs and structures of the family and 
community and to promote their abi1ities to respond to the needs 
of the disabled individual. 

18. Services for disabled persons should be provided， whenever 
possible， within the existing social， health， education and labour 
structures of society. These include all levels of health care; 
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primary-secondary and highereducation;gene凶 progTammesof 
vocational training and placement in employment;anG measures 
of social security and social services.Rehabilitation serVIces a-
aimed at facilitating the participation of disabled persons in 
regular community servic白 andactivities.Rehabilitation shopid 
take place in the natural environment，supported by commuPIty-
based services and specialized institutions. Large ihstitutions 
should be avoided. Specialized institutions， where they are neces-
sary， should be organized so as to ensure an early and lasting in-
tegration of disabled persons into society. 

19. Rehabilitation programmes should make it possible for dis-
abled persons to take part in designing and orgaruzing the services 
that they and their families consider necessar手Proceduresfor the 
participation of disabled persons in the decision-making relating to 
their rehabilitation should be provided for within the system. 
When people such as the severely mentally disabled may not be 
able to represent themselves adequately in decisions affecting their 
lives， family members or legally圃designatedagents should take part 
in planning and decision-making. 

20. Efforts should be increased to develop rehabilitation services 
integrated in other services and make them more readily available. 
These should not rely on imported costly equipment， raw material 
and technology. The transfer of technology創nongnations should 
be enhanced and should concentrate on methods that are func-
tional and relate to prevailing conditions. 

F. EquaUzation of opportunities 

2幻1. To achieve the goa叫Isof “f“'u11 participation卸1叫dequality" 
rehabilitation measures aimed at the disabled individual are not 
s叩uffici民ent.Experience shows that it is largely the environment 
which determines the effect of an impairment or a disability on a 
person's daily life. A person is handicapped when he or she is 
denied the opportunities generally available in the community that 
are necessary for the fundamental elements of living， including 
family life，ωucation， employment， housing， financial and personal 
security， participation in social and political groups， religious 
activIty， intimate and sexual relationships， access to public 
facilities， freedom of movement and the general style of daily 
living. 

22. Societies sometimes cater only to people who are in full 
possession of a11 their physical and mental faculties. They have to 
recognize the fact that， despite preventive efforts， there will always 
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be a number of people with impairments and disabilities， and that 
societies have to identify and remove obstacles to their full parti-
cipation. Thus， whenever pedagogically possible， education should 
take place in the ordinary school system， work be provided 
through open employment and housing be made available as to the 
population in general. It is the duty of every Government to ensure 
that the benefits of development programmes also reach disabled 
citizens. Measures to this effect should be incorporated into the 
general planning process and the administrative structure of every 
society. Extra services which disabled persons might need should， 
as far as possible， be part of the general services of a country. 

23. The above does not apply merely to Governments. Anyone 
in charge of any kind of enterprise should make it accessible to 
people with disabilities. This applies to public agencies at various 
levels， to non-governmental organizations， to firms and to private 
individuals. It also applies to the internationallevel. 

24. People with permanent disabilities who are in need of com-
munity support services， aids and equipment to enable them to live 
as normally as possible both at home and in the community should 
have access to such services. Those who live with such disabled 
persons and help them in their daily activities should themselves 
receive support to enable them to have adequate rest and relaxa-
tion and an opportunity to take care of their own needs. 

25. The principle of equal rights for the disabled and non-
disabled implies that the needs of each and every individual are of 
equal importance， that these needs must be made the basis for the 
planning of societies， and that all resources must be employed in 
such a way as to ensure， for every individual， equal opportunity 
for participation. Disability policies should ensure the access of the 
disabled to all community services. 

26. As disabled persons have equal rights， they also have equal 
obligations. lt is their duty to take part in the building of society. 
Societies must raise the level of expectation as far as disabled per-
sons are concerned， and in so doing mobilize their full resources 
for social change. This means， among other things， that young 
disabled persons should be provided with career and vocational 
opportunities -not early retirement pensions or public assistance. 

27. Persons with disabilities should be expected to fulfil their role 
in society and meet their obligations as adults. The image of disabl-
ed persons depends on social attitudes based on different factors 
that may be the greatest barrier to participation and equa1ity. We 
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see the disabilitぁshownby the white cane， crutches， hearing aids 
and wheelchairs， butnot the person. What is required is to focus on 
the ability， not on the disability of disabled persons. 

28. All over the world， disabled persons have started to unite in 
organizations as advocates for their Qwn rights to infiuence 
decision-makers in Governments and all sectors of society. The role 
of these orga凶zationsincludes providing a voice of their own， 
identifying needs， expressing views on priorities， evaluating ser-
vices and advocating ch如 geand public aw訂 eness.As a vehicle of 
self -development， these organizations provide the opportunity to 
develop skills in the Flegotiation process， organizational abilities， 
mutual support， information-sharing. and often vocational skills 
and opportunities. In view of their vital importance in the process 
of participation， it is imperative that their development be 
en∞uraged. 

29. Mentally handicapped people are now beginning to demand a 
voice of their own and insisting on their right to take part in 
decision-making and discussion. Even those with limited com・

murucation skills have shown themselves able to express their point 
of view. In this respect， they have much to learn from the self-
advocacy movement of persons with other disabilities. This 
development should be encouraged. 

30. Infonnation should be prepared and disseminated to improve 
the situation of disabled persons. The co圃operationof all public 
media should be sought to bring about presentations that will pro-
mote創1understanding of the rights of disabled persons aimed at 
the public and the persons with disabilities themselves， and that 
will avoid reinforcing traditional stereotypes and prejudices. 

G. Concepts adopted within the U凶tedNations system 

31. In the Charter ofthe United Nations， the reaffirmation ofthe 
principles of peace， the faith in human rights副ldfundamental 
freedoms， the dignity and worth of the human person and the pro-
motion of social justice， are given primary importance. 

32. '.The Universal Declaration ofHuman Rights affirms the right 
of all people， ¥Wthout distinction of any kind. to marriage; prop-
erty ownership; equal access to public services; social security; and 
the realization of economic， social and cultural rights. The Intema-
tional Covenants on Human Rights， b the Declaration on the 
Rights of Mentally Retarded Persons， C and the Declaration on the 
Rights of Disabled Personsd give specific expression to the prin-
ciples contained in the Universal Declaration of Human Rights. 



33.The Declaration on Social Progress and DevelopmenF pro-
clams the necessity of protecting the rights of physically and men-
tally d叫vantagedpersons and assuring their welfare and 
rehabilltatIon-It guarantees everyone the right to and opportunity 
for useful and productive labour. 

34. Within the U凶附 N創ionsSecmmt，a number domm 
carry out activities related to the above concepts as well as to the 
World Programme of Action.They include:the Division of 
Human Rights; the Departmt::nt of lnternationa1 Economic and 
Social Affairs; the Department of Technica1 Co・operationfor 
Development;the Department of Public Information;the Divi-
sion of Narcotic Drugs and the United Nations Conference on 
Trade and Development. The regional commissions also have an 
important role: the Economic Commission for Africa in Addis 
Ababa (Ethiopia)， the Economic Commission for Europe in 
Geneva (Switzerland)，the Economic Commission for Latin 
America in Santiago (Chile)， the Economic and Social Commis-
sion for Asia and the Pacific in Bangkok (Thailand)， the Eco-
nomic Commission for Western Asia in Baghdad (Iraq). 

35. Other organizations and programmes of the United Nations 
have adopted approaches related to development that will be 
sign泊ωntin implementing the World Programme of Action con-
cerning Disabled Persons. These include: 

(a) The mandate contained in General Assembly resolution 
3405 (XXX) on New Dimensions in Technical Co-operation， which 
directs the United Nations Development Programme， inter alia， to 
take into account the importance'of reaching the poorest and most 
vulnerable sections of society when responding to Governments' 
requests for help in meeting their most urgent and critica1 needs 
and which encompぉsesthe concepts of technical co・operation
among developing countries; 

(b) The concept adopted by the United Nations Children's 
Fund (UNICEF) of basic services for all children and the坑rategy
adopted by比in1980 to emphasize strengthening far凶lyand com・

munity resources to assist disabled children in their natural 
envlfonments; 

(c) The Office of the United Nations High Commissioner 
for Refugees (UNHCR) with its programme for disabled refugees; 

(のTheUnited Nations Relief and Works Agency for 
Palestine Refugees in the Near East (UNRWA)， which is con-
cerned，創nongother things， with the prevention of impairments 
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among Palestine refugees and the lowering of social and physical 
barriers which confront disabled members of the refugee popula-
uon; 

(e) The concepts of specific measures of disaster pre-
paredness and prevention for those already disabled， and of the 
prevention of permanent disability as a result of injury or treat-
I'nent received at the time of a disaster， advanced by the Office of 
the United Nations Disaster Relief Co-ordinator (UNDRO); 

(j) The United Nations Centre for Human Settlements 
(UNCHS) with its concern about physical barriers and general 
access to the physical environment; 

(g) The United Nations Industrial Development Organiza-
tion (UNIDO); the activities of UNIDO cover the production of 
drugs essential for the prevention of disability as well as of 
technical devices for the disabled. 

36. The specialized agencies ofthe United Nations system， which 
are involved in promoting， supporting and carrying out field 
activities， have a long record of work related to disability. Pro-
grammes of disability prevention， nutrition， hygiene， education of 
disabled children and adults， vocational training， job placement 
and others， represent a store of experience and know:'how which 
opens up opportunities for further accomplishments and， at the 
S卸netime， makes it possible to share these experiences with 
governmental and non-governmental organizations concerned 
with disability matters. They include: 

(a) The basic needs strategy of the International Labour 
Organisation (ILO) and the principles set forth in the ILO recom-
mendation No. 99 concerning vocational rehabilitation of the 
disabled， 1955; 

(b) The Food and Agriculture Organization of the United 
Nations (FAO) with its emphasis on the relation between nutrition 
and disability; 

(cj The concept of adapted education recommended by an 
expert group of the United Nations Educational， Scientific and 
CulturaI Organization (UNESCO) on education of disabled per-
sons has been reinforced by two guiding principles of the Sundberg 
Declaration:f 

-Disabled persons shall receive from the community 
services adapted to their specific personal needs; 
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-Through decentralization and sectorization of services， the 
needs of disabled persons shall be taken into account and satisfied 
within the framework of the community to which they belong; 

(の TheWorld Health Organization's programme of health 
for all by the year 2α)() and the related primary health '，care ap-
proach， through which the member States of the World Health 
Organization have already committed themselves to preventing 
diseases and impairments leading to disabilities. The concept of 
primary health care， as elaborated by the International Conference 
on Primary Health Care held at Alma-Ata in 1978， and the 
application of this concept to the health aspects of disabi1ity， are 
described in the World Health Organization's policy on this sub-
ject， approved by the World Health Assembly in 1978; 

(e) The International Civil Aviation Organization (ICAO) 
has approved recommendations to contracting States concerning 
facilities of movement and provision of facilities for disabled 
passengers; 

(f) The Executive Committee of the Universal Postal 
Union (UPU) has adopted a recommendation inviting all national 
postal administrations to出lproveaccess to their facilities for 
disabled persons. 

11. CURRENT SITUATION 

A. General description 

37. There is a large and growing number of persons with 
disabilities in the world today. The estimated figure of 500 million 
is confirmed by the results of surveys of segments of population， 
coupled with the observations of experience.d investigators. In 
most countries， at least one person out of 10 is disabled by 
physical， mental or sensory impairment， and at least 25 per cent of 
any population is adversely atfected by the presence of disability. 

38. The causes of impairments vary throughout the world， as do 
the prevalence and consequences of disability. These variations are 
the result of ditferent socio-economic circumstances and of the 
different provisions that each society makes for the well-being of its 
members. 

39. A survey carried out by experts has produced the estimate of 
at least 350 million disabled persons living in areas where the ser-
vices needed to assist them in overcoming their limitations are not 
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available. To a large extent， disabled persons are exposed to 
physical， cultural and social barriers which handicap their lives 
even if rehabilitation assistance is available. 

40. Many factors are responsible for the rising numbers of 
disabled persons and the relegation of disabled persons to the 
margin of society. These include: 

(0) Wars and the consequences ofwars; and other forms of 
violence， destruction， poverty， hunger， epidemics， major shifts in 
population; 

(b) A high proportion of overburdened and impoverished 
families; overcrowded and unhealthy housing and living condi-
tlons; 

(c) Populations with a' high proportion of illiteracy and 
little awareness of basic social services or of health and education 
measures; 

(d) An absence of accurate knowledge about disability， its 
causes， prevention and treatment; this includes stigma， discrimina-
tion and misconceived ideas on disability; 

(e) Inadequate programmes of primary health care and 
servlces; 

ωConstraints， including a lack of resources， geographical 
distance， physical and social barriers， that make it impossible for 
many people to take advantage of available services; 

(g) The channelling of resources to highly specialized ser-
vices that a民 notrelevant to the needs of the majority of people 
who need help; 

(h) The absence or weakness of an infrastructure of related 
services for socialぉsistance，health， education， vocational training 
and placement; 

I (i) Low priority in social and economic development for 
activities related to equalization of opportunities， disability 
prevention and rehabilitation; 

U) Industrial， agricultural and transportation-related 
accidents; 

(k) Natural disaster and earthquake; 
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(/) Pollution of the physical environment; 

(m) Stress and other psycho-social problems associated 
with the transition from a traditional to a modern society; 

(n) The imprudent use of medication， the misuse of 
therapeutic substances and the illicit use of drugs and stimulants; 

(0) The faulty treatment of injured persons at the time of a 
disaster， which c如 bethe cause of avoidable disability; 

(P) Urbanization and population growth and other indirect 
factors. 

41. The relationship between disability and poverty has been 
clearly established. While the risk of impairment is much greater 
for the poverty-stricken， the converse is also true. The birth of an 
impaired child， or the occurrence of disability in the family， often 
places heavy demands on the limited resources of the familyand 
strains on its morale， thus thrusting it deeper into poverty. The 
combined effect of these factors results in higher proportions of 
disabled persons among the poorest strata of society. For this 
reason， the number of a百ectedfamilies living at the poverty level 
steadily increases in absolute terms. The negative impact of these 
trends seriously hinders the development process. 

42. Existing knowledge and skills could prevent the onset of 
many impairments and disabilities， could assist affected people in 
overcoming or minimizing their disabilities， and could enable 
nations to remove barriers which exclude disabled persons from 
everyday life. 

1. Disabilities in the developing countries 

43. The problems of disability in developing countries need to be 
specially highlighted. As many as 80 per cent of all disabled per-
sons live in isolated rural areas in the developing countries. ln some 
of these countries， the percentage of the disabled population is 
estimated to be as high as 20 and， thus， if families and relatives are 
included， 50 per cent of the population could be adversely aftected 
by disability. The problem is made more complex by the fact that， 
for the most part， disabled persons are also usually ext.remely poor 
people. They often live in areas where medical and other related 
services are scarce， or even totally absent and where disabilities are 
not and cannot be detected in time. When they do receive medical 
attention， if they receive it at all， the impairment may have become 
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irreversible. In many countries， resources are not sufficient to 
detect and prevent disability and to meet the need for the rehabili-
tation and supportive services ofthe disabled population Tmned 
personnel， research into newer and more e仔'ectivestrategies and 
Approaches to rehabilitation and the manufqcuring and provision 
of aids and equipment for disabled p何 sonslare auite inadeauate. 

44. In such countries， the disability prqblem 1S turther com-
pounded bythePOPulation explosion，which ineX{ 
the number of disabled persons both in pro/portional and absolute 
terms.百lereis， thus， an urgent need， as t~e first priority， to help 
such countries to develop demographic tolicies to prevent an 
i n c m s e i凶n川川t附}

services to the already disabled. 

2. 取 cialgro叫

45. The consequences of deficiencies and disablement are par-
ticularly serious for women. There are a great many countries 
where women are subjected to social， cultural and economic dis-
advantages which impede their access to， for example， health care， 
education， vocational training and employment. If， in addition， 
they are physically or mentally disabled their chances of overcom・

ing their disablement are diminished， which makes it all the more 
difficult for them to take part in comrnunity life. In families， the 
responsibility for caring for a disabled parent often lies with 
women， which considerably limits their freedom and their pos-

and already in some as m如 yas two thirds， of disabled people are 
also elderly. Most of the conditions which c~use their disability (for 
example， arthritis， strokes， heart disease 州 deteriorationin hear-
ing and vision) are not common among ytunger disabled people 
and may require different forms of prevenr~on ， treatment， rehabil-
itation and suppo口servlces.

48. With the emergence of“victimology't as a branch of crimin-
ology， the true extent of injuries inflicted u~on the victims of crime， 
causing permanent or temporary disablem伊t，is only now becom-
ing generally known. li 
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49. Victims of torture who have been disabled physically or men-
tally， not by accident of birth or normal activity， but by the deliber-
ate inftiction of injury， form another group of disabled persons. 

50. There are over 10 million refugees and displaced persons in 
the world today as a result of man-made disasters. Many'，of them 
are disabled physically and psychologically as a result of their 
sufferings from persecution， violence and hazards. Most are in 
third-world countries， where services and facilities are extremely 
limited. Being a refugee is in itself a handicap， and a disabled 
refugee is doubly handicapped. 

51. Workers employed abroad often find themselves in a difficult 
situation associated with a series of handicaps resulting from 
differences in environment， lack or inadequate knowledge of the 
language of the country of immigration， prejudice and discrimina-
tion， lack or deficiency of vocational training， and inadequate liv・
ing conditions. The special position of migrant workers in the 
country of emplo戸nentexposes them and their families to health 
hazards and increased risk of occupational accidents which fre-
quently lead to impairment or disability. The situation of disabled 
migrant workers may be further aggravated by the necessity for 
them to return to the_ country of origin， where， in most cases， 
special services and facilities for the disabled are very limited. 

B. Prevention 

52. There is a steady growth of activities to prevent impairment， 
such as the improvement of hygiene， education， nutrition， better 
access to food and health care through primary health care ap-
proaches， with special attention to mother and child care; counsel-
ling parents on genetic and pre-natal care factors; immunization 
and control of diseases and infections; accident prevention; and 
improving the quality of the environment. In some parts of the 
world， such measures have a significant impact on the incidence of 
physical and mental impairment. 

53. For a majority of the world's population， especially those liv-
ing in countries in the early stages of economic development， these 
preventive measures effectively reach only a small proportion of 
the people in need. Most developing countries have yet to establish 
a system for the early detection and prevention of impairment 
through periodic health examinations， particularly for pregnant 
women， infants and young children. 

54. In the Leeds Castle Declaration on the Prevention of Dis-
ablement of 12 November 1981， an international group of scien-
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tists， doctors， health administrators and politicians calls attention， 
創nongothers， to the following practical measures to prevent 
disablement: 

“3. Impairment arising from malnutrition， infection and 
neglect could be prevented by inexpensive improvement 
in primary health care. . . 

4. ... Many disabilities of later life can be postponed or 
averted. There are promising lines of research for the 
control of hereditary and degenerative conditions. . . 

5. ... Disabi1ity need not give rise to handicap. Failure to 
apply simple remedies very often increase disability， and 
the attitudes創ldinstitutional arrangements of society 
increase the chance of disability placing people at a 
disadvantage. Sustained education of the public and of 
professionals is urgently needed. 

6. Avoidable disability is a prime cause of economic waste 
and human deprivation in all countries， industrialized 
and developing. This loss c飢 bereduced rapidly. 

The technology which will prevent or control most dis-
ablement is available and is improving. What is needed is 
commitment by society to overcome the problems. The 
priority of existing national and.international health pro-
grammes must be shifted to ensure the dissemination of 
knowledge and technology . . . 

7. Although technology for preventive and remedial con・
trol of most disabilities exists， the remarkable recent pro-
gress in bio-medical rese釘 chpromises revolutionary new 
tools which could greatly strengthen剖1interventions. 
Both basic and applied research deserve support over the 
coming years". 

55. It is becoming increasingly recognized that progr副nmesto 
prevent impairment or to ensure that impairments do not escalate 
into more limiting disabilities are less costly to society in the long 
run than having to care later for disabled persons. This applies， for 
inst創lce，not least to occupational safety programmes， a still 
neglected field of concern in many countries. 
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c. Rehabilitation 

56. Rehabilitation services are often provided by specialized 
institutions. However， there exists a growing trend towards placing 
greater emphasis on the integration of services in general public 
facilities. 

57. There has been an evolution in both the content and the spirit 
of the activities described as rehabilitation. Traditional practice 
viewed rehabilitation as a pattern of therapies and services pro-
vided to disabled persons in an institutional setting， often under 
medical authority. This is gradually being replaced by programmes 
which， while still providing qualified medical， social and 
pedagogical services， also involve communities and families and 
help them to support the efforts of their disabled members to over-
come the disabling effects of impairment within a normal social en-
vironment. Increasingly it is being recognized that even severely 
disabled persons can， to a great extent， live independently if the 
necessary support services are provided. The number requiring care 
in institutions is much smaller than had previously been assumed 
and even they can， to a great extent， live a life that is independent in 
its essential elements. 

58. Many disabled persons require technical aids. ln some coun-
tries the technology needed to produce such items is well devel-
oped， and highly sophisticated devices are manufactured to assist 
the mobility， communication and daily living of disabled individ-
uals. The costs of such items are high， however， and only a few 
countries are able to provide such equipment. 

59. Many people need simple equipment to facilitate mobility， 
communication and daily living.Such aids are producedmd 
available in some countries. In many other countries， however， 
they cannot be obtained because of a lack of their availability 
and/or of high cost-Increasing attention is being given to the 
design of simpler，less expensive devices，with local methods of 
production which are more easily adapted to the country con-
cerned，more appropriate to the needs of most disabled persons 
and more readily available to them. 

D. Equalization of opportunities 

60. The rights of persons with disabilities to participate in their 
societies can be achieved primarily through political and social 
actlOns. 
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61. Many countries have taken important steps to eliminate or 
reduce barriers to full participation. Legislation has in many cases 
been enacted to guarantee to disabled persons the rights to， and 
opportunities for， schooling， emplo戸nentand access to commun-
ity facilities，toremove cultural and physical barriers and topro-
scribe discrimination against disabled persons-There has been a 
movement away from institutions to community-based living. In 
some developed and developing countries， the emphasis in school-
ing is increasingly on“open education"， with a corresponding 
decrease in institutions and special schools.Methods of making 
public transport systems accessible have been devised， as well as 
methods of making information accessible .for sensory-disabled 
persons. Awareness ofthe need for such measures has increased. In 
many cases， public education and awareness campaigns have been 
launched to educate the public to alter its attitudes and actions 
towards disabled persons. 

62. Often， disabled persons have taken the lead in bringing about 
an improved understanding of the process of equalization of 
opportunities. In this. context， they have advocated their own 
integration into the mainstream of society. 

63. Despite such efforts， disabled persons are yet far from having 
achieved equal opportunities and the degree of integration of 
disabled persons into society is yet far from satisfactory in most 
countnes. 

1. Education 

64. At least 10 per cent of children are disabled. They have the 
same right to education as non-disabled persons and they require 
active intervention and specialized services. But most disabled 
children in developing countries receive neither specialized services 
nor compulsory education. 

65. There is a great variation from some countries with a high 
educational level for disabled persons to countries where such 
facilities are limited or non-existent. 

66. I There is a lack in existing knowledge of the potential of dis-
abled persons. Furthermore， there is often no legislation which 
deals with their needs and a shortage of teaching staffand facilities. 
Disabled persons have in most countries so far not benefited from 
a life-long education. 
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67. Significant advances in teaching techniques and important 
innovative developments have taken place in the field of special 
education and much more can be achieved in the education of 
disabled persons. But the progress is mostly limited to a few coun-
tries or only a few urban centres. 

68. The advances concern early detection， assessment and inter-
vention， special education progr創nmesin a variety of settings， 
with many disabled children able to participate in a regular school 
setting， while others require very intensive progrむnmes.

2. Employment 

69. Many persons with disabilities are denied employment or 
given only menial and poorly remunerated jobs. This is true even 
though it can be demonstrated that with proper assessment， train-
ing and placement， the great majority f)f disabled persons can per-
form a large range of tasks in accorde..nce with prevailing work 
norms. In times of unemployment and economic distress， disabled 
persons are usually the first to be discharged and the last to be 
hired. In some industrialized countries experiencing the effects of 
economic recession， the rate of unemployment among disabled 
job-seekers is double that of able-bodied applicants for jobs. In 
many countries various programmes have been developed and 
measures taken to create jobs for disabled persons. These include 
sheltered and production workshops， sheltered enclaves， desig-
nated positions， quota schemes， subsidies for employers who train 
and subsequently engage disabled workers， co-operatives of and 
for the disabled， etc. The actual number of disabled workers 
employed in either regular or special establishments is far below 
the number of employable disabled workers. The wider application 
of ergonomic principles leads to adaptation of the work place， 
tools， machinery and equipment at relatively little cost and helps 
widen employment opportunities for the disabled. 

70. Many disabled persons， particularly in the developing coun-
tries， live in rural areas. When the family economy is based on 
agriculture or other rural occupations and when the traditional 
extended family exists， it may be possible for most disabled per-
sons to be given some useful tasks to perform. As more families 
move from rural areas to urban centres， as agriculture becomes 
more mechanized and commercialized， as money transactions 
replace barter systems and as the institution of the extended family 
disintegrates， the vocational plight of disabled persons becomes 
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more severe. For those living in urban slums， competition for 
employment is heavy， and other economically productive activity is 
scarce. Many disabled persons in such areas suffer from enforced 
inactivity and become dependent; others must resort to begging. 

3. Socia! questions 

71. Full participation in the basic units of society -family， social 
groups and community -is the essence of human experience. The 
right to equality of opportunity for such participation is set forth in 
the Universal Declaration ofHuman Rights and should apply to all 
people， including those with disabilities. In reality， however， dis-
abled persons are often denied the opportunities of full participa-
tion in the activities of the socio・culturalsystem of which they are a 
part. This deprivation comes about through physical and social 
barriers that have evolved from ignorance， indifference and fear. 

72. Attitudes and behaviour often lead to the exclusion of dis-
abled persons from social and cultural life. People tend to avoid 
contact and personal relationships with those who are disabled. 
The pervasiveness of the prejudice and discrimination affecting 
disabled persons and the degree to which they are excluded from 
normal social intercourse produce psychological and social prob-
lems for many of them. 

73. Too often， the professional and other service personnel with 
whom disabled persons come into contact fail to appreciate the 
potential for participation by disabled persons in normal social 
experiences and thus do not contribute' to the integration of dis-
abled individuals and other social groups. 

74. Because of these barriers， it is often difficult or impossible for 
disabled persons to have close and intimate relationships with 
others. Marriage and parenthood are often unattainablefor people 
who are identified as“disabled"， even when there is no functional 
limitation to preclude them. The needs of mentally handicapped 
people for personal and social relationships， including sexual part-
nership， are now increasingly recognized. 

75. Many persons with disabilities are not only excluded from the 
normal sociallife of their communities but in fact confined in insti-
tutions. While the leper colonies of the past have been partly done 
away with and large institutions are not as numerous as they once 
were， far too many people are today institutionalized when there is 
nothing in their condition to justify it. 
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76.Many disabled pemm are excluded from active participa-
10nln society because of doorways that are too narrow for whe4 
chairs;steps that cannot be mounted leading to buildings，buses， 
trains and aircraft;telephones and light switches that cannot be 
reached;sanitary facilities that cannot be used.Similarly they can 
be excluded by other types of barriers，for example oral communi-
cation which ignores the needs of the hearing impaired and written 
informa附 1which ignores恥 ne出 ofthe visually impaired. Such 
barTIers Me the result of ignorance and lack of concern;they exist 
despite the fact that most ofthem could be avoided at no great cost 
by careful planning-Although some countries have enacted legisla-
tion and launched campaigns ofpublic education to eliminate such 
obstacles， the problem remains a crucial one. 

77. Generally， existing services， facilities and social actions for 
the prevention of impairment，the rehabilitation of disabled per-
sons and their integration into society are closely linked to the 
Governments' and society's willingness and ability to allocate 
resources， income and services to disadvantaged population 
groups. 

E. Disability and a new international economic order 

78. The transfer of resources and technology from developed to 
developing coulltries as envisaged within the framework of the new 
international economic order， as well as other provisions for 
strengthening the economies of developing nations， would， if 
implemented， be of benefit to the people of these countries， includ-
ing the disabled. Improvement of economic conditions in the 
developing countries， particularly their rural areas， would provide 
new employment opportunities for disabled persons and needed 
resources to support measures for prevention， rehabilitation and 
the equalization of opportunities. The transfer of appropriate tech-
nology， if properly managed， could lead to the development of 
industries specializing in the mass production of devices and aids 
for dealing with the effects of physical， mental or sensory impair-
ments. 

79. The International Development Strategy for theThird United 
Nations Development Decadeg states that particular efforts should 
be made to integrate the disabled in the development process and 
that e仔ectivemeasures for prevention， rehabilitation and equaliza-
tion of opportunities are therefore essential. Positive action to this 
end would be part of the more general effort to mobilize all human 
resources for development. Changes in the international economic 
order will have to go hand in hand with domestic changes aimed at 
achieving full participation by disadvantaged population groups. 



F. Consequences of economic and social development 

80. To the extent that development e宵ortsare successful in bring-
ing about better nutrition，education，housing，improved sanltary 
conditions and adequate primary health care，the prospects of 
preventing impairment and treating disability greatlyImprove-
Progress along these lines may also be especially facilitated in suqh 

areas as: 

(0) The training of personnel in general fields such as social 
assistance， public health， medicine， education and vocational 
rehabilitation; 

(b) Enhanced capacities for the local production of the 
appliances and equipment needed by disabled persons; 

(の Theestablishment of social services， social security 
systems， co-operatives and programmes for mutual assistance at 
the national and community levels; 

(d) Appropriate vocational guidance and work preparation 
services as well as increased employment opportunities for disabled 
persons. 

81. Since economic development leads to alterations in the size 
and distribution of the population， to modifications in life-styles 
and to changes in socia1 structures and relationships， the services 
needed to deal with human problems are generally not being 
improved and expanded rapidly enough. Such imbalances between 
economic and social development add to the difficulties ofintegrat-
ing disabled persons into their communities. 
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111. PROPOSALS FOR THE IMPLEMENTATION OF 
THE WORLD PROGRAM勘IEOFACTION 

CONCERNING DISABLED PERSONS 

A. Introduction 

82. The objectives of the World Programme of Action concern-
ing Disabled Persons are to promote effective measures for 
prevention of disability， rehabilitation and the realization of the 
goals of“full participation" of disabled persons in social life and 
development， and of“equality". In implementing the World Pro-
gramme due regard has to be paid to the special situation of 
developing countries and， in particular， of the least developed 
countries. The immensity of the task of improving living condi-
tions for the whole population and the general scarcity of resources 
make the attainment of the objectives of the Programme much 
more difficult in these countries. At the same time， it should be 
recognized that the implementation of the World Programme of 
Action in itself will make a contribution to the development pro-
cess through the mobilization of all human resources and the full 
participation ofthe entire population. Though some countries may 
already have initiated or carried out some of the actions recom・
mended in this Programme， more needs to be done. This applies 
also to countries with a high general standard of living. 

83. Since the situation of the disabled. is closely connected with 
the overal1 development at the nationallevel， the solution of prob-
lems in developing countries depends to a very large extent on the 
creation of adequate international conditions for the faster social 
and economic development. Accordingly， the establishment of a 
new international economic order is of direct relevance to the 
implementation of the objectives of the Progr創nme.lt is par-
ticularlyessential that the flow of resources to developing countries 
be substantially increased， as agreed upon in the International 
Development Strategy for the Third United Nations Development 
Decade. 

84. The realization of these goals will require a multisectoral and 
multidisciplinary global strategy for combined and co-ordinated 
policies and actions relevant to the equalization of opportunities of 
disabled persons， effective rehabi1itation services and measures for 
prevention. 

85. Disabled persons and their organizations should be consulted 
in the further development of the World Programme of Action and 
in its implementation. To this end， every effort should be made to 
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encourage the formation of organizations of disabled persons at 
the local， national， regional and internationallevels. Their unique 
expertise， derived from their experience， can make significant con-
tributions to the planning of programmes and services for disabled 
persons. Through their discussion of issues they present points of 
view most widely representative of all concerns of disabled per-
sons. Their impact on public attitudes warrants consultation with 
them and as a force for change they have significant inf1uence on 
making disability issues a great priority. The disabled themselves 
should have a substantive inf1uence in deciding the effectiveness of 
policies， programmes and servICes designed for their benefit. 
Special efforts should be made to involve mentally handicapped 
persons in this process. 

B. National action 

86. The World Programme of Action is designed for all nations. 
The time-span for its implementation and the choice of items to be 
implemented as a priority will， however， vary from nation to 
nation depending on the existing situation and their resource con-
straints， levels of socio-economic development， cultural traditions， 
and their capacity to formulate and implement the actions envis-
aged in the Programme. 

87. National Governments bear the ultimate responsibility for 
the implementation of the measures recommended in the present 
section. Owing， however， to constitutional differences between 
countries， both local authorities and other bodies within the public 
and private sector will be called upon to implement the national 
meぉurescontained in the World Programme of Action. 

88. Member States should urgently initiate national long-term 
progr釘nmesto achieve the objectives of the World Programme of 
Action; such programmes should be an integral component of the 
nation's general policy for socio-economic development. 

89. Matters concerning disabled persons should be treated within 
the appropriate general context and not separately. Each ministry 
or other body within the public or private sector responsible for， or 
working within， a specific sector should be responsible for those 
matters related to disabled persons which fall within its area of 
competence. Governments should establish a focal point (for 
example， a national commission， committee or similar body) to 
look into and follow the activities related to the World Programme 
of Action of various ministries， of other government agencies and 
of non-governmental organizations. Apy mechanism set up should 
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involve all parties concemed， including organizations of disabled 
persons-The body should have access to decision-makers at the 
highest level. 

90.To implement the World Programme of Action，it is neces-
sary for Member States: 

(α) To plan， organize and finance activities at each level; 

(b)To create，through legislation，the necessary legal bases 
and authority for measures to achieve the objectives; 

(c) To ensure opportunities by eliminating barriers to full 
partlcipation; 

(d) To provide rehabilitation services by giving social， 
nutritional， medical， educational and vocational assistance釦 d
technical aids to disabled persons; 

(の Toestablish or mobilize relevant public and private 
orgaruzations; 

ωTo  support the establishment and growth of organiza-
tions of disabled persons; 

(g) To prepare and disseminate information relevant to the 
issues of the World Programme of Action among all elements of 
the population， including persons with disabilities and their 
families; 

(h) To promo句 publiceducation to ensure a broad under-
standing of the key issues of the World Programme of Action and 
its implementation; 

(i) To facilitate research on matters related to the World 
Programme of Action; 

U) To promote technical assistance and co-operation 
related to the World Programme of Action; 

(k) To facilitate the participation of disabled persons and 
their organizations in decisions related to the World Programme of 
Action. 
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1. Participation 01 disabled persons in decision-making 

91. Member States should increase their assistance to organiza-
tions of disabled persons and help them organize and co-ordinate 
the representation of the interests and concerns of disabled 
persons. 

92. Member States should actively seek out and encourage in 
every possible way the development of organizations composed of 
or representing disabled persons. Such organizations， in whose 
membership and govc:rning bodies disabled persons， or in some 
cases relatives， have a decisive influence， exist in many countries. 
Many of them have not the means to assert themselves and fight 
for their rights. 

93. Member States should establish direct contacts with such 
organizations and provide chanI1els for them to influence govern-
ment policies and decisions in all areas that concern them. Member 
States should give the necessary financial support to organizations 
of disabled persons for this purpose. 

94. Organizations and other bodies at all levels should ensure 
that.disabled persons can participate in their activities to the fullest 
extent possible. 

2. Prevention 01 impairment， disabi/ity and handicap 

95. The technology to prevent and control most disablement is 
available and improving but is not always fully utilized. Member 
States should take appropriate measures for the prevention of 
impairment and disability and ensure the dissemination of relevant 
knowledge and technology. 

96. Co-ordinated programmes of prevention at all levels of 
society are needed. They should include: 

(α) Community-based primary health care systems that 
reach all segments of the population， particularly in rural areas and 
urban slums; 

(b) Effective maternal and child health care and counsel-
ling， as well as counselling for family planning and family life; 

(c) Education in nutrition and assistance in obtaining a 
proper diet， especially for mothers and children， including the pro・
duction and utilization of foods rich in vitamins and other 
nutnents; 
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(d) Immunization against communicable diseases. in line 
mth the objectives ofthe Expanded Programmeof ImXIII-izatiorl 
of the World Health Organization; 

(e) A system for early detection and early intervention; 

ωSafety regulations and training programmes for the 
prevention of accidents in the home， in the work place， on the road 
and in leisure-related activities; 

(g) Adaptation of jobs， equipment and the working 
environment and thとprovisionof occupationaI heaIth program-
mes to prevent the generation of occupational disabilities or 
diseases and their exacerbation; 

(h) Measures to control the imprudent use of medication， 
drugs， alcohol， tobacco and other stimulants or depressants in 
order to prevent drug-related disability， particularly among school 
children and elderly people. Of particular concern also is the effect 
upon unborn children of imprudent consumption of these 
substances by pregnant women; 

0) Educational and public health activities that wiU assist 
people in attaining life-styles that will provide the maximum 
defence against the causes of impairment; 

U) Sustained education of the public and of professiona1s 
as well as public information campaigns related to disability 
prevention programmes; 

(k) Adequate training for medical， para-medical and other 
persons who may be called upon to deal with casualties in emergen-
cles; 

(1) Preventive measures incorporated in the training of 
rural extension workers to assist in reducing incidence of dis-
abilities; 

(m) Well-organized vocational training and practical on-
the-job training of workers with a view to preventing accidents at 
work and disabilities of different degrees. Attention should be paid 
to the fact that outdated technology is often used in developing 
countries. In many cases， old technology is transferred from in・

dustrial countries to developing countries. The old technology， in-
appropriate for the conditions in developing countries together 
with insufficient training and deficient labour protection， con-
tributes to an increased number of accidents at work and to 
disabilities. 
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3. Rehabilitation 

97. Member States should develop and ensure the provision of 
rehabilitation services necessary for achieving the objectives of the 
World Programme of Action. 

98. Member States are encouraged to provide for all people the 
health care and related services needed to eliminate or reduce the 
disabling effects of impairment. 

99. This includes the provision of social， nutritional， health and 
vocational services needed to enable disabled individuals to reach 
optimum levels of functioning. Depending on such factors as 
population distribution， geography and stages of development， 
services can be delivered through the following channels: 

(a) Community-based workers; 

(b) General faciIities providing health， education， welfare 
and vocational services;'" 

(c) Other specialized services where the general facilities are 
unable to provide the necessary services. 

l(ゆ. Member States should ensure the availability of aids and 
equipment appropriate to the local situation for all those to whose 
functioning and independence they are essential. It is necessary to 
ensure the provision of technical aids during and after the 
rehabilitation process. Follow-up repair services and replacement 
of aids that are obsolete are also needed. 

101. It is necessary to make certain that disabled persons who 
need such equipment have the financial resources as well as the 
practical opportunities for obtaining them and learning to use 
them. Import taxes or other procedures that block the ready 
availability of aids and materials which cannot be manufactured in 
the country and must be obtained from other countries should be 
eliminated. It is important to support local production of aids that 
are suited to the technological， sodal and economic conditions 
undeI'. which they will be used. Development and production of 
technical aids should follow the overall technological development 
of a specific country. 

102. To stimulate local production and development of technical 
aids， Member States should consider establishing national centres 
with a responsibility to support such local developments. In many 
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cases existing special schools， institutes of technology， etc.， could 
serve as a basis for this. Regional co-operation in this connection 
should be considered. 

103. Member States are encouraged to include within the general 
system of social services personnel competent to provide counsel-
ling and other assistance needed to deal with the problems of 
disabled persons and their families. 

104. When the resources of the general social service system are 
inadequate to meet these needs， special services may be offered 
until the quality of the general system has been improved. 

105. Within the context of available resources， Member States 
are encouraged to initiate whatever special measures may be 
necessary to ensure the provision and full use of services needed by 
disabled persons living in rural areas， urban slums and shanty 
towns. 

106. Disabled persons should not be separated from their， 

families and communities. The system of services must take into 
account problems of transportation and conununication; the need 
for supporting social， health and education services; the existence 
of primitive and often hazardous living conditions; and， especially 
in some urban slums， social barriers that may inhibit people's 
readiness to seek or accept services. Member States should assure 
an equitable distribution of these services to all population groups 
and geographical areas according to need. 

107. Health and social services for mentally ill persons have been 
particularly neglected in many countries. The psychiatric care of 
persons with mental illness should be supplemented by the provi-
sion of social support and guidance to these persons and their 
families， who are often under particular strain. Where such services 
are available， the length of stay and the probability of renewed 
referral to institutions are lessened. ln cases where mental1y retard-
ed persons are additionally aillicted with problems of mental ill-
ness， provisions are necessary to ensure that health care personnel 
are aware of the distinct needs related to retardation. 
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4. Equalization %pportunities 

(0) Legislation 

108. Member States should assume responsibility for ensuring 
that disabled persons are granted equal opportunities with other 
citizens. 

1ω. Member States should undertake the necessary measures to 
eliminate any discriminatory practices with respect to disability. 

110. In drafting national human rights legislation， and with 
respect to national committees or similar co-ordinating nationa1 
bodies dealing with the problems of disabi1ity， particular attention 
should be given to conditions which may adversely affect the ability 
of disabled persons to exercise the rights and freedoms guaranteed 
to their fellow citizens. 

111. Member States should give attention to specific rights， such 
as the rights to education， work， social security and protection 
from inhuman or degrading treatment， and should examine these 
rights from the perspective of disabled persons. 

(b) Physical environment 

112. Member States should work towards .making the physical 
environment accessible to all， including persons with various types 
of disability， as specified in paragraph 8 of this document. 

113. Member States should adopt a policy of observing acces-
sibility aspects in the planning of human settlements， including 
progr白nmesin the rural areぉ ofdeveloping countries. 

114. Member States are encouraged to adopt a policy ensuring 
disabled persons access to all new public buildings and facilities， 
public housing and public transport systems. Furthermore， mea-
sures should be adopted that would encourage access to existing 
public buildings and facilities， housing and transport wherever 
feasible， especially by taking advantage of renovation. 

115. Member States should encourage the provision of support 
services to enable disabled persons to live as independently as 
possible in the community. In so doing， they should ensure that 
persons with a disability have the opportunity to develop and 
manage these services for themselves， as is now being done in some 
countnes. 
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(c) Income maintenance and social security 

116. Every Member State should work towards the inclusion， 
within its systems of laws and regulations， of provisions covering 
the general and supporting objectives of the World Programme of 
Action referring to social security. 

117. Member States should ensure that disabled persons have 
equal opportunities to obtain all forms of income， maintenance 
thereof， and social security. Such a process should take place in 
forms adjusted to the economic system and degree of development 
of the Member State. 

118. Where social security， social insurance and other such 
systems exist for the general population， they should be reviewed 
to make certain that adequate benefits and services for prevention， 
rehabilitation and the equalization of opportunities are provided 
for disabled persons and their families and that regulations under 
these systems， whether applicable to services providers or the ser-
vices recipients， should not exclude or discriminate against such 
persons. The establishment and the development of a public 
system of social care and of industrial safety and health protection 
constitute essential prerequisites for achieving the aims set. 

119. Easily accessible arrangements should be made by which 
disabled persons and their families can appeal， through impartial 
hearing， against decisions concerning their rights and benefits in 
this field. 

(の Educationand training 

120. Member States should adopt policies which recognize the 
rights of disabled persons to equal educational opportunities with 
others. The ~ducation of disabled persons should as far as possible 
take place in the general school system. Responsibility for their 
education should be placed upon the educational authorities and 
laws regarding compulsory education should include children with 
all ranges of disabilities， including the most severely disabled. 

121. Member States should allow for increased flexibility in the 
application to disabled persons of any regulation concerning 
admission age， promotion from class to class and， when appro-
priate" in examination procedures. 

122. Basic criteria are to be met when developing educational 
services for disabled children and adults. These services shouid be: 
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(α) lndiνidualized， i.e.， based on the assessed needs 
mutually agreed upon by authorities， administrators， parents and 
disabled students and leading to clearly stated curriculum goals 
and short-term objectives which are regularly reviewed and where 
necessary revised; 

(b) Locally accessible， i.e.， within reasonable travelling 
distance of the pupil's home or residence except in special circum-
stances; 

(c) Comprehensive~ i.e.， serving all persons with special 
needs irrespective of age or degree of disability， and such that no 
child of school age is excluded from educational provision on 
grounds of severity of disability or receives educational services 
significantly inferior to those enjoyed by any other students; 

(d) Offering a range of choices commensurate with the 
range of special needs in any given commuIUty. 

123. Integration of disabled children into the general educational 
system requires planning byall parties concerned. 

124. If， for some reasons， the facilities of the general school 
system are inadequate for some disabled children， schooling for 
these children should then be provided for an appropriate period 
of time in special facilities. The quality of this special schooling 
should be equal to that of the general school system and closely 
linked to it. 

125. The involvement of parents at all levels of the educational 
process is vital. Parents should be given the necessary support to 
provide as normal a family environment for the disabled child as is 
possible. Personnel should be trained to work with the parents of 
disabled children. 

126. Member States should provide for the participation of 
disabled persons in adult education programmes， with special 
attention to rural areas. 

127. If the facilities of regular adult education courses are inade-
quate to meet the needs of some disabled persons， special courses 
or training centres may be needed until the regular programmes 
have been modified. Member States should grant disabled persons 
possibi1ities for education at the university level. 

(e) Employment 
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128.Member states should adopt a policy and supporting strue-
ture of serVIces to ensure that disabled persons in both urban and 
rural areas have equal opportunities for productive and gainful 
employment in the open labour market.Rural employment and 
向developmentof appropriate tools and equipment should be 
given particular attention. 

129・.Memberstates can support the integration of disabled per-
sons Into open employment through a variety of measures，such aS 
IncentIve-orlerued quota schemes，reserved or designated employ-
ment，-loans or grants for small businesses and to-operatives， 
emitISlve contracts ot priority production rights，tax concessions. 
contract compliance or other technical or financial assistance to 
enterprises employing disabled workers. Member States should 
support the development of technical aids and facilitate access for 
disabled persons to aids and assistance， which they need to do their 
work. 

130. The policy and supporting structures， however， should not 
limit the opportunities for employment and should not hinder the 
vitality of the private sector of the economy. Member States should 
remain able to take a variety of measures in response to their 
domestic situations. 

131. There should be m utual co-operation at the central and 
local level between government and employers' and workers' 
organizations in order to develop a joint strategy and joint action 
with a view to ensuring more and better employment opportunities 
for disabled persons. Such co-operation could concern recruitment 
policies， measures to improve the work environment in order to 
prevent handicapping injuries and impairments， measures for 
rehabilitation of employees impaired in the job， e.g.， byadjusting 
work places and work contents to their requirements. 

132. These services should include vocational assessment and 
guidance， vocational training (including that in training work-
shops)， placements and follow-up. Sheltered employment should 
be made available for those who， because of their special needs or 
particularly severe disabilities， may not be able to cope with the 
demands of competitive employment. Such provisions could be in 
the form of production workshops， homeworking， and self-
employment schemes， and small groups of severely disabled people 
employed in sheltered conditions within competitive industry. 

133. When acting as employers， central and local governments 
should promote employment of disabled persons in the public 
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sector. Laws and regulations should not raise obstacles to the 
employment of disabled oersons. 

ωRecreation 

134. Member States should ensure that disabled persons have the 
same opportunities for recreational activities as other citizens. This 
involves the possibility of using restaurants， cinemas， theatres， 
libraries， etc.， as well as holiday resorts， sport arenas， hotels， 
beaches and other places for recreation. Member States should 
take action to remove all obstacles to this effect. Tourist authorities， 
travel agencies， hotels， voluntary organizations and others in-
volved in organizing recreational activities or travel opportunities 
should offer their services to all and. not discriminate against 
disabled persons. This involves， for instance， incorporating infor-
mation on accessibility into their regular information to the public. 

(g) Culture 

135. Member States should ensure that disabled persons have the 
opportunity to utilize their creative， artistic and intellectual poten-
tial to the full， not only for their own benefit but also for the 
enrichment of the community. To this end， access to cultural 
activities should be ensured. If necessary， special arrangements 
should be made to meet the needs of individuals with mental or 
sensory impairments. These could include communication aids for 
the deaf， literature in braille and/or cassettes for the visually 
impaired and reading material adapted to the individual's mental 
capacity. The domain of cultural activities includes dance， music， 
literature， theatre and plastic arts. 

(h) Religion 

136. Measures should be undertaken to ensure that disabled 
persons have the opportunity to benefit fully from the religious 
activities available to the community. ln this way， the full participa-
tion by disabled persons in these activities will be made possible. 

(i) Sports 

137. The importance of sports for disabled persons is becoming 
increasingly recognized. Member States should therefore 
encourage all forms of sports activities of disabled persons， inter 
alia， through the provision of adequate facilities and the proper 
organization of these activities. 
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5. Community action 

138. Member States should give high priority to the provision of 
information， training and financial assistance to local communities 
for the development of programmes that achieve the objectives of 
the World Programme of Action. 

139. Arrangements should be made to encourage and facilitate 
co-operation among local communities and the exchange of infor-
mation and experience. A Government， benefiting from interna-
tional technical assistance or technical co-operation in disability-
related matters， should ensure that the benefits and results of the 
assistance reach the communities in greatest need. 

140. It is important to enlist the active participation of local 
government bodies， agencies and community organizations， such 
as citizen's groups， trade unions， women's organizations， con-
sumer organizations， service clubs， religious bodies， political par-
ties and parents' associations. Each community could designate an 
appropriate body， where organizations of disabled persons could 
have an influence， to serve as a focal point of communication and 
co-ordination to mobilize resources and initiate action. 

6. Staff training 

141. All authorities responsible for the development and provi-
sion of services for disabled persons should give attention to staff 
matters， particularly to recruitment and training. 

142. The training of community-based workers in the early 
detection of impairment， the provision of primary assistance and 
referral to appropriate facilities， and follow-up， are vital， as well as 
the tniining of medical teams and other personnel at referral cen-
tres. Whenever possible， these should be integrated into such 
related services as primary health care， schools and community 
development programmes. Member States should develop and in・
tensify training for doctors which emphasizes the disabi1ities that 
can be produced by the indiscriminate use of some pharmaceutical 
products. Sale ofproprietary/patent drugs whose unsupervised use 
could， in the long term， pose personal and public health hazards 
should be restricted. 

143. If services related to mental and physical disabilities are to 
reach a growing number of disabled persons who receive none at 
present， it is necessary to provide them through various types of 
health and social workers in the local communities. Some of their 
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activities are already related to prevention and to services for 
disabled persons. They will need special guidance and instruction， 
for instance， on simple rehabilitation measures and techniques to 
be used by disabled persons and their families. Guidance might be 
given by rehabilitation professionals at the community.or district 
level， according to the area covered. Special trai凶ngwill be 
necessary for the professionals at the peripheral level who would 
be responsible for the supervision of local progr釘nmesfor persons 
with disability and for contact with rehabilitation and other ser-
vices available in the region. 

144. Member States should ensure that community workers 
receive， in addition to specialized knowledge and skills， com・
prehensive information concerning the social， nutritional， medical， 
educational and vocational needs of disabled persons. Community 
workers， with adequate training and supervision， can provide most 
services needed by disabled persons and can be a valuable asset in 
overcoming personnel shortages. Their training should include 
appropriate information on contraceptive technology and planned 
parenthood. Volunteers can also provide very useful services and 
other forms of support. Greater emphasis should be placed on 
expanding the knowledge， capabilities and responsibi1ities of pro-
viders of other services who are already at work in the community 
in related fields， such as teachers， social workers， professional 
auxiliary health service personnel， administrators， government 
.planners， community leaders， clergy and family counsellors. 
Individuals working in service programmes for disabled persons 
should be trained to understand the reasons for， and importance 
of， seeking， stimulating and assisting the full participation of 
disabled persons and their families in decisions concerning care， 
treatment， rehabilitation and subsequent living and employment 
arrangements. 

145. Special teacher training is a dynamic field， and wherever 
possible it should take place in the country in which the education 
is to be used， or at least in a place where the cultural background 
and level of development are not too different. 

146. A prerequisite for successful integration is the provision of 
appropriate teacher-training programmes， both for ordinary 
teachers and special teachers. The concept of integrated education 
should be reflected in teacher-training programmes. 

147. When training special teachers， it is important to. cover as 
wide a spectrum as possible， since in many. developing countries 
the special teacher will be a multidisciplinary team on his own. It 
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should be noted that a high level of training is not always necessary 
or desirable， and that the vast majority of personnel come from the 
middle and lower levels of training. 

ス Infonnationand public education 

148. Member States should encourage a comprehensive public 
information programme about the rights， contributions and 
unmet needs of disabled persons that would reach all concerned， 
including the general public. In this connection， attitude change 
should be given special importance. 

149. Guidelines should be developed in consultation with 
organizations of disabled persons to encourage the news media to 
give a sensitive and accurate portrayal of， as well as fair representa-
tion of， and reporting on， disabilities and disabled persons in 
radio， television， film， photography and print. An essential ele-
ment in such guidelines would be that disabled persons should be 
able to present their problems to the public themselves and to sug-
gest how they might be solved. The inc1usion of information on the 
realities of disabilities in the curricula of journalists' training 
should be encouraged. 

150. Public authorities are responsible for adapting their infor-
mation so that it reaches everybody， including disabled persons. 
This does not apply only to the information mentioned above， but 
also to information concerning civil rights and obligations. 

151. A public information programme should be designed to 
ensure that the most pertinent information reaches all appropriate 
segments of the population. In addition to the regular media and 
other normal channels of communication， attention should be 
given to: 

(a) The preparation of special materials to inform dis-
abled persons and their families of the rights， benefits and services 
avai1able to them and of the steps to be taken to correct failures 
and abuses in the system. Such materials should be available in 
forms that can be used and understood by people with visual， hear-
ing or other communication limitations; 

(b) The preparation of special materials for groups within 
the population who are not easily reached by the normal channels 
of communication. Such groups may be separated by language， 
culture， levels of literacy， geographical distance and other factors; 
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(c) The preparation of pictorial material， audio-visual 
presentations and guidelines for use by community workers in 
remote areas and other situations where normal forms of com・

munication may be less effective. 

152. Member States should ensure that current information is 
available to disabled persons， their families and professionals 
regarding programmes and services， legislation， institutions， 
expertise， aids and devices etc. 

153. The authorities responsible for public education should 
ensure the presentation of systematic information about the 
realities of disability and its consequences and about prevention， 
rehabilitation and the equalization of opportunities for disabled 
persons. 

154. Disabled persons and their organizations should be given 
equal access， employment， adequate resources and professional 
training with regard to public information， so they may express 
themselves freely through the media and communicate their points 
of view and experiences to the general public. 

c. International action 

1. General aspects 

155. The World Programme of Action， as adopted by the 
General Assembly， constitutes an international long-term plan 
based on extensive consultations with Governments， organs and 
bodies within the United Nations system and intergovernmental 
and non-governmental organizations， including organizations of 
and for disabled persons. Progress in reaching the goals of the 
Programme could be achieved more quickly， efficient1y and 
economically if close co-operation were maintained at every level. 

156. In view of the role that the Centre for Social Development 
and Humanitarian Affairs of the Department of International 
Economic and Social Affairs has been playing within the United 
Nations in the field of disability prevention， rehabilitation and 
equalization of opportunities for disabled persons， the Centre 
should be designated as the focal point for co-ordinating and 
monitoring the implementation of the World Programme of 
Action， including its review and appraisal. 
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157.The Trust Fund established by the General Assembly for 
the International Year of Disabled Persons should be used to meet 
requests for assistance from developing countries and organiza-
tions of disabled persons and to further the implementation of the 
World Programme of Action. 

158. In general， there is a need to increase the flow of resources to 
developing countries to implement the objectives of the World 
Programme of Action. Therefore， the Secretary-General should 
explore new ways and means of raising funds and take the 
necessary follow-up measures for mobilizing resources. Voluntary 
contributions from Governments and from private sources should 
be encouraged. 

159. The Administrative Committee on Co-ordination should 
consider the implications of the World Programme of Action for 
the organizations within the United Nations system and should use 
the existing mechanisms for continuing liaison and co-ordination 
of policy and action， including overall approaches on technical co・

operation. 

160. lnternational non-governmental organizations should join 
in the co-operative effort to accomplish the objectives of the World 
Programme of Action. Existing relationships between such organ-
izations and the United Nations system should be used for this 
purpose. 

161. All international organizations and bodies are urged to co・
operate with， and assist， organizations composed of， or represent-
ing， disabled persons and to ensure that they have opportunities 
to make their views known when subjects related to the World Pro-
gramme of Action are discussed. 

2. Human rights 

162. ln order to achieve the theme of the International Year of 
Disabled Persons，“Full participation and equality"， it is strongly 
urged that the United Nations system makes all its facilities totally 
barrier-free， ensures that communication is fully available to sen-
sory impaired persons， and adopts an affirmative action plan that 
includes administrative policies and practices to encourage the 
employment of disabled persons in the entire United Nations 
system. 
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163. In considering the status of disabled persons with respect to 
human rights， priority should be placed on the use of United 
Nations covenants and other instruments， as well as those of other 
international organizations within the United Nations system that 
protect the rights of all persons. This principle is consistent with the 
theme of the International Year of Disabled Persons，“Full par・
ticipation and equality". 

164. Specifically， organizations and bodies involved in the 
United Nations system responsible for the prcparation and admin-
istration of international agreements， covenants and other instn・

ments that might have a direct or indirect impact on disabled 
people should ensure that such instruments fully take into account 
the situation of persons who are disabled. 

165. The States parties to the International Covenants on 
Human Rights should pay due attention， in their reports， to the 
application of the Covenants to the situation of disabled persons. 
The working group of the Economic and Social Council entrusted 
with the examination of reports under the International Covenant 
on Economic， Social and Cultural Rights and the Commission on 
Human Rights， which has the function of examining reports under 
the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights， should 
pay due attention to thisぉpectof the reports. 

.166. Particular conditions may exist which inhibit the ability of 
disabled persons to exercise the human rights and freedoms 
recognized as universal to all mankind. Consideration should be 
given by the U nited Nations Commission on Human Rights to 
such conditions. 

167. National Committees or similar co-ordinating bodies deal-
ing with problems of disability should also pay attention to such 
conditions. 

168. Incidences of gross violation of basic human rights， includ-
ing torture， can be a cause of mental and physical disability. The 
Commission on Human Rights should give consideration， inter 
a/ia， to such violations for the purpose of taking appropriate 
ameliorative action. 

169. The Commission on Human Rights should continue to con・
sider methods of achieving international co-operation for the 
implementation of internationally recognized basic rights for all， 
including disabled persons. 
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3. Technical and econom;c co-operat;on 

(0) Interregional assistance 

170. The developing countries are experiencing increasing 
dimculties in mobilizing adequate resources for meeting the pressJ 
ing needs of disabled persons and the millions of disadvantaged 
persons in these countries in the face of the pressing demands from 
high priority sectors such as agriculture， rural and industrial 
development， population control， etc.， concerned with basic 
needs. Their efforts should therefore be supported by the interna-
tional community， in line with paragraphs 82 and 83 above， and 
the flow of resources to developing countries should be substan-
tially increased， as stated in the International Development Strat-
egy for the Third U nited Nations Development Decade. 

171. Inasmuch at most international technical co-operation and 
donor agencies can undertake to collaborate with national 
endeavours only on the basis of official requests from Govern-
ments， increased efforts should be made by a11 parties concerned 
with. the establishment of programmes related to disabled persons 
to apprise Governments of the exact nature of the support that can 
be sought from these agencies. 

172. The Vienna Affirmative Action Planh prepared by the World 
Symposium of Experts on Technical Co-operation among 
Developing Countries and Technical Assistance for Prevention of 
Disability and Rehabilitation of Disabled Persons， could serve as 
guidelines for the implementation of technical co-operation activi-
ties within the World Programme of Action. 

173. Those organizations within the United Nations system that 
have a mandate， resources and experience in areas related to the 
World Programme should explore， with the Governments to which 
they are accredited， ways of adding to existing or planned projects 
in different sectors components that would respond to the specific 
needs of disabled persons and the prevention of disability. 

174. All internationa1 organizations whose activities have a bear-
ing on financial and technical co-operation should be encouraged 
to ensure that priority is accorded to requests from Member States 
for assistance in the prevention of disabi1ity， rehabilitation and the 
equalization of opportunities which are in accordance with their 
natural priorities. Such measures will ensure the allocation of 
increased resources for both capital investment and recurrent 
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expenditure for services related to prevention， rehabilitation and 
equalization of opportunities. This action should be refiected in the 
progranunes for economic and social development of all multilat-
eral and bilateral aid agencies， including technical co・operation
among developing countries. 

175. In seeking to collaborate with Governments to serve better 
the needs of disabled persons， the various United Nations organi-
zations， as well as bilateral and private institutions， should closely 
co-ordinate their inputs in order to contribute more efficiently to 
the attainment of established goals. 

176. As most of the United Nations organizations involved 
already have the specific responsibility of promoting the establish-
ment of projects or the addition of project components directed 
towards disabled persons， a clearer division of responsibilities， as 
set out below， should be established among them in order to 
improve the response of the United Nations system to the challenge 
of the International Year of Disabled Persons and the World 
Programme of Action: 

(α) The United Nations and， in particular， the Department 
of Technical Co-operation for Development should， together with 
the specialized agencies and other intergovernmental and non-gov-
ernmental organizations， carry out technical co-operation 
.activities in support of the implementation of the World Pro-
gr創nmeof Action; in this connection， the Centre for Social 
Development and Humanitarian Affairs of the Department of 
International Economic and Social Affairs should continue to give 
substantive support， in the implementation of the World Pro-
gramme of Action， to technical co-operation， projects and 
activities; 

(b) The United Nations Development Programme should 
continue to use its field establishment to give considerable atten-
tion， within its normal programmes and procedures， to project 
requests from Governments that specially respond to the needs of 
disabled persons and to prevention of disability. It should par-
ticularly encourage technical co-operation in the field of disability 
prevention， rehabilitation and equalization of opportunities by 
using its various programmes and services， such as technical co・

operation創nongdeveloping countries， global and interregional 
projects and the Interim Fund for Science and Technology; 

(の Themain e汀'ortsof UNICEF would continue to be 
directed towards better preventive measures involving greater sup-
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port for maternal and child health services， health education. 
disease control and the improvement of nutrition; for those who 
are already disabled， UNICEF encourages the development of 
integrated education projects and supports rehabilitation activities 
at the community level， using inexpensive local resources; 

(d) The specialized agencies， within their mandate and 
sectoral responsibilities， should give， on the basis of requests from 
Governments， still greater emphasis to efforts to help meet the 
needs of disabled persons by using the chances offered to them 
through the programming processes of individual countries and 
the establishment of regional， interregional and global projects， as 
well as through the use of their own resources， when feasible. Their 
different spheres of responsibility in this respect should be as 
follows: ILO -vocational rehabilitation and occupational safety 
and health; UNESCO -education of disabled children and adults; 
WHO -prevention of disability and medical rehabilitation; 
FAO-improvement of nutrition; 

(e) In their lending activities， multilateral financial institu-
tions should take into serious consideration the objectives and pro-
posals of the World Programme of Action. 

(b) Regional and bilateral assistance 

177. The regional commissions of the United Nations and other 
regional bodies should encourage regional and subregional co・
operation in the area of prevention of disability， rehabilitation of 
disabled persons and equalization of opportunities. They should 
monitor progress in their regions， identify needs， collect and 
analyse information， sponsor action-oriented research， supply 
advisory services and engage in technical co-operation activities. 
They should include in their action plans research and develop-
ment， preparation of information materials and the training of 
personnel; and they should， as an interim measure， facilitate 
activities in the field of technical co-operation among developing 
countries which are related to the objectives of the World Pro-
gramme of Action. They should promote the development of 
organizations of disabled persons as an essential resource in 
developing the activities referred to earlier in this paragraph. 

178. Member States， in co-operation with regional bodies and 
commissions， should be encouraged to establish regional (or sub-
regional) institutes or offices to promote the interests of persons 
with a disability， in consultation with organizations of disabled 
persons and the appropriate international organizations. Other 
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functions should be to promote lhe activities mentioned above. lt 
is important to understand that the function of the institutes is not 
to provide direct services but to promote innovative concepts like 
community based rehabilitation， co-ordination， information， 
training and advice in organizational development of disabled 
persons. 

179. Donor countries should attempt to find the means within 
their bilateral and multilateral technical assistance programmes to 
respond to requests for assistance from Member States relating to 
national or regional measures in the area of prevention， rehabilita-
tion and the equalizati0n of opportunities. These measures should 
include assistance to appropriate agencies and/or organizations to 
expand co-operative arrangements within and between regions. 
Technical co-operation agencies should actively recruit disabled 
persons at alllevels and functions， including field positions. 

4. Information and public education 

180. The United Nations should carry out and continue activities 
to increase public awareness of the objectives of the World Pro-
gramme of Action. To this end the substantive offices should 
regularly and automatically furnish the Department of Public 
Information (DPI) with information on their activities so as to 
enable it to publicize these activities through press releases， 
features， newsletters， fact sheets， booklets， radio and television 
interviews and in any other appropriate forms. 

181. All agencies involved in projects and progranunes that are 
connected with the World Programme of Action should continue 
in their endeavours to inform the public. Research should be 
undertaken by those agencies whose fields of specialization require 
involvement in such activity. 

182. The United Nations， in collaboration with the specialized 
agencies concerned， should develop innovative approaches using a 
variety of media for conveying information， including the prin-
ciples and objectives of the World Programme of Action， to 
audiences not regularly reached by conventional media or which 
are unaccustomed to using such media. 

183. International organizations should assist national and com・

munity bodies in the preparation of public education programmes 
by suggesting curricula and providing teaching materials and back-
ground information about the objectives of the World Programme 
of Action. 
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D. Research 

184. In view of the little knowledge that is available as to the 
place of the disabled person within different cultures， which in turn 
determine attitudes and behaviour patterns， there is a need to 
undertake studies focusing on the socio・culturalaspects of dis-
ability. This will give a more perceptive understanding of the rela-
tions between non-disabled and disabled persons in different 
cultures. The results of such studies will make it possible to propose 
approaches suited to the realities of the human environment. Fur-
thermore， an effort should be made to develop social indicators 
relating to the education of disabled persons so as to analyse the 
problems involved and plan programmes accordingly. 

185. Member States should develop a programme of research on 
the causes， types and incidence of impairment and disability， the 
economic and social conditions of disabled persons， and the avail-
ability and efficacy of existing resources to deal with these matters. 

186. Research into the social， economic and participation issues 
that affect the lives of disabled persons and their families， and the 
ways these matters are dealt with by society， is of particular impor-
tance. Research data may be obtained through national statistical 
offices and census bureaux; however， it should be noted that a 
household survey programme designed to collect information 
about disability issues is more likely to produce useful results than 
a general census of the population. 

187. There is also a need to encourage research with a view to 
developing better aids and equipment for disabled persons. Partic~ 
叫arefforts should be devoted to finding solutions which are suited 
to the technological and economic conditions in developing 
countnes. 

188. The United Nations and its specialized agencies should fol-
low the trends of international research into disability and related 
research issues to identify existing needs and priorities， while 
emphasizing innovative approaches to all forms of action recom-
mended in the World Programme of Action. 

189. The U nited Nations should encourage and assist in research 
projects designed to increase knowledge about the issues covered in 
the World Programme of Action. It is necessary for the United 
Nations to be familiar with research findings from various coun-
tries and to be aware of research proposals now pending approval. 
The United Nations also needs to give increased attention to 
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research results and to stress their use and their dissemination. 
A permanent link with bibliographical retrieval systems is highly 
recommended. 

190. The regional commissions of the United Nations and other 
regional bodies should include in their action plans research activ-
ities to assist Governments in implementing the proposa1s con-
tained in the World Programme of Action. The key to maximizing 
the effectiveness of research expenditure for the disabled is the 
dissemination and sharing of information on the results of 
research. International governmental and non-governmental agen-
cies should play an active role in establishing collaborative 
mechanisms between regional and local institutions for joint 
studies and for the exchange of information. 

191. Research at the medical， psychological and social levels 
offers the promise of reducing physical， mental and social disabil-
ity. There is a need to develop programmes which include the iden-
tification of areas where the probabi1ity of progress through 
research is high. The di百erencebetween industrialized countries 
and developing countries should not prevent the development of 
fruitful collaboration since many problems are of universal 
concern. 

192. Studies in the following fields are of value to both develop-
~ng and developed countries: 

(α) Clinical research into the containment of those events 
which cause disability; evaluation of the individual's functional 
capacity from the medical， psychological and social aspects， 
evaluation of rehabilitation programmes， including information 
ぉpects;

(b) Studies into the prevalence of disability， the functional 
limitations of the disabled， the conditions under which they live 
and the problems they face; 

(c) Health and social service research， including research 
into the gains and costs of different rehabilitation and care policies， 
ways of making programmes as effective as possible and a search 
for alternative approaches. Studies on community care of disabled 
persons would be particularly relevant to developing countries， 
and the study and evaluation of experiments， as well as compre-
hensive demonstration programmes， would be of value to all. 
Much information is available which could be productive for 
secondary analysis. 
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193. Health and social science research institutions should be 
encouraged to undertake research and to collect information on 
disabled persons. Applied research activities are of particular va1ue 
in the development of new techniques for the delivery of services， 
the preparation of information materials appropriate for different 
language and culture groups， and the training of personnel under 
conditions relevant to the region. 

E. Monitoring and evaluation 

194. It is essential that assessment of the situation relating to 
disabled persons should be carried out periodica11y and that a base-
line should be established to measure developments. The most 
important criteria for eva1uating the World Programme of Action 
are suggested by the theme of the International Year of Disabled 
Persons，“Full participation and equa1ity". Monitoring and evalua-
tion should be carried out at periodic intervals at the international 
and regionallevels， as well as at the nationa11evel. Evaluation indi-
cators should be selected by the United Nations Department of 
International Economic and Social Affairs in consultation with 
Member States and relevant United Nations agencies and other 
organizations. 

195. The United Nations system should carry out a critica1 
periodic eva1uation of progress made in implementing the World 
Programme of Action and to that end should select appropriate 
indicators for evaluation in consultation with Member States. The 
Commission for Social Development should play an important 
role in this respect. The United Nations， together with the special-
ized agencies， should develop， on a continuing basis， suitable 
systems for the collection and dissemination of information so as 
to ensure the improvement of programmes at ail levels on the basls 
of evaluation results. In this connection， the Centre for Social 
Development and Humanitarian Affairs should have an important 
role to play. 

196. The regional commissions should be requested to carry out 
monitoring and eva1uation functions that would contribute to the 
global assessments carried out at the internationa1 level. Other 
regional and intergovernmental bodies should be encouraged to 
take part in this process. 

197. At the nationallevel， an eva1uation of programmes relating 
to disabled persons should be carried out periodically. 
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198. The Statistical Office is urged， together with other units of 
the Secretariat， the specialized agencies and regional comrnissions， 
to co-operate with the devel-oping countries in evolving a realistic 
and practical sy.stem of data collection based either on total 
enumeration or on representative samples， as may be appropriate， 
in regard to various disabilities， and in particular， to prepare 
technical manuals/ documents on how to use household surveys 
for the collection of such statistics， to be used as essential tools and 
frames of reference for launching action prograrrunes in the post-
IYDP years to ameliorate the condition of disabled persons. 

199. In this extensive exercise the United Nations Centre for 
Social Development and Humanitarian Affairs should play a 
major role， supported by the United Nations Statistical Office. 

2∞. The Secretary-General should report periodically on efforts 
by the United Nations and the specialized agencies to hire more 
disabled persons and to make their facilities and information more 
accessible to disabled persons. 

201. On the basis of the results of the periodic evaluation and of 
developments in the world economic and social situation， it may be 
necessary periodically to revise the World Programme of Action. 
These revisions should take place every five years， the first being in 
1987， based upon a report of the Secretary-General to the General 
Assembly at its forty-second session. The review， should also con-
stitute an input to the process of review and appraisal of the Inter-
national Development Strategy for the Third United Nations 
Development Decade. 
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NOTES 

a International Classification of Impairments， Disabilities and Handi-
caps (ICIDH)， World Health Organization， Geneva， 1980 

b General Assembly resolution 22∞A (XXI) 

C General Assembly resolution 2856 (XXVI) 

d General Assembly resolution 3447 (XXX) 

e General Assembly resolution 2542 (XXIV) 

f United Nations document A/361766 

g General Assembly resolution 35/56 

h United Nations document IYDP/SYMP/L.2/Rev.1 of 16 March 1982 
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The Standard Rules on the Equalization of 

Opportunities for Persons with 

Disabilities (1993) 



百leStandard Rules on血eEqualization of Opportunities for Persons with Disabilities 
were adopted by 白eUni旬dNations General Assembly at its 48由sesslOnon 
20 December 1993 (Resolution 48/96). 

百世stext of the Standard Rules is printed in 1紅 getype to assist visually impaired 
persons. 

For fur出ersubstantive information please contact: 

Disabled Persons Unit 
Department for Policy Coordination 

and Sustainable Development 
United Nations， Room DC2-1302 

New York， NY 10017， USA 
Tel: (1・212)963・3897/6765

F砿:(1・212)963-3062 

働
United Nations， 1994 
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INTRODUCTION 

Background and current needs 

1. There are persons with disabilities in all parts of the wor ld and at all 

levels in every society. The number of persons with disabilities in the world is 
large and is growing. 

2. Both the causes and the consequences of disability vary出roughoutthe 
world. Those variations are the result of di仔erentsocio-economic 
circumstances and of白edi百erentprovisions白瓜 Statesmake for the well-being 
of their citizens. 

3. Present disability policy is the result of developments over the past 200 
ye訂 s.In many ways it reflects the general living conditions and social and 

economic policies of di百erenttimes. In the disability field， however， there are 
also many specific circumstances由athave influenced the living conditions of 
persons with disabilities. Ignorance， neglect， superstition and fear are social 
factors血atthroughout the history of disability have isolated persons with 
disabilities and delayed their development. 

4. Over the years disability policy developed from elementary care at 
institutions to education for children with disabilities and rehabilitation for 

persons who became disabled during adult life. Through education and 
rehabilitation， persons with disabilities became more active and a driving force 
m血.efurther development of disability policy. Organizations of persons with 
disabilities， their families and advocates were formed， which advocated better 
conditions for persons with disabilities. After血eSecond World War the 

concepts of integration and normalization were introduced， which reflected a 
growing awareness of the capabilities of persons with disabilities. 

5. Towards the end of the 1960s orga凶zationsof persons with disabilities in 
some countries started to formulate a new concept of disability. That new 

concept indicated the close connection between the limitation experienced by 
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individuals with disabilities，血，edesign-and s佐uctureof their environments and 

血，eatti加deof由，egeneral population. At白esame time the problems of 

disability泊 developingcountries were more and more highligb飽d.In some of 

those COUD町ies血，epercentage of the population with disabilities was est加la旬d

to be very high and， for the most part， persons with disabilities were ex町'emely
poor. 

Previous intemational action 

6. The rights of persons with disabilities have been the subject of much 

attention in the United Nations and other in飽rnationalorganizations over a long 

period of time. The most加portantoutcome of the International Year of 
Disabled Persons， 1981， wωthe World Programme of Action concerning 
Disabled Persons，l adopted by the General Assembly by its resolution 37/52 of 

3 December 1982. The Year and the World Programme of Action provided a 

s佐ongimpetus for progress in the field. They bo也 emphasizedthe right of 
persons with disabilities to血，esame opportu凶，tiesωothercitizens and to an 

equal share in the improvements in living conditions resulting企omeconomic 

and social development. There also， for the first time， handicap was defined as 
a function of the relationship between persons with disabilities and their 
environment. 

7. The Global Meeting of Experts to Review the Implementation of the 
World Programme of Action concerning Disabled Persons at the Mid-Point of 
出eUnited Nations Decade of Disabled Persons was held at Stockholm泊 1987.

It was suggested at the Meeting血ata guiding philos~phy should be developed 
to indicate血，epriorities for action in血eye町 sahead. The basis of白紙

philosophy should be the recognition of the rights of persons with disabilities. 

8. Consequently， the Meeting recommended白紙由eGeneral Assembly 

convene a special conference to draft an in旬rnationalconvention on血e

elimination of all forms of discrimination against persons with disabilities， to be 
ratified by States by the end of the Decade. 

1A137/351/Add.1 and Corr.1， annex， sect. VIII， recommendation 1 (IV). 
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9. A dra食outIineof the convention was prepared by 1阻lyand presented to 
the General Assembly at its forty-second session. Further presentations 

concerning a draft convention were made by Sweden at出eforty-fourth session 

of the Assembly. However， on both occasions， no consensus could be reached 
on血.esuitability of such a convention. In the opinion of many representatives， 

existing human rights documents seemed to guarantee persons with disabilities 
血.esame rights as other persons. 

Towards standard rules 

10. Guided by the deliberations in the General Assembly， the Economic and 
Social Council， at its first regular session of 1990， finally agreed to concen佐ate
on the elaboration of an international instrument of a different kind. By its 

resolution 1990/26 of 24 May 1990， the Council authorized the Commission for 
Social Development to consider， at its也irty-secondsession， the establishment 
of an ad hoc open-ended working group of government experts， funded by 
voluntary contributions， to elaborate standard rules on由eequalization of 
opportu凶tiesfor disabled children， youth and adults， in close collaboration with 
the specialized' agencies， other intergovernmental bodies and non-governmental 
orga凶zations，especially organizations of disabled persons. The Council also 
requested the Commission to finalize the旬xtof those rules for consideration in 
1993 and for submission to the General Assembly at its forty-eighth session. 

11. The subsequent discussions in the Third Committee of the General 

Assembly at the forty-fifth session showed th瓜 therewas wide support for the 
new initiative to elaborate standard rules on the equalization of opportunities for 

persons with disabilities. 

12. At the thi均r-secondsession of the Commission for Social Development， 
the initiative for standard rules received the support of a large number of 

representatives and discussions led to血.eadoption of resolution 32/2 of 20 

February 1991， in which the Commission decided to establish an ad hoc 
open-ended working group in accordance with Economic and Social Council 
resolution 1990/26. 
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Purpose and content (jf the Standard Rules on the 
Equalization of Opportunities for Persons with 

Disabilities 

13. The Standard Rules on the Equalization of Opportunities for Persons with 

Disabilities have been developed on the basis of the experience gained during 

the United Nations Decade of Disabled Persons (1983-1992).2 The 

International Bill of Human Rights， comprising the Universal Declaration of 

Human Rights，3 the International Covenant on Economic， Social and Cultural 
Rights4 and the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights， 4血e

Convention on the Rights of the Child5 and the Convention on the Elimination 

of All Forms of Discrimination against W omen， 6 as well as the W orld 

Programme of Action concerning Disabled Persons， constitute the political and 
moral foundation for the Rules. 

14. Although the Rules are not compulsory，血.eycan become international 

custom訂yrules when血ey訂 eapplied by a great number of States with the 

intention of respecting a rule in international law. They imply a s町ongmoral 

and political commitment on behalf of States to take action for the equalization 

of opportu凶tiesfor persons with disabilities. Important principles for 
responsibility， action and cooperation are indicated. Areas of decisive 

importance for the quality of life and for the achievement of full participation 

and equality are pointed out. The Rules 0百eran instrument for policy-m紘lng

and action to persons with disabilities and their organizations. They provide a 

basis for technical and economic cooperation among States， the United Nations 
and other international organizations. 

15. The purpose of the Rules is to ensure血atgirls， boys， women組 dmen

Wl血 disabilities，as members of their societies， may exercise the same rights 
and obligations as others. In all societies of the world there are still obstacles 

2Proclaimed by the General Assembly in its resolution 37/53. 

3Resolution 217 A (111). 

4See resolution 2200 A (XXり， annex. 

5Resolution 44/25， annex. 

6Resolution 34/180， annex. 
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preventing persons with disabilities from exercising their rights and freedoms 
and making it difficult for them to participate fully in the activities of their 
societies. It is the responsibility of States to take appropriate action to remove 
such obstacles. Persons with disabilities and their orga凶zationsshould play an 
active role as partners in血isprocess. The equalization of oppo目u凶tiesfor 
persons with disabilities is an essential contribution in血egeneral and 

worldwide e百ortto mobilize human resources. Special attention may need to 

be directed towards groups such as women， children， the elderly，仕lepoor， 

migrant workers， persons with dual or multiple disabilities， indigenous people 
and ethnic minorities. In addition， there are a large number of refugees with 
disabilities who have special needs requiring attention. 

Fundamental concepts in disability policy 

16. The concepts set out below appear throughout the Rules. Theyare 
essentially built on白.econcepts in the World Programme of Action concer凶ng
Disabled Persons. In some cases出.eyreflect the development也athas taken 
place during the United Nations Decade of Disabled Persons. 

Disabilil砂andhandicap 

17. The term "disability" summarizes a great number of different functional 
limitations occurring in any popul剖ionin any country of the world. People 

may be disabled by physical， intellectual or sensory impairment， medical 
conditions or mental illness. Such impairments， conditions or illnesses may be 
permanent or佐担問toryin nature. 

18. The term "handicap" means the loss or limitation of opportunities to take 

part in the life of the commu凶tyon an equal level with others. It describes the 

encounter between the person with a disability and the environment. The 
purpose of血isterm is to emphasize the focus on the shortcomings in the 
environment and in many organized activities in society， for example， 
information， communication and education， which prevent persons with 
disabilities from particip剖ingon equal旬rms.
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19. The use of the two旬rms"disability" and "handicap"， as defined in 

paragraphs 17 and 18 above， should be seen in the light of modern disability 
history. During the 1970s there was a strong reaction among representatives of 

orga凶zationsof persons with disabilities and professionals in the field of 

disability against the terminology of the time. The terms. "disability" and 

"handicap" were often used in an unclear and confusing way， which gave poor 
guidance for policy-making and for political action. The terminology reflected 

a medical and diagnostic approach， which ignored the imperfections and 

deficiencies of the surrounding society. 

20. In 1980， the World Health Organization adopted an international 
classification of impairments， disabilities and handicaps， which suggested a 

more precise and at血es副netime relativistic approach. The International 

Classification of Impairments， Disabilities， and Handicaps 7 makes a clear 

distinction between "impairment"， "disability" and "handicap". It has been 

extensively used in areas such as rehabilitation， education， statistics， policy， 

legislation， demography， sociology， economics and an出ropology. Some users 

have expressed concern that the Classification， in its definition of the term 

"handicap"， may sti1l be considered too medical and too centred on the 
individual， and may not adequately clari今theinteraction between societal 

conditions or expectations and the abilities of the individual. Those concerns， 
and others expressed by users during the 12 years since its publication， will be 
addressed in forthcoming revisions of the Classification. 

21. As a result of experience gained in the implementation of the World 

Programme of Action and of the general discussion that took place during the 

United Nations Decade of Disabled Persons， there was a deepening of 

knowledge and extension of understanding concerning disability issues and the 

terminology used. Current terminology recognizes血enecessity of addressing 

both the individual needs (such as rehabilitation and technical aids) .and the 

shortcomings of the society (various obstacles for participation). 

7World Health Organization， Intemational Classification of Impairrnents， Disabilities， and 
Handicaps:・Amanual of classification relat.的gto的econsequences of disease (Geneva， 
1980). 
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Prevention 

22. The term "prevention" means action aimed at preventing the occurrence 
of physical， intellectual， psychiatric or sensory impairments (primary 
prevention) or at preventing impairments from causing a permanent functional 

limitation or disability (secondary prevention). Prevention may include many 

di仔erenttypes of action， such as primary health care， prenatal and postnatal 
care， education in nutrition， immunization campaigns against communicable 
diseases， measures to control endemic diseases， safety regulations， programmes 
for the prevention of accidents in different environments， including adaptation 
of workplacesωprevent occupational disabilities and diseases， and prevention 
of disability resulting from pol1ution of the environment or armed conflict. 

Rehabilitation 

23. The term "rehabi1itation" refers to a process aimed at enabling persons 

with disabilities to reach and maintain their optimal physical， sensory， 

intellectual， psychiatric and/or social functional levels， thus providing them with 
the tools to change their lives towards a higher level of independence. 
Rehabilitation may include measures to provide and/or restore functions， or 

compensate for the loss or absence of a function or for a functional limitation. 

The rehabilitation process does not involve initial medical care. It includes a 

wide range of measures and activities from more basic and general 

rehabilitation to goal-oriented activities， for instance vocational rehabilitation. 

Equalization 01 opportunities 

24. The term "equalization of opportunities" means the process through 

which the various systems of society and the environment， such as services， 

activities， information and documentation， are made available to all， particular1y 

to persons with disabilities. 

25. The principle of equal rights implies that the needs of each and every 

individual are of equal importance， that those needs must be made the basis for 

the planning of societies and that all resources must be employed in such a way 
as to ensure也atevery individual has equal oppor旬nityfor participation. 
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26. Persons with disabilities are members of society and have the right to 
remain within their local communities. They should receive the support由ey

need within the ordinary s佐山知resof education， hea1血， employment and socia1 
servlces. 

27. As persons with disabi1ities achieve equal rights，血.eyshould a1so have 
equa1 obligations. As those rights are being achieved， societies should raise 
their expectations of persons with disabi1ities. As part of也eprocess of equal 

opportunities， provision shou1d be made to assist persons with disabilities to 

assume their full responsibi1ity as members of society. 
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PREAMBLE 

States， 

Mindfulof血epledge made， under the Charter of the United Nations， to 
take joint and separate action in cooperation with the Organization to promo旬

higher standards of living，釦11employment， and conditions of economic and 
social progress and development， 

ReaJ.芦rmingthe commitment to human rights and fundamental freedoms， 
social justice and the dig凶tyand wo吋1of the human person proclaimed in血e
Charter， 

Recalling in particular the international standards on human rights， which 
have been laid down in the Universal Declaration of Human Rights，3 the 

International Covenant on Economic， Social and Cultural Rights4 and the 
International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights，4 

Underlining血.atthose instruments proclaim白atthe rights recognized 

therein should be ensured equa11y to a11 individuals without discrimination， 

Recalling the Convention on the Rights of the Child，S which prohibi臼

discrimination on the basis of disability and requires special measures to ensure 

the rights of children with disabilities， and the International Convention on血e
Protection of血eRights of A11 Migrant Workers and Members of Their 

Families，8 which provides for some protective measures against disability， 

Recalling also the provisions in the Convention on the Elimination of All 
Forms of Discrimination against W omen6 to ensure the rights of girls and 

women with disabi1ities， 

8Resolution 45/158， annex. 
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Having regard to the Declaration on血eRights of Disabled Persons， 9 

the Declaration on the Rights of Mentally Retarded Persons，10 the Declaration 
on Social Progress and Development，11 the Principles for the Protection of 
Persons with Mental lllness and for the Improvement of Mental Health Care12 

and other relevant instruments adop旬dby the General Assembly， 

Also having regard to the relevant conventions and recommendations 

adopted by也.eInternational Labour Organisation， with particular reference to 
participation in employment without discrimination for persons with disabilities， 

Mindful of the relevant recommendations and work of出eU凶飽dNations 

Educational， Scientific and Cultural Organization， in particular the World 
Declaration on Education for All，13 the World Health Organization，血eUnited 

Nations Children's Fund and other concerned organizations， 

Having regard to the commitment made by States concerning the 
protection of the environment， 

Mindful of the devastation caused by armed conflict and deploring出euse 

of scarce resources in the production of weapons， 

Recognizing血atthe W orld Programme of Action concerning Disabled 

Persons and the definition therein of equalization of opportunities represent 

eamest ambitions on the pa目 ofthe international community to render those 

various international instruments and recommendations of practical and concrete 
significance， 

9Resolution 3447 (XXX). 

10Resolution 2856 (XXVり.

11Resolution 2542 (XXIV). 

12Resolution 46/119， annex. 

13Final Ree_ortof the World Conference on Educafion for AII: Meeting Basic Leaming Needs， 
Jomitien， Thailand， 5・9March 1990， Inter-Agency Commission (UNDP， UNESCO， UNICEF， 
World Bank) for the World Conference on Education for AII， New York， 1990， appendix 1. 
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Acknowledging白紙 theobjective of the United Nations Decade of 
Disabled Persons (1983・1992)to implement the World Programme of Action is 
still valid and requires urgent and continued action， 

Recalling白紙 theWorld Programme of Action is based on concep白出at
are equally valid in developing and industrialized countries， 

Convinced白atintensified e首ortsare needed to achieve the full and equal 

叫oymentof human rights and participation in society by persons with 
disabilities， 

Re-emphasizing白剖 personswith disabilities， and their p紅 ents，
guardians， advoca旬sand organizations， must be active partners with States in 
血.eplanning and implementation of all measures a百ectingtheir civil， political， 
economic， social and cultural rights， 

In pursω:nce of Economic and Social Council resolution 1990/26， and 
basing themselves on血.especific measures required for the attainment by 

persons with disabilities of equality with others， enumerated in detail in血e

World Programme of Action， 

Have adopted the Standard Rules on也.eEqu叫izationof Opportunities for 

Persons with Disabilities outlined below， in order: 

(a) To stress血atall action in血efield of disability presupposes 

adequate knowledge and experience of the conditions and special 

needs of persons with disabilities; 

(b) To emphasize白紙也.eprocess through which every aspect of 

societa1 organization is made accessible to all is a basic objective of 

socio-economic development; 

(c) To outline crucial aspects of social policies in the field of 
disability， including， as appropriate， the active encouragement of 
technical and economic cooperation; 
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(め Toprovide models for the political decision-making process 
requi~ed for the attainment of equal opportu凶ties，bearing in mind 
the widely di釘eringtechnical and economic levels， the fact出at血e

process must reflect keen understanding of血ecultural context 

within which it takes place and the crucial role of persons with 

disabilities in it; 

(e) To propose national mechanisms for close collaboration創nong

States， the organs of the United Nations system， other 
intergovernmental bodies and orga凶zationsof persons with 

disabilities; 

の Topropose an e百ectivemachinery for monitoring the process by 

which States seek to attain the equalization of opportu凶tiesfor 
persons with disabilities. 
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1. PRECONDITIONS FOR EQUAL PARTICIPATION 

Rule 1. Awareness-raising 

States should take action to raise awareness in society about persons with 

disabilities， their rights， their needs，吐lelrpo旬ntialand their contribution. 

1. States should ensure that responsible authorities distribute up-to-date 

information on available programmes and services to persons with disabilities， 

their families， professionals in the field and the general public. Information to 
persons with disabilities should be presented in accessible form. 

2. States should initiate and support information campaigns concerning 

persons with disabilities and disability policies， conveying the message that 
persons with disabilities are citizens with the same rights and obligations as 

others， thus justiちringmeasures to remove all obstacles to full participation. 

3. States should encourage the portrayal of persons with disabilities by the 

mass media in a positive way; org創世zationsof persons with disabilities should 
be consulted on this ma悦er.

4. States should ensure出atpublic education programmes ref1ect in all their 
aspects the principle of full participation and equality. 

5. States should invite persons with disabilities and their families and 

organizations to participate in public education programmes concerning 

disability matters. 

6. States should encourage ente中nsesm白.eprivate sector to include 

disability issues in all aspects of their activity. 

7. States should initiate and promote programmes a泊施dat raising the level 
of awareness of persons with disabilities concerning their rights and potential. 

Increased self-reliance and empowerment will assist persons with disabilities to 
take advantage of the opportunities available to血em.
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8. Awareness-raising should be an important part of the education of 

children with disabilities and in rehabilitation programmes. Persons with 

disabilities could also assist one ano由erin awareness-raising through the 

activities of their own organizations. 
9. Awareness-raising should be part of the education.of a11 children and 

should be a component of teacher-training courses and training of all 

professionals. 

Rule 2. Medical care 

States should ensure the provision of effective medical care to persons with 

disabilities. 

1. States should work towards the provision of programmes run by 
multidisciplinary teams of professionals for early detection， assessment and 
位eatmentof impairment. This could prevent， reduce or eliminate disabling 
e首ects. Such programmes should ensure the full participation of persons with 

disabilities and their families at the individuallevel， and of orga凶zationsof 

persons with disabilities at出eplam首ngand evaluation level. 

2. Local community workers should be trained to participate in areas such 

as early detection of impairments， the provision of primary assistance and 
referral to appropriate services. 

3. States should ensure血atpersons with disabilities， particularly infants and 
children， are provided with the same level of medical care within the s創ne
system as other members of society. 

4. States should ensure that a11 medical and paramedical personnel are 

adequately trained and equipped to give medical care to persons with disabilities 
and出atthey have access to relevant treatment methods and technology. 

5. States should ensure that medical， paramedical and related personnel are 
adequately trained so that they do not give inappropriate advice to parents， thus 
restricting options for their children. This training should be an ongoing 

process and should be based on the latest information avai1able. 
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6. States should ensure出atpersons with disabilities are provided with any 
regular treatment and medicines白eymay need to preserve or improve their 
level of functioning. 

Rule 3. Rehabilitation* 

States should ensure the provision of rehabilitation services to persons with 

disabilities in order for them to reach and sustain their optimum level of 
independence and functioning. 

1. States should develop national rehabilitation programmes for all groups of 
persons with disabilities. Such programmes should be based on the actual 

individual needs of persons with disabilities and on白eprinciples of full 
participation and equality. 

2. Such programmes should include a wide range of activities， such as basic 
skills training to improve or compensate for an a百ectedfunction， counselling of 

persons with disabilities and their families，developing self-reliance， and 
occasional services such as assessment and guidance. 

3. All persons with disabilities， including persons with severe and/or 
multiple disabilities， who require rehabilitation should have access to it. 

4. Persons with disabilities and their families should be able to participate in 

the design and organization of rehabilitation services concerning出.emselves.

5. All rehabilitation services should be available in the local commu凶ty

where the person with disabilities lives. However， in some instances， in order 
to attain a certain training objective， special time-limited rehabilitation courses 
may be orga凶zed，where appropriate， in residential form. 

*Rehabilitation is a fundamental concept in disability policy and is defined above in 
paragraph 23 of the introduction. 
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6. Persons with disabilities and their families should be encouraged to 
involve themselves in rehabilitation， for instance as trained teachers， instructors 
or counsellors. 

7. States should draw upon血eexpertise of organizations of persons with 
disabilities when formulating or evaluating rehabilitation programmes. 

Rule 4. Support services 

States should ensure the development and supply of support services， including 
assistive devices for persons with disabilities， to assist them to increase their 
level of independence in their daily living and to exercise their rights. 

1. States should ensure血eprovision of assistive devices and equipment， 
personal assistance and interpreter services， according to the needs of persons 
with disabilities， as加lportantmeasures to achieve the equaliz瓜ionof 
opportunities. 

2. States should support the development， production， dis佐ibutionand 
servicing of assistive devices and equipment and the dissemination of 
knowledge about them. 

3. To achieve出is，generally available technical know-how should be 
utilized. In States where high-technology industry is available， it should be 
fully utilized to improve the standard and effectiveness of assistive devices and 
equipment. It is泊lpO口antto stimulate the development and production of 
simple and inexpensive devices， using local material and local production 
facilities when possible. Persons with disabilities themselves could be involved 
in也eproduction of those devices. 

4. States should recog凶ze由剖 allpersons with disabilities who need 
assistive devices should have access to them as appropriate， including tinancial 
accessibility. This may mean血atassistive devices and equipment should be 
provided仕eeof charge or at such a low price血atpersons with disabilities or 
their families can afford to buy them. 

5. In rehabilitation programmes for the provision of assistive devices and 
equipment， States should consider the special requirements of girls and boys 
with disabilities concerning the design， durability and age-appropriateness of 
assistive devices and equipment. 
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11. TARGET AREAS FOR EQUAL PARTICIPATION 

Rule 5. Accessibili妙

States should recog凶zethe overall importance of accessibility in the process of 
血eequalization of opportu凶tiesin all spheres of society. For persons with 
disabilities of any kind， States should (a) introduce programmes of action to 
make the physical environment accessible; and (b) undertake measures to 
provide access to information and communication. 

(a) Access ωthe physical environment 

1. States should initiate measures to remove the obstacles to participation in 
the physical environment. Such measures should be to develop standards and 
guidelines and to consider enacting legislation to ensure accessibility to various 
areas in society， such as housing， buildings， public transport services and other 
means of transportation， streets and other outdoor environments. 

2. States should ensure白紙 architects，construction engineers and others 
who are professionally involved in the design and construction of出ephysical 
erivironment have access to adequate information on disability policy and 
measures to achieve accessibility. 

3. Accessibility requirements should be included in the design and 
construction of血ephysical environment from the beginning of the designing 
process. 

4. Organizations of persons with disabilities should be consulted when 
standards and norms for accessibility are being developed. They should also be 
involved locally from the initial planning stage when public construction 
projects are being designed，出usensuring maximum accessibi1ity. 

(b) Accessωinformation and communication 

5. Persons with disabi1ities and， where appropriate， their families and 
advocates should have access to full information on diagnosis， rights and 
available services and programmes，瓜 allstages. Such information should be 
presented in forms accessible to persons with disabilities. 
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6. States should support the development and provision of personal 
assistance programmes and interpretation serVices， especially for persons with 
severe and/or multiple disabilities. Such programmes would increase the level 
of participation of persons with disabilities in everyday life at home， at work， in 
school and during leisure-time activities. 

7. Personal assistance programmes should be designed in such a way白at
血epersons with disabilities using出eprogrammes have a decisive influence on 
由，eway in which the programmes are delivered. 
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6. States should develop strategies to make information services and 
documentation accessible for different groups of persons with disabilities. 
Braille， tape services， large print and other appropriate technologies should be 
used ωprovide access to written information and documentation for persons 
with visual impairments.Similarly，appropriate technologies should be used to 
provide access to spoken information for persons with auditory impairments or 
comprehension difficulties. 

7. Consideration should be given to the use of sign language in the 
education of deaf children， in their families and communities. Sign language 
interpretation services should also be provided to facilitate the communication 
between deaf persons and others. 

8. Consideration should also be given to the needs of people with other 
communication disabilities. 

9. States should encourage the media， especially television， radio and 
newspapers， to make their services accessible. 

10. States should ensure血atnew computerized information and service 
systems offered to the general public are either made initially accessible or are 
adapted to be made accessible to persons with disabilities. 

11. Organizations of persons with disabilities should be consulted when 
measures to make information services accessible are being developed. 

Rule 6. Educω示。n

States should recognize the principle of equal primary， secondary and tertiary 
educational oppor加凶tiesfor children， youth and adults with disabilities， in 
integrated settings. They should ensure出atthe education of persons with 
disabilities is an integral part of the educational system. 

1. General educational authorities are responsible for the education of 
persons with disabilities in integrated settings. Education for persons with 
disabilities should form an integral part of national educational planning， 
curriculum development and school orga凶zation.
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2. Education in mainstream schools presupposes the provision of interpreter 
and other appropria旬 supportservices. Adequate accessibility and support 
services， designed to meet the needs of persons with different disabilities， 
should be provided. 

3. Parent groups and organizations of persons with disabilities should be 
involved in the education process at all levels. 

4. In States where education is compulsory it should be provided to girls 
and boys with all kinds and all levels of disabilities， including the most severe. 

5. Special attention should be given in the following areas: 

(a) Very young children with disabilities; 

(b) Pre-school children with disabilities; 

(c) Adults with disabilities， particularly women. 

6. To accommodate educational provisions for persons with disabilities in 
the mainstream， States should: 

(a) Have a clearly stated policy， understood and accep旬dat the school 
level and by the wider community; 

(b) Allow for curriculum flexibility， addition and adaptation; 

(の Providefor quali旬materials，ongoing teacher training and support 
teachers. 

7. Integrated education and commu凶ty-based programmes should be seen as 
complementary approaches in providing cost-effective education and trai凶ngfor 
persons with disabilities. N ational commu凶ty-basedprogrammes should 
encourage communities to use and develop their resources to provide local 
education to persons with disabilities. 
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8. In siωations where the general school system does not yet adequately 
meet the needs of all persons with disabilities，special education may be 
COIlsldered-It should be aimed at preparing students for education in the 
general school system. The quality of such education should ref1ect the same 
standards and ambitions as general education and should be closely linked to it. 
At a minimum，students with disabilities should be afforded the same portion of 
educational resources as students without disabilities.States should aim for仕le
gradual integration of special education services into mainstream education. It 
is acknowledged that in some instances special education may currently be 
considered to be the most appropriate form of education for some students with 
disabilities. 

9. Owing to the particular communication needs of deaf and deaf/blind 
persons， their education may be more suitably provided in schools for such 
persons or special classes and units in mainstream schools. At the initial stage， 
in particular， special attention needs to be focused on culturally sensitive 
instruction that will result in effective communication skills and maximum 
independence for people who are deaf or deaf/blind. 

Rule 7. Employment 

States should recognize the principle that persons with disabilities must be 
empowered to exercise their human rights， particularly in the tield of 
employment. In both rural and urban areas they must have equal opportu凶ties
for productive and gainful employment in the labour market. 

1. Laws and regulations in the employment field must not discriminate 
against persons with disabilities and must not raise obstac1es to their 
employment. 

2. States should actively support the integration of persons with disabilities 
into open employment. This active support could occur tlirough a variety of 
measures， such as vocational training， incentive-oriented quota schemes， 
reserved or designated employment， loans or grants for small business， 
exclusive contracts or priority production rights， tax concessions， contract 
compliance or other technical or tinancial assistance to enterprises employing 
workers with disabilities. States should also encourage employers to make 
reasonable adjustments to accommodate persons with disabilities. 
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3. States' action programmes should include: 

(a) Measures ωdesign and adapt workplaces and work premises in 
such a way由at血eybecome accessible to persons with different 
disabilities; 

(b) Support for the use of new technologies and the development and 
production of assistive devices， tools and equipment and measures 
to facilitate access to such devices and equipment for persons with 
disabilities to enable them to gain and maintain employment; 

(の Provisionof appropri剖etraining and placement and ongoing 
support such as personal assistance and interpreter services. 

4. States should initiate and support public awareness-raising campaigns 
designed to overcome negative attitudes and prejudices concerning workers with 
disabilities. 

5. In their capacity as employers， States should crea旬 favourableconditions 
for the employment of persons with disabilities in the public sector. 

6. States， workers' orga凶zationsand employers should cooperate to ensure 
equitable recruitment and promotion policies， employment conditions， rates of 
pay， measures to improve the work environment in order to prevent injuries and 
impairments and measures for the rehabilitation of employees who have 
sustained employment-related injuries. 

7. The aim should always be for persons with disabilities to obtain 
employment in血eopen labour market. For persons with disabilities whose 
needs cannot be met in open employment， small units of sheltered or suppor飽d
employment may be an alternative. It is important出atthe quality of such 
programmes be assessed. in terms of their relevance and sufficiency in providing 
opportu凶tiesfor persons with disabilities to gain employment in the labour 
market. 

8. Measures should be taken to include persons with disabilities in training 
and employment programmes in the private and informal sectors. 

9. States， workers' orga凶zationsand employers should cooperate with 
organizations of persons with disabilities concerning all measures to create 
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training and employment opportu凶ties，including flexible hours， part-time 
work，job-sharing，self-employment and attendant care for persons with 
disabilities. 

Rule 8. Income maintenance and social seCUl句y

States are responsible for the provision of social security and income 
maintenance for persons with disabilities. 

1. States should ensure the provision of adequate income support to persons 
with disabilities who， owing to disability or disability-related factors， have 
temporarily lost or received a reduction in their income or have been denied 
employment oppo抗unities. States should ensure that血eprovision of support 
takes into account出ecosts frequently incurred by persons with disabilities and 
their families as a result of the disability. 

2. In countries where social security， social insurance or other social welfare 
schemes exist or are being developed for the general population， States should 
ensure that such systems do not exclude or discriminate against persons with 
disabilities. 

3. States should also ensure the provision of income support and social 
security protection to individuals who undertake the care of a person with a 
disability . 

4. Social security systems should include incentives to restore the 
income-earning capacity of persons with disabilities吻 Suchsystems should 
provide or contribute to the organization， development and financing of 
vocational trai凶ng. They should also assist with placement services. 

5. Social security programmes should also provide incentives for persons 
with disabilities to seek employment in order to establish or re-establish their 
income-earning capaclty. 

6. Income support should be maintained as long as the disabling conditions 
remain in a manner that does not discourage persons with disabilities from 
seeking employment. It should only be reduced or terminated when persons 
with disabilities achieve adequate and secure income. 
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7. States， in countries where social security is to a large extent provided by 
血eprivate sector， should encourage local communities， welfare orga凶zations
and families to develop self-help measures and incentives for employment or 
employment-related activities for persons with disabilities. 

Rule 9. Family l俳 andpersonal integri砂

States should promote the full participation of persons with disabilities in family 
life. They should promote their right to personal integrity and ensure血atlaws 
do not discriminate against persons with disabilities with respect to sexual 
relationships， marriage and parenthood. 

1. Persons with disabilities should be enabled to live with their families. 
States should encourage the incIusion in family counselling of appropri剖e
modules regarding disability and its effects on f:創凶lylife. Respite-care and 
attendant-care services should be made available to families which include a 
person with disabilities. States should remove all unnecess紅 yobstacles to 
persons who want to foster or adopt a child or adult with disabilities. 

2. Persons with disabilities must not be denied the opportu凶tyto experience 
their sexuality， have sexual relationships and experience paren血ood.Taking 
into account that persons with disabilities may experience difficulties in getting 
married and 節目ingup a family， States should encourage血eavailability of 
appropriate counselling. Persons with disabilities must have the s創neaccess as 
others to family-planning methods， as weH as to information in accessible form 
on the sexual functioning of their bodies. 

3. States should promote measures to change negative attitudes towards 
marriage， sexuality and parenthood of persons with disabilities， especially of 
girls and women with disabilities， which still prevail in society. The media 
should be encouraged to play an important role in removing such negative 
attitudes. 

4. Persons with disabilities and their families need to be fully informed 
about taking precautions against sexual and other forms of abuse. Persons with 
disabilities are particularly vulnerable to abuse in the family， commu凶tyor 
institutions and need to be educated on how to avoid the occurrence of abuse， 
recog凶zewhen abuse has occurred and report on such acts. 
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Rule 10. Culture 

States will ensure白紙 personswith disabilities are integrated into and can 
participate in .cultural activities on an equal basis. 

1.States should ensure that persons with disabilities have the oppodu凶tyto 
utilize their creative，artistic and intellecalai potential，not only for their own 
benefit， but also for the enrichment of their community， be血eyin urban or 
rural areas. Examples of such activities are dance， music， literature， theatre， 
plastic arts， painting and sculpture. Particularly in developing countries， 
emphasis should be placed on traditional and contemporary art forms， such as 
puppetry， recitation and story-telling. 

2. States should promote血eaccessibility to and availability of places for 
cultural performances and services， such as theatres， museums， cinemas and 
libraries， to persons with disabilities. 

3. States should initiate the development and use of special旬chnical
a町angementsto make literature， films and theatre accessible to persons with 
disabilities. 

Rule 11. Recreation and sports 

States will take measures to ensure由atpersons with disabilities have equal 
opportunities for recreation and sports. 

1. States should initiate measures to make places for recreation and sports， 
hotels， beaches， sports arenas， gym halls， etc.， accessible to persons with 
disabilities. Such measures should encompass support for sta首inrecreation 
and sports programmes， including projects to develop methods of accessibility， 
and participation， information and trai凶ngprogrammes. 

2. Tourist authorities， travel agencies， hotels， voluntary organizations and 
others involved in organizing recreational activities or travel opportunities 
should 0首ertheir services to all， taking into account the special needs of 
persons with disabilities. Suitable training should be provided to assist出at
process. 
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3. Sp.orts .organizati.ons sh.ould be enc.ouraged t.o devel.op .opp.orω凶tiesf.or 
p紅 ticipati.onby pers.ons with disabilities in sp.orts activities. In s.ome cases， 
accessibility measures could be enough to open up opportunities for 
participati.on. In .other cases， special arrangemen臼.orspecial g創nesw.ould be 
needed. States sh.ould supp.o此 theparticipati.on .of pers.ons with disabilities in 
nati.onal and intemati.onal evefll臼.

4. Pers.ons with disabilities pa此icipatingin sp.o此sactivities sh.ould have 
access t.o instructi.on and tr剖凶ng.of出.esame quality as .other participan'臼.

5. Organizers .of sp.orts and recreati.on sh.ould c.onsult with .organizati.ons .of 
pers.ons with disabilities when developing their services f.or pers.ons with 
disabilities. 

Rule 12. Religion 

States will enc.ourage measures f.or equal participati.on by persons with 
disabilities in the religious life .of their communities. 

1. States sh.ould enc.ourage， in consultati.on with religi.ous 初出orities，
measures t.o eliminate discrimination and make religi.ous activities accessible t.o 
persons wi也 disabilities.

2. States sh.ould enc.ourage the distributi.on .of inf.ormati.on .on disability 
matters t.o religi.ous institutions and organizations. States sh.ould als.o' enc.ourage 
religi.ous 創出.oritiest.o include inf.ormation on disability p.olicies in也etrai凶ng
f.or religi.ous pr.ofessi.ons， as well as in religi.ous education pr.ogrammes. 

3. They sh.ould als.o encourage血.eaccessibility .of religi.ous literature t.o 
persons with sensory impairments. 

4. States and/or religious .orga凶zationssh.ould c.onsult with orga凶zati.ons.of 
pers.ons with disabilities when developing measures for equal participati.on in 
religi.ous activities. 
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111. IMPLE:島fENTATIONMEASURES 

Rule 13. lnformation and research 

Sta旬sassume the ultimate responsibility for the collection and dissemination of 
information on the living conditions of persons with disabilities and promote 
comprehensive research on all aspects， including obstacles也ataffect the lives 
of persons with disabilities. 

1. States should， at regular intervals， collect gender-specific statistics and 
other information concerning the living conditions of persons with disabilities. 
Such data collection could be conducted in conjunction with national censuses 
and household surveys and could be undertaken in close collaboration， inter 
alia， with universities， research institutes and organizations of persons with 
disabilities. The data collection should include questions on programmes and 
services and their use. 

2. States should consider establishing a data bank on disability， which would 
include statistics on available services and progr創nmesas well as on血e
di首erentgroups of persons with disabilities. They should bear in mind the 
need to protect individual privacy and personal integrity. 

3. States should initiate and support programmes of research on social， 
economic and participation issues that affect the lives of persons with 
disabilities and their families. Such research should include studies on血e
causes， types and frequencies of disabilities， the availability and efficacy of 
existing programmes and the need for development and evaluation of services 
and support measures. 

4. States should develop and adopt terminology and criteria for the conduct 
of national surveys， in cooperation with orga凶zationsof persons with 
disabilities. 

5. States should facilitate the pa目icipationof persons with disabilities in data 
collection and research. To undertake such research States should particularly 
encourage出.erecruitment of qualified persons with disabilities. 

6. States should support the exchange of research findings and experiences. 
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7. States should take measures to disseminate information and knowledge on 
disability to all political and administration levels within national， regional and 
local spheres. 

Rule 14. Policy-making and planning 

States will ensure白紙 disabilityaspec臼 areincluded in all relevant 
policy幽 makingand national planning. 

1. States should initiate and plan adequate policies for persons with 
disabilities at the national level， and stimulate and support action at regional and 
local levels. 

2. States should involve orga凶zationsof persons with disabilities in all 
decision-making relating to plans and programmes concerning persons with 
disabilities or a偽 ctingtheir economic and social status. 

3. The needs and concerns of persons with disabilities should be 
incorporated into general development plans and not be佐eatedseparately. 

4. The ultimate responsibility of States for the situation of persons with 
disabilities does not relieve others of their responsibility. Anyone in charge of 
services， activities or出eprovision of information in society should be 
encouraged to accept responsibility for making such programmes available to 
persons with disabilities. 

5. States should facilitate the development by local communities of 
progr倒nmesand measures for persons with disabilities. One way of doing血IS

could be to develop manuals or check-lists and provide trai凶ngprogrammes for 
local sta任

Rule 15. Legislation 

States have a responsibility to cre剖.ethe legal bases for measures to achieve the 
objectives of full participation and equality for persons with disabilities. 

1. National legislation， embodying the rights and obligations of citizens， 
should include the rights and obligations of persons with disabilities. States are 
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under an obligation to enable persons with disabi1ities to exercise their rights， 
including their human， civil and political rights， on an equal basis with other 
citizens. States must ensure出atorganizations of persons with disabilities are 
involved in the development of national legislation concerning the rights of 
persons with disabilities， as well as in the ongoing evaluation of that legislation. 

2. Legislative action may be needed to remove conditions白atmay 
adverselya百ectthe lives of persons with disabi1ities， including harassment and 
victimization. Any discriminatory provisions against persons with disabilities 
must be eliminated. Nationallegislation should provide for appropriate 
sanctions in case of violations of白eprinciples of non-discrimination. 

3. Nationallegislation concerning persons with disabilities may appear in 
two different forms. The rights and obligations may be incorporated in general 
legislation or contained in special legislation. Special legislation for persons 
with disabilities may be established in several ways: 

(a By enacting separate legislation， dealing exclusively with disability 
ロlatters;

(b) By including disability matters within legislation on particular 
topics; 

(の Bymentioning persons with disabilities specitically in the texts血at
serve to interpret existing legislation. 

A combination of those different approaches might be desirable. Aftirmative 
action provisions may also be considered. 

4. States may consider establishing formal statutory complaints mechanisms 
in order to protect the interests of persons with disabilities. 

Rule 16. Economic policies 

States have the tinancial responsibility for national programmes and measures to 
create equal opportu凶tiesfor persons with disabilities. 

1. States should include disability matters in the regular budgets of all 
national， regional and local government bodies. 
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2. States， non-governmen阻lorga凶zationsand other interested bodies should 
interact to determine the most e百ectiveways of supporting projects and 
measures relevant to persons with disabilities. 

3. States should consider the use of economic measures (loans， tax 
exemptions， earmarked gran臼， special funds， and so on) to stimulate and 
support equal participation by persons with disabilities in society. 

4. In many States江maybe advisable to establish a disability development 
fund， which could support various pilot projects and self-help programmes at 
白egrass-roots level. 

Rule 1久 Coordination01 work 

States are responsible for the establishment and s位聞がle凶ngof national 
coordinating committees， or similar bodies， to serve as a national focal point on 
disability matters. 

1. The national coordinating committee or similar bodies should be 
permanent and based on legal as well as appropriate administrative regulation. 

2. A combination of representatives of private and public orga凶zationsis 
most likely to achieve an intersectoral and multidisciplinary composition. 
Representatives could be drawn from concerned government ministries， 
orga凶zationsof persons with disabilities and non-governmental organizations. 

3. Organizations of persons with disabilities should have considerable 
influence in the national coordinating committee in order to ensure proper 
feedback of their concerns. 

4. The national coordinating committee should be provided with sufficient 
autonomy and resources to fulfil its responsibilities in relation to its 
decision-making capacities. It should report to the highest governmental level. 

Rule 18. Organizations of persons with disabilities 

States should recognize the right of血eorganizations of persons with disabilities 
to represent persons with disabilities at national， regional and locallevels. 
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States should also recognize the advisory role of orga凶zationsof persons with 
disabilities in decision-making on disability matters. 

1. States should encourage and support economically and in other ways由e
formation and streng血e凶ngof organizations of persons with disabilities， family 
members and/or advocates. States should recognize出atthose orga凶zations
have a role to play in the development of disability policy. 

2. States should establish ongoing communication with organizations of 
persons wi由 disabilitiesand ensure their pa目icipationin the development of 
government policies. 

3. The role of organizations of persons with disabilities could be to identify 
needs and priorities， to participa旬 inthe planning， implementation and 
evaluation of services and measures concerning the lives of persons with 
disabilities，釦dto contribute to public awareness and to advocate change. 

4. As instruments of self-help， organizations of persons with disabilities 
provide and promo胞 opportunitiesfor the development of skills in various 
fields， mutual support among members and information sharing. 

5. Organizations of persons with disabilities could perform their advisory 
role in many different ways such as having permanent representation on boards 
of government-funded agencies， serving on public commissions and providing 
expert knowledge on different projects. 

6. The advisory role of orga凶z剖ionsof persons with disabilities should be 
ongoing in order to develop and deepen the exchange of views and information 
between the State and the organizations. 

7. Orga凶zationsshould be permanently represented on the national 
coordinating committee or similar bodies. 

8. The role of local organizations of persons with disabilities should be 
developed and streng血enedto ensure白at血.eyinfluence matters at出e
community level. 
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Rule 19. Personnel t1・'llining

States訂 eresponsible for ensuring the adequate training of personnel， at all 
levels， .involved in出.eplam血gand provision of programmes and services 
concerning persoils with disabilities. 

1. States should ensure白瓜 allau也oritiesproviding services in也edisability 
field give adequate training to血eirpersonnel. 

2. In the佐ainingof professionals in血edisability field， as well as in出e
. provision of information on disability in general training programmes，血e
principle of full participation and equality should be appropriately reflected. 

3. States should develop training programmes in consultation with 
organizations of persons with disabilities， and persons with disabilities should 
be involved as teachers， instructors or advisers in sta首trainingprogr創nmes.

4. The training of commu凶.tyworkers is of great strategic importance， 
P釘 ticularlyin developing countries. It should involve persons with disabilities 
and include the development of appropriate values， competence and 
technologies as well as skills which can be practised by persons with 
disabilities， their parents， families and members of血ecommunity. 

Rule 20. National monitoring and evaluation 0/ disabiL勿
programmes初 theimplemenωtion 0/ the Rules 

States are responsible for the continuous monitoring and evaluation of出e
implementation of national programmes and services concerning the 
equalization of oppor旬凶tiesfor persons with disabilities. 

1. States should periodically and systematically evaluate national disability 
programmes and disseminate both the bases and the results of the evaluations. 

2. States should develop and adopt terminology and criteria for the 
evaluation of disability-related programmes and services. 

3. Such criteria and terminology should be developed in close cooperation 
with organizations of persons with disabilities from the earliest conceptual and 
pl釦 ningstages. 
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4.States should participate in international cooperation in order to develop 
common standards for national evaluation in the disability field. States should 
encourage national coordinating committees to participate also. 

5. The evaluation of various programmes in the disability field should be 
built in at出eplanning stage， so血atthe overall efficacy in fulfilling their 
policy 0切ectivescan be evaluated. 

Rule 21. Technical and economic cooperation 

States， both industrialized and developing， have出eresponsibility to cooperate 
in and take measures for the improvement of the living conditions of persons 
with disabilities in developing countries. 

1. Measures to achieve the equalization of oppo口u凶tiesof persons with 
disabilities， including refugees with disabilities， should be integrated into 
general development programmes. 

2. Such measures must be integrated into all forms of technical and 
economic cooperation， bilateral and multilateral， governmental and 
non-governmental. States should bring up disabi1ity issues in discussions on 
such cooperation with their counterparts. 

3. When planning and reviewing programmes of technical and economic 
cooperation， special attention should be given to the e首ectsof such programmes 
on the situation of persons with disabilities. It is of the utmost importance白紙

persons with disabilities and their orga凶zationsare consulted on any 
development projects designed for persons with disabilities. They should be 
directly involved in the development， implementation and evaluation of such 
pr句ects.

4. Priority areas for technical and economic cooper瓜ionshould include: 

(a) The development of human resources血roughthe development of 
skills， abilities and potentials of persons with disabilities and血e
initiation of employment -generating activities for and of persons 
with disabilities; 

(b) The development and dissemination of appropriate disability-related 
technologies and know-how. 
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5. S飽倒的 also encouraged to supp削除 formationand s佐engtheningof 
organizations of persons wi血 disabilities.

6. States should旬kemeasures to improve the knowledge of disability issues 
among sta佐 involvedat all levels泊也.eadminis町ationof technical and 
economic cooperation progr卸nmes.

Rule 22. lntemational cooperation 

S句 協 willparticipate actively in international cooperation concerning polic~es 
for the equalization of opportunities for persons with disabilities. 

1. Wi血泊 theUnited Nations，也.especial包edagencies and other concemed 
intergovernmental orga凶zations，States should participate in the development of 
disability policy. 

2. Whenever appropriate， States should in甘oducedisability aspec臼 in
general negotiations concerning standards， information exchange， development 
programmes， etc. 

3. States should encourage and support也.eexchange of knowledge and 
e.xpenence among: 

(a) Non-governmenta1 org創白紙ionsconcerned with disability issues; 

(b Research institutions and individual researchers involved in 
disability issues; 

(の Representativesof field programmes and 6f professional groups in 
血.edisability field; 

(め Organizationsof persons with disabilities; 

(e) National coordinating committees. 

4. States should ensure白紙血.eU凶旬dNations and the specialized agencies， 
ぉ wellas all intergovemmental and interparliamentary bodies， at global and 
regionallevels， include in their work the global and regional orgar泊zationsof 
persons with disabilities. 
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IV. MONITORING島IECHANISM

1. The purpose of a monitoring mechanism is to 釦rther血.eeffective 
implementation of the Rules. It will assist each S阻.tein assessing i包 levelof
implementation of d1e Rules and in measuring its progress-The monitoring 
should identify obstacles and suggest suitable measures血.atwould con凶bu館to
血.esuccessful implementation of the Rules. The monitoring mechanism will 
recognize the economic， social and cultural features existing in individual 
States. An important element should also be the provision of advisory services 
and the exchange of experience and information between States. 

2. The Rules shall be monitored within也e台ameworkof血esessions of the 
Commission for Social Development. A Special Rapporteur with relevant and 
extensive experience in disability issues and international organizations shall be 
appointed， if necessary，釦ndedby ex町abudgetaryresources， for three years to 
monitor the implementation of the Rules. 

3. International orgm:温z.ationsof persons with disabilities having consultative 
status with the Economic and Social Council and orgm:也ationsrepresenting 
persons with disabilities who have not yet formed their own orgar岨zations
should be invited to crea旬 amongthemselves a panel of experts， on which 
organizations of persons with disabilities shall have a majority， taking into 
account血.edifferent kinds of disabilities and necessary equi旬blegeographical 
distribution， to be consulted by血eSpeci剖Rapporteurand， when appropriate， 
by the Secretariat. 

4. The p組 elof experts will be encouraged by the Special Rapporteur to 
review， advise and provide feedback and suggestions on由.epromotion， 
implementation and monitoring of the Rules. 

5. The Special Rapporteur shall send a set of questions to States， entities 
Wl由inthe United Nations system， and intergoveロnnentaland non-governmental 
organizations， including organizations of persons with disabilities. The set of 
questions should address implementation plans for the Rules in States. The 
questions should be selective in nature and cover a number of specific rules for 
in-depth evaluation. In preparing the questions the Special Rapporteur should 
consult with the panel of expe此sand the Secretariat. 

6. The Special Rapporteur shall seek to establish a direct dialogue not only 
with States but also with local non-governmental org副nzations，seeking their 
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views and commen:飽 onany information intended to be. incl'uded in血ereports. 
The Specia1 Rapporteur shall provide advisory services on the implementation 
and monitoring of the Rules and assistance in由eprep釘 ationof replies to白e
卸値 ofquestions. 

7. The Dep釘回.entfor Policy Coordination and Sustainable Development of 
the Secretariat， as the United Nations focal point on disability issues， the Uni旬d
Nations Development Programme and other entities and mechanisms within出e
U凶旬dNations sys旬m，such as the regional commissions and specia1ized 
agencies and inl胞r-agencymeetings， shall cooperate with the Specia1 Rapporteur 
in出，eimplementation and monitoring of the Rules at the nationa1 level. 

8. The Specia1 Rapporteur， assisted by the Secretariat; sha11 prep紅 'ereports 
for submission to the Commission for Social Development at its白irty-four白
組 d血註ty・6他 sessions.In preparing such reports， the Rapporteur should 
consult w抽出.epanel of experts. 

9. Sta飽sshould encourage national coordinating committees or s泊ul紅
bodiesωparticipa白 inimplementation and monitoring. As the focal.poin臼 on
disability matters at the national level，出，eyshould be encouragedωestablish 
procedures to coordinate the moniωlring of the Rules. Organizations of persons 
with disabilities should be encouraged to be actively involved in the monitoring 
of the process at all levels. 

10. Should ex'佐abudgetaryresources be identified， one or more po鈎ionsof 
interregiona1 adviser on the Rules should be created to provide direct services 
to Sta旬s，including: 

(a) The organization of national and regiona1佐ainingseminars on由e
con飽ntof the Rules; 

(b) The development of guidelines ωassist in strategies for 
implementation of the R叫es;

(c) Dissemination of information about best practices concerning 
implementation of the Rules. 

11. At its也irty-four也 session，血，eCommission for Social Development 
should establish an open-ended working group to examine the Specia1 
Rapporteur's report and make recommendations on how to improve the 
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application of the Rules. In examining血，eSpecial Rapporteur's report，出e
Commission，由roughits open-ended working group， shall consult international 
organizations of persons with disabilities and specialized agencies，泊
accordance with rules 71 and 76 of the rules of procedure of由efunctional 
commissions of the Economic and Social Council. 

12. At its session following the end of血eSpecial Rappo巾 ur's mandate， the 
Commission should examine the possibility of either renewing白紙 mandate，
appointing a new Special Rapporteur or considering another moniωnng 
mechanism， and should make appropriate recommendations to血，eEconomic 
and Social Council. 

13. States should be encouraged to contribute to the United Nations 
Volun旬ryFund on Disability in order ω白地紅白，eimplementation of the 
Rules. 
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( Economic and Social Commission for Asia and The Pacific 

Resolution 48/3 adopted by the General Assembly at its 

the forty-eighth session on Apr. 23， 1992) 



48/..i. Asian and Pacific D民.adeor Disabled Perso凶 11993-2∞2 

Sponsored by: Afghanist回， Aus凶 ia，B叫 ladesh，Brunei Darus叫 m ，Fmbodia，China，
Democratic P回plβ・sRepublic ofKorea， Fiji， Hong Kong， -India， Indonesia， 
Iran (Islamic Republic of)， Japan， Kiribati， Lao P関 ple's Democratic 
Rcpublic， Macau， -MaJaysia， MaJdiv回， Marsha11 Islands， Micron匂 ia
(Federated States of)， Mongolia， Myarunar， Nepa1， New Zealand， Pakistan. 
Papua New Guinea， Philippines， Republic of Korea， Republic of P剖au，
Russian Fぽleration，Sri Lanlca，τhailand回 dViet Nam 

刀leEconomic and Social CommissiOIl /or Asia and the Pacijic， 

Recalling aJl GeneraJ Assembly and Economic and SociaJ Council r目。lutionson disability 

matters， including GeneraJ Assembly resolution 37/52 of3 December 1982 on the World Progranune 

of Action concerning Disabled Persons， by which the Assembly adopted the World PrQgr釦 uneof 

Action， and resolution 37/53 of 3 December 1982 on出巴 implementationof the World Progranune 

of Action concerning Disabled Persons， in which， inter alia， the Assembly proclaimed the period 

1983・1992United Nations Decade of Disabled Persons， 

Recallillg also Comrnission resolution 207 (XXXVI) of 29 March 1980 on the International 

Year of Disabled Perso凶， concerning effective implemoentation and follow-up of the objectiv問。f山e

Internationa1 Year of Disabled Persons: "Full Participation and Equa1ity" 

Milldful that the risk of disability increases wi出 age，釦dthat， with the expected rapid ageing 

of U1e societies in the region， the number of disabled persons will increase substantially， 

Recogniung山atwhile the United Nations Decade of Disabled Persons has increased 

awareness of disability issues and has facilitated considerable progr回 sin the prevention of disability 

and tJle rehabilitation of disabled perso回 intJle ESCAP region， progr回 stowards improving the 

situation of disabled persons h笛 beenuneven， particularly in tJle developing and le笛 tdevelop凶

cou，ntrtes， 

Taking T10te 01山eFourth Asian and Pacific Ministerial Conference on Social Welfare and 

SociaJ Development， held in October 1991， which ex'pr白 sedits support for the declaration of a 

second decade of disabled persons， 

Associatc "，cmbcn. 
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No(ingjuπher the recommendation of lhe Expert Group Meeting to Review and Appraise出E

Achievements of the United Nations Decade of Disabled Persons in the Asia.n a.nd Pacific Region， 

held in August 1991，卸d'convened by the Economic and Socia1 Corrunission for Asia釦 dthe Pacific， 

山at山er'eis a need for a second decade of disabled persons to consolidate the gains achieved山usfar

in the ESCAP region， 

1. Proclaims the Asian and Pacific Decade of Disabled Persons， 1993-2∞2， wi山 aview 

to giving fresh imperus to lhe implementation of山eWorld Programme of Action conceming Disabled 

Persons in ule ESCAP region l.>eyond 1992印 dstren手heningregion剖∞operationto r目。Ive'issues 

affecting山邑 achievementof lhe goaJs of the World Programme of Action，出peciallythose concerning 

山efull participation釦 dequality of perso出 wi山 disabilities;

2， Reques1s the Economic and Social Council and山eGeneral Assembly to endorse the 

pr田町1r回 olulion釦 dto encourage， at山eglobal level， suppo代 forits implementation; 

3， Urges all meml.>er and associate membe( Govemments tO review出esiruation of disabled 

persons in Uleir countries and al'eas， wi山aview to developing measur白山ate山ancetJle equal it)'釦 d

full panicipation of disabled persons， including Ule following: 

(a) Formulation and implementation of national policies and programm田 topromote 

山epむ1icipatiollof persons wiUl disabilities in economic and social development; 

(b) Establishment and strengthening of national coordinating commine白 ondisability 

mauers， wiUl emphasis on， inrer alia，山邑 adequate印 deffeclive repr口entationof disabled persons 

and their organizations， and their roles Ulerein; 

(c) Provision of assistance， in collaboration wi山intemaliona1development agencies臼 d

non-governmental organizatio出， in enhancing corrununity-based suppo口氏円IC白 fordisabled persons 

and lhe extension of services to their families; 

(d) Promotion of special e仔0れ.s10 foster positive aロirud回 towardschildren and adults 

with disabilities，卸dthe undertaking of meお山口 toimprove山巴iraccむ S10 rehabil itation， education， 

employment， culturaJ and sports aCliviti出回d山ephysicaJ environmelll; 

4， Urges all cOllcemed speciaJized agencies卸 d'bodies of lhe Unitcd Nations syslem to 

undenake臼 examinationof lhcir ongoing programm白 andprojec凶 intJle ESCAP region， wi出 a

view to integrating systematicaJly disability concems into lheir work: programmes and supponing 

nationaJ implemenlalion o(山epresent resolution; 

5. Calls upon non-governmental org加 izationsin山efield of sociaJ development 10 utilize 

lheir experience釦 dexperlise in stcengt1】eningthe capabilities and activitie.s of org卸 iZ3tionsof 

disabled persons; 
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6. Urges organizations of disabled persons to cooperate wi山 governmentagenci匂 in

strenglllening means by which cilizens with disabilities may reaJize their ful1 potential，卸d10 

slrengulen linkagesむnongdisat"lled persons in developed and developing counui回 toenhance their 

self-help capacity; 

7. Requesls出eExecutive Secrel.My toぉsist，subject to available financiaJ r田ourc回.

member and associate member Govemments in the following: 

(a) Developing釦 dpursuing nationaJ progranun回 ofaction during t.'1e fonhco.ming 

Decade 

(b) Formulaling and implementing technical guidelin回 andlegislation to promote 

disabled persons・access10 bu ild ings， publ ic facil ities， transport and convnunications systems， 

information， education and Iraining， and technical aids; 

8. Funher reque~ts the Executive Secretary 10 report 10 the Convnission bienniaJly until the 

end of ule Decade on山eprogress made in the implemenlation of the present r白 olutionand 10 submi1 

recommendations 10 the Commission，ぉ required，on action 10 maintain the momen同m of曲e

Decade. 
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Proclamation on the Full Participation 

and Equality of People with Disabilities 

i n t h e A s i a n a n d P a c i f i c R e g i 0 n 

(Adopted by the Meeting to Launch the Asian and Pacific Decade 

of Disabled Persons， 1993-2002， on December 5， 1992) 



PROCLAMATION ON TIill FULL PARTICIPATION AND EQUALITY OF 
PEOPLE WITII DISAsILITIES IN TIIE ASIAN AND PACIF1C REGION 

1. We the government leaders of ESCAP members and associate members recognize白紙:

Every day in this region people訂 ebeing disabled due to malnutrition and disease， 

environmental hazards， natural disasters， traffic and industrial accidents， civil conf1ict 

and war. 

As a concomitant of improvements in child survival， the numbers of children surviving 

with disabilities are increasing. 

As more people survive to older age， the numbers of elderly p切 plewith disabilities are 

r1smg. 

τne 1iving conditions of large numbers of people wi出 disabilities，especially those in 

rural areas， need to be further improved. 

2. We note that in Asian and Pacific societies， minimum care and service are， to a large extent， 

provided for p切 plewith disabilities in the traditional family and community context. 

However， much more must be done to enable persons with disabilities to develop their full 

potential so出鉱山eymay Iive as agents of their own destiny in the rapidly changing 

economic and social conditions of the region. 

3.τnroughout出eregion， the opportunities for full participation and equality for pωple wi出

disabilities， esp民 iallyin出efields of rehabilitation， education and employment， continue to 

be far less出anthose for their non-disabled p民 rs.This is largely because negative social 

attitudes exc1ude persons with disabilities from叩 equalshare in their entitlements as citizens. 

Such attitudes also curtail the opportuniti回 ofpeople with disabilities for social contact and 

close personal relationships with others. The social stigma associated all too often with 

disabilities must be eradicated. 

4. The bui1t environment throughout much of Asia and the Pacific has been designed without 

consideration for the special needs of persons wi出 disabilities.Physical obstacles and social 

barriers prevent citizens with disabilities from participating in community and national life. 

官官 variousimpediments to participation and equality are especially formidable for girls and 

women with disabi1ities. Wi出 improvedattitudes， increased awaren邸 sand much care， we 

can build social and physical environments白紙 areaccessible for all， i.e.， we must work 

towards a society for 剖1. ln出isregard， we urge the free exchange of information. 
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s. We ta1ce pride in the fact that in民 onomicterms， Asia and the Pacific is the fastest growmg 

region in the world today. We are also aware出atcountries in this region are at different 

levels of development. We resolve白紙氏。nomicprogress will also be reflected in the efforts 

白紙 wedevote to this extremely vulnerable social group in our sodeties: people with 

disabil ities. 

6. We welcome the adoption by the Economic and Social Commission for Asia and the Pacific 

of resolution 48/3 on the Asian and Pacific Decade of Disabled Persons， 1993・2002，as a 

catalyst for e仔'ectivenew policy initiativ回 andactions at national， sub-regional and regional 

levels aimed at systematically improving the conditions of people with disabilities， who 

constItute approximately one-tenth of our total population， and for harnessing their白H

development potential. 

7. We出usproclaim釦 dpledge our joint commitment to translating into action in our respective 

countri回 andterritories the ideals and objectives of the Asian and Pacific Dccade of Disabled 

Persons， and confirm our continued endeavour in accordance with the United Nations 

Charter's affirmation of fai出 11••• in the dignity and worth of the human person ...". 
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A g e n d a f 0 r A c t i 0 n f 0 r t h e 

A s i a n a n d P a c i f i c D e c a d e 

of Disabled Persons. 1993"'2002 

(At the Meeting to Launch the Asian and Pacific Decade 

of Disabled Persons， 1993-2002， on December 5， 1992. 

Adopted by General Assembly of ESCAP， April 1993) 



Adopted by the阿eetingto Launch the Asian and Pacific Decade of 
Disabled Persons， 1993四 2002，∞ 5ぬC倒齢r1992， Beijing. 

AGENDA FOR ACTION 
FOR TIIE 

ASむ、NAND PACIFIC DECADE OF DISAsLED PERSONS， 1993・2002

1. INTRODUCTION 

The Unitcd Nations Decade of Disabled Persons， 1983・1992，coincicled with a pcriod of 

economic dynamism throughout mllch of tJ1C Asian and Pacific rcgion. 111C concluding ycars of the 

United Nations Decade also witnessed major breakthroughs in peace-bllilding in the rcgion marked 

by significant improvernents in conflict resolution and rapprochernent bctween diverse states. 

It was in this hospitable context ulat U1C Social Development Strafegy for rhe ESCAP Regioll 

ToU'ards rhe Yeσr 2α)() alld 11の'ondwas acloptcd by thc Fourth Asian and Pacific J¥1inistcrial 

Conference on Social Wclfare and Social Dcvclopment， hcld at Manila in Octobcr 1991. The 

Strategy has ule u1timatc aim of improving the qua1ity of 1ifc of all出cpcop1c of the ESCAP region. 

Wi出 thataim in mind， the basic objcctives of thc Stratcgy are the cradication of abso1utc po¥'crty， 

U1e realization of distributive justice and the enhanccment of poplllar participation. Within the 

framework of U10se aims and objectives， the Strategy assigns priority to tJle rcgion's disadvantaged 

and vulnerable social groups， including persons with disabilities. 

Further to出epriority given to出econcerns of persons with disabilities in出eregional Socia1 

Development Strategy， thirty-three countries attending the forty-eighth ESCAP scssion in April 1992 

joined in sponsorship of resolution 48/3 on an Asian alld Pacijic Decade 01 Disab!ed Persolls， /993・

2ω2. In adopting U1e resolution， thc Govcrnmcnts of出ercgion cxpress凶出eircollectivc 

commitment to出efull pa円icipationand equality of pωple with disabilitics. 

百leAsian and Pacific Decade of Disabled Persons provides an oppor同nityfor the 56 

countries and areas of the ESCAP region to consolidate the efforts initiated during出epr民 eding

United Nations Decade th.rough a new emph出 ison regional coopcration in support of progress at出e

nationa1 !evel. In partic¥iJar， it provides a context for the strengthening of technical coopcration 

among developing countries， as wel1回 betwecnUle region's developing and developed countries， in 

山eresolution of key issu白山ataffect Ule lives of pωple with disabilities. 

To achieve U1e objectives of the Asian and Pacific Decadc of Disab1cd Pcrsons， an agenda for 

action is needed that translates the WorJd Programme of Action concerning Disabled Pcrsons into an 

agenda for the Asian and Pacific region， in response to the review and appraisal of the achievemcnts 

of the UnitαJ Nations Decade of Disabled Pcrsol1s， 1983・1992，in thc As ian and Pacific re~ion n5 

contained in document SD/DDP/l， 1992. 
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The present document provides a framework for the formulation of白紙 agendafor action. 

The framework consists of白emajor po/icy categories under which efforts wi1l be required for山

implementation of ESCAP resolution 48/3. These basic policy categories include: 

National coordination; 

Legislation; 

Information; 

Public awaren邸 s;

Acc回sibi1ityand communication; 

Education; 

Training and employment; 

Prevention of caus回 ofdisabilities; 

Rehabilitation services; 

Assistive devices; 

Self-help organizations; 

RegionaJ cooperation; 

Each of恥 policycategorics constituting山仕組leworkcontains a Iist of areas of concem of direct 

relevance to the development of policies in support of the full participation and cquaJity of people with 

disabilities in Asia and the Pacific. 

The formulation of釦 agendafor action for the Decade should be neither an exercise in 

regional target setting nor an attempt to prescribe a uniform implementation strategy for aJl countries. 

Given the v邸 tness釦 ddiversity of出eregion， ESCAP members and associate members will 

necessarily differ on the details of their r白 pectivenational action progr釘nmes. There will be 

di仔erencesin the relative priority to be assigned to particular activiti~s. Specific sho口-and long-term 

objectives， as wellぉ approachesto and出epace of implementation will also v紅yfrom countηto 

country. In the finaJ anaJysis， however， the agenda for action will provide the basis for a regionaJ 

initiative aimed at reaJizing the向11participation and equ剖ityof persons with disabilities， which 

comprise出eobj民 tiv白 ofthe Asian and Pacific Decade of Disabled Persons， 1993-2002. 

Furthermore， the agenda for action is to be viewed in出econtext of the World Programme 

of Action concerning Disabled Persons and other relevant United Nations internationa1 instruments， 

mandates and recommendations. 
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11. AREAS OF CONCERN 

1. National coordination 

Establishment of a nationa1 coordination committee on disability matters or strengthening of 

an existing one: 

(a) As a permanent body with adcquate infrastructural support; 

(b) Wi出 representation from concerned government agencies， and non-governmental 

organizations， including adequate representation from organizations of people with disabilities; 

(c) To se円 eas the nationa1. focal point on disability matters and facilitate the continuous evolution 

of a comprehensive nationa1 approach to the implementation of the World Programme of Action 

concerning Disabled Persons and出isagenda for action by undertaking the following: 

Review and coordinate the activiti邸 ofall agencies釦 dnon-governmental organizations 

working for and on bchaJf of pcople with disabilities; 

Devclop a national policy to address issues faced by pcople with disabilities; 

Advise the Head of State/Government， policy makers and progr釘nmeplanners on血e

development of policies， legislation， programmes and pr吋ectswith respect to their 

impact on people with disabilities; 

Render思JIdanceservices to ministries in the enforcement of legislation to protect出e

rights of p閃 plewi出 disabilities，and in the elimination of interpretations白紙紅e

unfavourable to people with disabilities; 

Mobilize support for the development of a national data base on disability-related issues; 

Translate the World Programme of Action concerning Disabled Persons and由isagenda 

for action into the national (and local) languages and in appropriate formats for 

widespread dissemination at all levels; 

Operate a scheme to upgrade the competence of staff of the national coordination 

committee， particularly on management skills， policy and progr釘nmedevelopment， and 

to include persons with disabilities in staff recruitment and training; 

Promote resource mobi1ization for dea1ing with disability issues， inc1uding出rough出e

creation of adequate funds with donations from industry， philan出ropistsand 0出er

donors; 

Promote the integration of people wi出 disabilities，including children and women with 

disabilities， in national plans叩 din progr釘nm目印dpr吋ectssupported by international 
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agenci回， including the United Nations Development Programme (UNDP)釦 dthe United 

Nations Children's Fund (UNICEF); 

Review with donor agencies their funding policies from the perspective of their impact 

on persons with disabilities; 

Monitor and evaluate the impact of policies and programmes on the白11participation and 

equality of persons with disabilities， and disseminate the results to concerned p訂ties;

Facilitate national participation in. regional cooperation activities related to 出e

implementation of Commission resolution 48/3; 

Establish sthemes to accord public recognition of outstanding contributions to progress 

in pursuance of the goals of the Asian and Pacific Decade of Disabled Pcrsons; 

Encourage the use of the relcvant Unitcd Nations guidclincs for the establishmcnt and 

development of national coordinating committees on disability or similar bodies. 

2. Legislation 

(a) Concerning e:x.isting legislation: 

Conduct of a survey to identi行 legalprovisions出atare restrictive to people with 

disabilities; 

Amendment or repeal of those restrictive legal provisions and elimination of 

intcrpretations出atare unfavourable to peoplc with disabilities; 

(b) Enactment of a basic law on protection of the rights of all persons with disabilities and 

prohibition of abuse and neglect of these persons and discrimination against出em;

(c) Enactment of legislation aimed at equal opportunity for people with disabilities， covering， for 

example: 

Affirmative action measures and incentives in favour of opportunities for pωple with 

disabilities to participate in education， training， job placcment， employment and 

entrepreneurship; 

Tax relief and subsidies， as appropriate， for parents and guardians of children with 

disabilities， as well as for pωple with disabilities; 

Customs c1earance and exemption from customs duty of imported vehicJes， assistive 

devices， equipmcnt and materials， inc111ding medical Sllpplies， required to facilitate the 

daily life of people with disabilities; 
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(d) Enactment of legislation ?imed at the elimination of architectural and logistical barriers to 

frcedom of movement of citizens with disabilities， inc1uding incentives to encourage: 

Private and public sector involvement in improving accessibility of the bu i1t environment; 

Facilitation of use， by persons' with disabilities， of land， air and water transport systems; 

(e) Enactment of legislation aimed at the elimination of communication barriers to reduce the 

social and physical isolation commonly faced by pωple wi出 disabilities，covering， for exむnple:

Production and dissemination of information， especially public information， in 

appropriate formats (e.g.， large print， Braille， indigenous sign language， audio/video 

cassette and floppy diskette); 

Facilitation of， and concessions and subsidies for， the use of postal 釦 d

tclecommunications equipment and se円 icesby people with disabilities; 

(ηlnclusion of the concerns of persons with disabilities in social security legislation; 

(g) Enactment of legislation for the promotion of health and safety in the work-place， in public 

places， and in the home， e.g.: 

Prohibition on smoking e¥S a public health hazard; 

Restrictions on the sale of firearms and fireworks; 

Restrictions on alcohol consurnption and driving; 

Control over出eroadworthiness of vehicles; 

Standards for the safety of equipment， items for industrial， domestic and personal use， 

as well as toys and 0出eritems白紙 childrenmay have access to; 

(h) Development of mcans of ensuring the e仔ectiveimplementation and enforcement of 

legislation， including: 

Regulations on and guidelines for implernentation; 

Mechanisms to promote enforcement (e.g.， co.mmunity-level committ民 5，

ombudspersons， enforcement tribunals); 

Mcchanisms to monitor and evaluate the enforcement of legislation; 

(i) Enactment of legislation regarding persons with extensive disabilities， of all ages，出atassigns 

priority to the provision of community-based personal assistance services for daily living， to enable 

them to live in the community with self-determination and dignity， ra出er出血 inresidential 

tnstltutlons; 
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。) Dissemination of information on legislation， particularly to pωple with disabilities and出eir

advocates: 

Enacted sp民 ificallyto promote equal oppor加niti目白rpeople with disabilities; 

Enacted for the benefit of broader population groups (e.g.， legislation on an issue 

[poverty alleviation] or for a specific group [women]) among whom many pωple with 

disabilities are included; 

(k) Encouragement of血euse of relevant United Nations. guidelines on national disability 

legislation; 

(1) Encouragement of exchange of expertise and experiences among ESCAP meml?ers and 

associate members concerning the enactment and implementation of equalization legislation. 

3. Inronnation 

(a) DeveJopment of nationaJ capacily for: 

Collection and analysis of comprehensive and accurate data on the national disability 

Sl同atlon;

Documentation of disability-reJated issues and pr吋ectsin出ecountry; 

R回pondingaccurately and quickly to queries on disability-related issues in出.ecountry; 

Packaging of information for diverse user groups; 

Preparation and dissemination of directories of disability-related r儲 ourcesavailable 

within the country; 

Jdenti自cationof national strengths and needs for出epu叩oseof regional cooperation in 

pursuance of this agenda for action; 

(b) Collaboration between public libraries， information centr回 andorganizations of persons with 

disabiJities to increase the availability of information material in floppy diskette， large print， Braille， 

audio cassette and video cassette formats; 

(c) Introduction of captions in films and television programm回，ぉ wellas出osein video c笛sette

format; 

(d) Establishment of me卸 Sto protect出eprivacy of individuals with disabilities in the collection 

of disability-related data. 
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4. Public awaren田S

(a) Strengthening of national capacity for improving public awareness of出ego剖sof the Asian 

and P<lcific Dec<lde of Disablcd Persons through measur回 suchas: 

Training of information service and media personnel and representatives of organizations 

of people with disabilities on communications about people with disabi1ities and ・the

Asian and Pacific Decade of Disabled Persons; 

Encouragement of出euse of United Nations guidelines on improving communications 

about people with disabilities; 

Reqllests to rcgional broadcasting and media organizations and agencぬsto support血e

building of national capacity in this regard; 

Promotion of monitoring of出equality of media coverage of issues related to the Asian 

and Pacific Decade of Disabled Persons and feed back to media agcnci白 ontheir 

observance of the United Nations guidelines; 

Enlistment of development communications organizations， street theatre and folk media 

groups， and popular media personalities to assist in the communication of information 

to counter dcep-rooted superstitions about disabi1ity釦 dpersons with disabilities; 

(b) Development of sustained national campaigns to promote出ecompetence of and shape positive 

attitudes towards people with disabilities， directed at: 

百 egcneral public; 

Groups in a position to effect change (e.g.， comrnunity leaders， people with disabiIities 

and their families， children， students， policy makers， administrative au血orities，

profcssionals); 

Rcmoval of stigma attached to deformities; 

Promotion of r回 pectfor the right of persons with disabilities to paren出oodand family 

life; 

Enhancement of the dignity of persons wi出 disabilities in， and elimination of 

discriminatory tcrminology from， advertising campaigns and other mass mcdia activities; 

(c) Promotion of endeavours白紙 focuspublic attcntion on people with disabilities as equal 

citizens， such as: 

Cultural events and competitions involving pωple with disabilities， including in 

intcgrated activities; 
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Direct involvement of pωple with disabilities in media activities， including mainstream 

ones that are unrelated to disability; 

(d) Encouragement of出euse of terminology to describe individua1s with disabilities白紙 focuses

on出eperson and not the disability， such as "pωple/persons with disabilities" and not "the disabled" 

。r"the handicapped" 

S. Accessibility and communication 

(a) Review of the planned and existing built environment and practices employed in its extension 

and maintenance， with a view to the development of measures for improving its acc回 sibility;

(b) Development of barrier-free dcsign codes to cover new construction as well as renovation and 

expansion (inc1uding office and rcsidential buildings， public facilities，訂easaround buildings， roads 

and transport infrastructure); 

(c) Amendment of existing codes to include acc凶 sibilityfeatures at出esame level of importance 

as fire safety features; 

(d) Introduction of accessibility concerns， with the assistance of people with disabilities， into 

programmes for the training of professionals and technicians engaged in the construction and 

maintenance .of the built environment， including tr釦 sportin仕astruc同re;

(e) Development and implementation of guidelines for electronic accessibility to: 

Jncrease the availability of electronic equipment出atpωple with disabilities may use 

either with or withollt special peripherals (i.e. specia1 aids出atprovide access to 

eJectronic eqllipment， e.g.， large print and Braille displays， spoken input and ou中ut

mechanisms， and keyboard enhancement and replacement products); 

Encourage public and private sector agencies and organizations to consider electronic 

access for persons with disabilities in their procurement and renting of equipment; 

(ηEncouragement of citizens'lcorporatc initiatives to develop approach邸 tothe introduction of 

acc回 sibilityto all ar回 sof society， including key areas such as education， information， housing and 

commerce; 

匂) Selection， by nationaJ bodics， of appropriate approaches to出eimprovement of accessibility 

for replication on a wider scale: 

。) Training of personnel whose work involves contact with the public， to improve their 

communication with people with visual impairment and people with cognitive limitations; 

(i) Support for sign language development aimed at: 
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Improving出eavailability of sign language interpretation services; 

Facilitating communication between p切 plewith hearing impairment and hearing p切 ple，

including those in public service (e.g.， in community centres， legal aid agencies， banks， 

employment exchanges， police departments， hospitals); 

。) Expansion of telecommunications services， such as telecommullications relay services and 

c10sed captioning. for individuals with hearing and sp民 chimpairments; 

(k) Support for enhanced availability of information to vision-impaired p閃 ple，through such 

ロleansas: 

Expansion of Brai11e/audio cassette/computer and voice synthesizer information services; 

Provision of reading servic出;

Training in the use of Braille and computer equipment; 

Encouragement of the production of information in f10ppy diskctte， as well as in large 

print and high contrast format， and wi出 tactilemarkings; 

Increase of the availability of low-cost low vision aid devices; 

。) Encouragement of the production of simplified information (e.g.， in pictorial modes) to aid 

users with cognitive disabilities. 

6. Education 

(a) Specific inclusion of children and adults wi出 disabilitiesin nationa1 forma1 and non-formal 

programmes to meet出egoa1 of education for a11; 

(b) Specification of t紅 getsfor girls and women wi出 disabi1itiesas beneficiaries of national 

Iiteracy and education programm目 印dpr吋ects;

(c) Designation of a proportion of nationa1 and state/provincial budgets for programmes to 

suppoは theeducation of persons with disabilities; 

(d) Support for the p訂ticipationof chi1dren and adults with different typ回 ofdisabilities in出e

mainstrearn of the educational system through measures such as: 

Development of hoine-and community-based early intervention services for children 

with disabi1ities; 

Education of parents and 知nili回 ofchildren with disabi1ities; 
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Conduct of positive attitude formation programmes aimed at non-disabled persons in血e

educational system (e.g.， school authorities， teachers and students) to break sterωザping

of persons with disabilities; 

Organization of logistical support (e.g.， transpo目 andaccommodation) to facilitate the 

participation of persons with disabilities in education progrむrunes;

lntroduction of parent-teacher consultative groups to assist schools in responding to出e

changing. individual educational needs. of children with disabi1ities，初出 toensure 

successful integration in individual cases; 

Gradual integration of special education into mainstream education; 

Modification of training/refresher programmes for school teachers to improve their 

capabilities for developing the tull potential of students with disabilities; 

Dissemination of teacher resource materials for use with children with special learning 

needs; 

Organization of additional support for regular classroom teachers; 

Revision of procedures for the administration of examinations to enable children and 

adults with disabilities to obtain academic qualifications， including higher education 

qual ifications; 

Use of technology and org叩 izationof services to improve access to textbook and 

reference materiaJ in appropriate formats. 

7. Training and employment 

(a) Use of relevant internationaJ labour standards on the vocationaJ rehabilitation and employment 

of persons with disabilities as a guide and reference for the development and implementation of 

training and employment progr創nmes;

(b) SpeciaJ attention to出eparticipation of girls and women with disabilities in training and 

employment opportunities; 

(c) Development of pre-vocational training， including at middle and secondary school level， to 

give girls and boys with disabilities the necessary preparation， if they 50 choose， for subsequent 

vocational training釦 dplacement; 
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(d) Ensuring山e:

Quality of vocational training progr釦nmesin terms of their relevance油 dsufficiency in 

preparing persons with disabilities for gainful employment in the labour market; 

Overall functioning of job placement services for p切 plewith disabilities in order to 

place persons with disabilities in suitable jobs in出eopen labour market; 

(e) Conduct of workshops and seminars involving workers， employers， representatives of 

cooperatives and non-governmental organizations， including organizations of people with disabilities， 

as well as 0出ercommunity leaders to: 

Identify new training and employment opportunities for people with disabilities; 

Encourage job adaptation and work-site adjustment; 

Dcvelop training and cmployment schemes for persons with disabilities; 

(ηStrengthening of vocational rehabil itation se円 ic出 throughmeasures出at，imer alia， 

emphasize: 

Training of vocational rehabilitation sta仔;

Giving of due attention， through appropriate vocational assessment measures， to由e

interests and needs of people with disabilities in the planning of vocational rehabi1itation 

se円 lces;

Upgrading of the ski1ls of job placement officers in ministries of labour and social a首airs

and rehabilitation centres for job identification， selection， recruitment， placement and 

follow-up concerning people with disabilities; 

包) Training of people with disabilities: 

To develop their self-confidence， mobility， as well as skills in business management， and 

use of advisory services; 

For gainful employment; 

On ways and means of searching for employment in their communities， including 

preparation for interviews with prospective employers; 

Jn mainstream human resource development facilities， whenever possible and 

approprtate; 

(h) Support for businesses of people with disabilities出roughmeasures such as出e:
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Identification of opportuniti回 forthe production of goods and servic儲白紙 arein high 

demand， taking into consideration the compatibility of these with the skills and interests 

of曲eper，sons .c.oncern凶;

Conduct of fe笛 ibilitysurveys to ensure血eviability of such businesses; 

Provis.ion of business advice， facilitation of acc民sto loans and other resources仕om

poverty al1eviation schemes， as wel1 as follow-up， with special emphasis on meeting the 

needs of rural-based people with disabilities; 

(i) Support for the establishment and development of cooperatives出atfacil itatc the equal 

participation of people with disabilities in their activities. 

8. Prevention of ca凶倍。fdisability 

Formulation of national policies， programmes and implementation guidelines aimed at: 

(a) Information， education and communication: 

Identification， through a variety of means， of the relative proportion of different types 

of disability and their social and economic dimensions; 

Promotion of public awareness of individual， co中orateand state responsibilities 

concerning出eprevention ofaccidents (inc1uding road and industrial accidents)， violence 

against persons， abuse of drugs (including alcohol and nicotine)， as well as the control 

ofcommunicable and endemic diseぉesand malnutrition; 

• Promotion of public awareness of disabi1ity associated with child abuse， neglect， 

exploitation， and victimization in situations of armed contlict; 

Promotion of public awareness of mental disability; 

Developm'!l1t of media and campaign activities on出eprevention of causes of disability 

由atSl1pport血eright of pωple with disabilities to live; 

Dissemination of information on disability-related aspects of envlfonmental and public 

heal山 issuesto lay pcrsons， t民 hnicians，administrators and decision-makers; 

(b) Promotion of health and safety through measurcs出atincJude: 

Improvement in卸 te-，peri-and neonatal cむe;

Training of traditional birth attendants and midwives in出eprevention of obstetric 

trauma ~n1 the prevention and m叩 agementof infections in the newborn， as well as出e

early detection of congenital anomalies and referr叫fortreatment; 
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Development of skills for prevention of disability in the training ofhealth care personnel， 

including traditional hcalers; 

Expanded provision of safc drinking water， water management and sanitation systems; 

Encouragement of community sanitation and personal hygiene practices; 

Expansion of immunization coverage with sp民 ialemphasis on the control of measles and 

poliomyelitis; 

Strict control of the use and management of hazardous substances; 

Adherence to established safety criteria for the disposal of garbage; 

Jncrease in the avai1ability oflow-cost protective devices and promotion of healthy and 

safe working conditions for workers in the industrial， agricultural and construction 

sectors; 

Noise control; 

Emphasis on transport safety; 

Encouragement of rational use of drugs; 

Emphasis on safety concerns in product design; 

Urgent attention to respect for internationallaw， to control of the production， sale and 

use of weapons that maim and kill cven in times of peace， and to the neutralization and 

totaJ removal of anti-personnel mines in a仔ectedcountries; 

(c) Special attention to出eproduction and consumption of foods through measures such as: 

Promotion of school and family food gardens to ensure adequate food supply to social 

groups at risk of being disabled as a result of deficiencies in to凶 foodintake and in 

mlcro・nutnents;

Distribution of iodized salt; 

Reduction of the risk of toxicity in the food chain (production processing， prescrvation， 

storage); 

(d) Strengthening of assessment， management and rcferral covcring， illler alia，: 

Early detection and management of congenital anomalies， infections， conditions and 

injuri自由atcan lead to disability; 
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Maintenance of records of children at risk of disability dlle to pre-， peri-and post-natal 

causes， and follow-up of those rccords for cady dctcction and rnanagcment of disability; 

Devclopment of rOlltine scrccning programmes for chilc!rcn; 

Conduct of eye and ear camp programmes for low-incomc groups; 

Provision of training in testi.ng， analysis of results and rcfcrral to hcalth workers， school 

teachers and volunteers; 

(e) Improvement of access， particularly in rural areas， to timely surgical intcrvcntions through， 

e.g.，: 

Development of basic surgical facililics using intcr-disciplinary tcams wilh dclegation， 

where appropriatc， lo traincd clinical pcrsonncl; 

Support for mobilc lcams to providc scrviccs 10 pcople with disabilitics in remote 

commu n Jt JCS; 

(1) Support for the control of leprosy through long-term public cducation combined with 

improved acccss to multi-drug therapy， training， cO¥Jnsclling， and protcctivc aids 10 prevent 

progressive ciisability from ncrve injllries and injuries to limbs and cyes. 

9. Rchabilif':ltion servic白

(a) Development of rehabil itation scrvices that arc: 

Based on reliable data on the magnitudc and nature of dcmand for those services; 

Time-bound for individuals; 

ĉcessible by economically marginalizcd persons with c1isabilities， inclllding those living 

ln rcmote arcas; 

Responsive to mcntal as ¥Vcll as physical disabilities; 

Jntcgrated into main dcvclopmcnt programmcs slIch as thosc for primaη! hcalth carc and 

maternal ilnd child health; 

(b) Strengthening and expansion of rehabil itation serviccs through， illler alia，: 

Inclusion of rehabilitation as a spccific componcnt of national poJicics on human 

rcso¥JfCCS development， social devclopment， hcalth and disastcr prcparcclncss; 

Coordination of the rchabilitation scrviccs providcd by diffcrcnt organizations; 
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Continuous review of the level of demand for rehabilitation services， taking into 

consideration出at出ebenefits of such servi~es may not be well known or accepted; 

Promotion of the participation of people with disabilities in the planning 釦 d

implementation of rehabilitation policics and programmes; 

Development of awarencss progr創ηmesfor rlistrict and local officers and community 

leaders to strengthen thcir role in facilitating thc improvement of rehabilitation services; 

Training of trainers at national， provincial， district and sub-district levels; 

Upgrading of the professional capabilities of formally-trained rehabi1itation service 

personnel through the regulation of national standards governing qualifications， quality 

of scrvice and professional codes of conduct; 

Promotion of the capacity of hospitals， health centres and clinics to provide rehabilitation 

servlces; 

Development of rehabil itation activitics， to thc extent possiblc， in the contcxt of everyday 

social and economic lifc; 

Selective llSC of local cultural resourccs (c.g.， relevant traditional practic白)to enhance 

rehabilitation services; 

Documentation of national experience on出edcvelopment of rehabilitation ski11s for 

replication pu叩oses;

(c) Preparation and dissemination of information on rehabilitation resources: 

Through the mass media and olher public servicc channcls; 

In formats出atare appropriate for users with disabilities; 

(d) Development of community-based approaches as a means of improving access to rehabilitation 

services， including through: 

Provision of policy， institutional and financial support; 

Adaptation of existing manuals to meet出eneeds of communities in diverse cultural， 

linguistic， and economic contexts; 

Increase of training of field workers for work in slllms and rural areas; 

Strengthening of the referral system， focusing on出efirst referral level; 

Support for people with disabilitics and thcir advocates to initiate and develop 

community-based rehabil itation (CBR) activities; 
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Training of advocates and hOllsehold members in basic rehabilitation techniqlles; 

Use of cxperiencc gaincJ from lhe self-help movcmcnt of pcople with disabilitics to 

extend CBR services to persons wilh mental disabilities; 

Conduct of research， evaluation and information exchange; 

(e) Expansion of the role of existing rehabilitation scrvice dclivery centres as rcsource centres 

to support the devcJopment of CDR through， i/ller alia，: 

Training of CBR traincrs， field workers and voluntecrs; 

Dissemination of low-cost tools， including manuals. for training pllrposes; 

Organization of specialized follow up as requirecl; 

Assistance in meeting demand for assistive deviccs; 

Rescarch and nctworking. 

10. Assistive devic白

(a) National support for thc dcvelopment of reeional cooperation on assislive devices lhrough: 

Identification of nationa! resources employed for the production of assistive devices; 

Development of a roster of national cxperts on assistive devices， including low-cost ones; 

Inventorization of items produccd within出ecountry to facilitate the promotion of intra旬

regional trade in appropriatc assistivc dcvices; 

(b) Formulatlon of a national plan on assistive devlces coverlng overall needs assessment. 

approprlateness and sustalnabillty. production. import needs and export potenclal. innovation， 

distrlbution. repair and malntenance. and tralning; 

~l lmprovement of lhe avallabililY of servlces and equipmenl for fleld assessment of needs 

for assistive devices， as well as expertise for the correcl fitling of assislive devices: 

(dl Provision of policy and programme support for reseaech and development(R alld 0) 

actlvltles emphaslzlng the application of new technologles to Improve the avallabi I ity of 

asslstive devlces that are durable， repairable by local arllsans/lechniclans. and attractive; 

-(e) Development of Informalion exchange among R and D instllutions， personnel (e.g.， 

rehabilltation engineers， applied science researchers). consumers (i.e.， people with 

disabilities)， production workshops (e.g.， arlisans， mechanics. prosthetic/orthotic/orthoptic 

technlclans) and distrlbulion channels (e.g.. non-governmental organizations， business firms. 

schools. social welfare departmenls， hospi tals and heal th centres): 
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(り Documentationof uset cxpericncc with locally-produced and imported assistive deviccs and 

materials (e.g.， appropriateness， 10c(l1 adaptations， costs， factors pertaining to production and 

distribution) to facilitate R and D， and the promotion of intra-reeional trade in appropriatc assistivc 

devices; 

(g) Organization of a programme for the training of a national corps of trainers in the production 

of assistive devices; 

(h) Support for training througl1， il1fer alia， the cstablishment of national standards of technical 

expertise， condllct of refresher courses and examinations， issllance of tcchnical diplomas， as well as 

maintenance of a national roster of expericnced trainers; 

(i) Establishment of programmcs (c.g.， obscrvation and disscmination of graphic matcrials and 

models) to cncourage mcchanics， technicians and artisans in the ¥ISC of their skills for thc production， 

maintenance and repair of assistive dcvices at thc local level; 

り) Assistance to community-Icvcl bodies and groups， espccial1y low-income grollps， to obtain 

assistive devices (c.g.， through thc provision of revolving loan funds， lISC of donatcd funds to provide 

partial subsidics)， in recognition of the additional costs of disability to thc individual. 

11. Self-help organizations 

(a) Provision of policy， programme and rcsource support for the establishmcnt and strengthening 

of self-help organizations of people with disabilities， inc1uc1ing as~ociations of advocates and families 

of persons ¥Vith disabilitics; 

(b) Establishmcnt and strengthening of those o!.~anizations to proviae a means for: 

Exploration， through joint effort by those directly affcctcd by disability， of ways to 

enhance the economic independence and social integration of persons wi出 disabilities;

Col1ective sclf-rcprcscntation by persons with disabilities in policy and programme 

development; 

(c) Conduct， by self-help organ包ationsof persons with disabilities， of， i1lfer alia， programmes 

to: 

Build self-confidence among mcmbcrs， through sllch mcans as peer counsel1ing， positive 

role model1ing， and skills development to meet individual necds; 

Strengthen their membcrs' expertise for cffective paれicipationin national pol icy and 

programme developmcnt， especially on organizational managemcnt， public relations 

work. and tcchnical knowlcdge for advocacy on specific isslIes; 
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Facilltate access for oeople with dlsabilltles to Informatlon. in appropriate 

formats. on resources avallabJe 10 Ihe general populallon as weJl as speclflcally 

for people with disabiJltles; 

Strcngthen undcrstanding of gender issues; 

Provide training on rights and respnnsibilitics attnched to diffcrcnt roles in society (e.g.， 

as organization mcmb~r5 ， citi7"!1S， vot(!rs， e!nployccs. rntrcr>rcncurs and consumers of 

services); 

Provide an avenuc for culturai expression by pcople with disabilitics; 

Increase grass-roots membership; 

Enhance the increascd role to be pltlyed by persons with disabilitics in decision-making 

on (ltsability matters; 

(d) Encouraecment of thc lcadcrship pOlcntial of girls nnd wOl11cn with disabilitics; 

(e) 511pport for scJf-advocacy by persons with dcvclopmcntal disabilitics; 

(η 八dvanccmentof pccr cOllnsclling approachcs [Q hclp I11cct thc nccds of pcople with emotional 

and mental problcrns; 

(g) Formation， by self-hclp organizations of pcople with disabilitics， of a national forum 

represcntins all clisability grollps， with thc assistancc of national oreanizalions and governmcnt 

向nding;

(h) Participation in efforts to improve national disability statistics， throush thc ccllaboration of 

the forum with: 

Go¥'crnment agencies to dcvelop a national dcfinition of disability that incorporates， in 

addition to clinical pcrspcctivcs， considcration of f1.lnctional limitations， for various 

staees of life， in thc pcrformancc of major Iife activitics (c.g.， hcaring， sceing， moving， 

speaking， cognitive proccssing， school attendancc， working); 

Consumer rescarch entities to conduct survcys of the. prcvalence ratcs of disability from 

a functionaJ perspective; 

(i) National fomm action to: 

Conduct rescarch and disscminatc informalion on the issues that peoplc WiUl disabilities 

consider significant in thcir daily livcs， as an instnlmcnt for policy cnhanccment; 

Rcprcsent forum constitucnts in a national coordinntion commiltcc on disability matters 

and ;n othcr bodies as rcqllired; 
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Undertake advocacy; 

Mobilize rcsources for activities that dircctly hencfit pcople with disabilities; 

Facil itate contact betwcen concerned agencies and organizations and various disabil ity 

groups; 

Organize programmes for meeting the training needs of member organizations; 

Forge intra-and interregional links wiLh similar self-help organizations; 

Establish links with consumer protection groups and market research agencies to 

encourage the design of products and se円 icesthat accommodate the needs of consumers 

with fimctional limitations; 

Involve experienccd members in improving the product!on and quality cOl1trol of 

assistive devices; 

り) Establ ishment of mcchanisms for consultation betwccn government agcncies and organizations 

of people with disabilities on disability matters. 

111. REGIONAL COOPERATION AND SUPPORT IN PURSUANCE OF 
τ1召~ AGENDA FOR ACTION 

While the focus of the implementation of Commission resolution 48/3 and出eagenda for 

action is at the national level， the countries and areas of the region would benefit from sharing their 

experience釦 dexpe口ise.

1. Networking 

RegionaJ cooperation may take the form of building up a network of agencies and 

organizations concerned with supporting national pursuance of the agenda for action and;undertaking 

specific activities in selected areas through the proposed network. The Asia-Pacific Inter-

organizationnl Task Force on Disnbility-relatcd Concerns， of which ESCAP serves as the secretariat， 

would assume responsibility for initiating the formation and fimctioning of the network subject to出e

availability of funds and absencc of Icgal barriers for the establishment and operation of thc network 

and its activ:tics. 111C Task Force may be strengLhened aml rnay consider setting up a special working 

group to undertake this仇mction.

ll1C network wOllld opcrate on a decentralizcd basis. Agcncies and organizations whose work 

focuses on particular arcas of conccrn could organizc themsclvcs into a sub-network. 1t is envisagcd 

that networking could evolve in response to emerging needs for exchange in出epriority紅eぉ for

action listed in section n above.τne totaJity of the sub-nctworks would constitute the information 

and technicl¥l exchange network for thc implementation of rcsolution 48/3. 
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Furthermore， a number of ESCAP members and associate members have made notable 

progress in panicular disability-related areas (e.g.， the empowerment of self-help organizations of 

persons with disabilities， the production of assistive devices) over the past Decade. They would be 

in a position to serve ns leαd ellliries in the developmcnt of the sub-networks by providing secretariat 

infrastructure and support required for the opcration of the sllb-llc~wor・ks.

Each sub-network would assu;ne responsibility for facilitating advancements in its particular 

area during the Asian and Pacific Decade of Disabled Persons， especially concerning the: 

(a) Increase in the availability of resources (e.g.， tcchnology， techniqucs， skills， materials) in the 

ESCAP region for the implementation of resolution 48/3 with respect to the particular priority area; 

(b) Faci1itation of the exchange of information on that area; 

(c) Support for the strengthening of resean:h and dcvelopment mcthodologies for that area to 

improve the rclcvancc of lhc tcchniqucs， tcchnology and matcrial ecncrated to conditions in the 

developing countries of the region. 

Each lead entity would， in turn， assume primary responsibility for undertaking activities such 

as: 

(a) Development of a regional information and data base on technical cooperation needs， 

resources， potcntial， on-going activities， implementatiol1 cxpcrience and key contact persons; 

(b) Initiation of networking arrangements among all agencies ancl organizations interested in 

furthering that particular priority arca; 

(c) Ensuring the accessibility of current information on resources and needs concerning出at

particular area; 

(d) Development of a roster of experienced persons whose services could， upon request， be ca11ed 

upon to assist cOllntries， paロicularlyto promote technical coopcration among developing countries 

σCDC) in the implementation of resolution 48/3; 

(e) Formulation and implementation of specific technical cooperation activities that will have a 

tangible and positive impact on pcrsons with disabilities in the rcspectivc area. 

The decentralized nature of the network would facilitate the funding of its activities through 

the sharing of the rcsponsibility among the participants. Thc lead cntities in particular would bear 

a major pan of the cost of thc activities of thcir respective sub・networks，as a part of their 

contriblltion to rCBional cooperation. The possibility of mobilizing adcqllate supplementary funding 

to promote the cffcr.tive functioning of the network as a wholc may be explored. 
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2. Monitoring and rcview 

官leESCAP secretariat should estahlish， subject to the availability of resources， an advisory 

panel of representatives of erganizations of persons with disabilities， and other experts， to monitor 

and review the implementation of the agenda for action and to advise on means of attaining the aims 

and objectives of the Decade as enshrined in t11e Proclamatiol1 on the Full Participation and Equality 

of People with Disabilities. 

ηle Commission rcsolution on an Asian and Pacific Dccade of Disabled Persons calls on出e

Executive Secretary to submit bjennial reports to the Commission until the end of the Decade on 

progress rnade in its irnplernentation. ESCAP should conduct biennial rcgionaJ surveys of progress 

achieved by thc cQuntries and arcas of the region， and to con¥'ene bicnnial mcetings of national 

coordination committees on disability matters to rcvicw acl1ievemcnts and to identify action that may 

be required to maintain the rnomcntum of the Decadc. At those meetings， the rcpresentatives of 

nationaJ coardination committees on disability matters would bc inviteci to prcscnt country papers 

detailing national cxpcricncc in pursuancc of this agcnda for aClion. Mcetings of the Asia-Pacific 

Inter-organizational Task Force 011 Disability-relatcd Concerns should be convened to review the 

endeavours of its members in suppo口ofthe rcsolution. 
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Implementation of the Agenda for Action 

for the Asian and Pacific Decade of 

Disabled Persons: Targets by Year and 

Areas (1995) 



TARGET YEAR: IMMEDIATE ACTION 

1.5 Specify the participation of persons with disabilities as a criterion for the approval 
of funding for poverty alleviation programmes and projects. 

3.3 Translate the Agenda for Action into national and local languages for dissemina-
tion through the mass media， folk media， government agencies and voluntary 
organizations. 

4.1 Ensure that the national and provincial mass media， including private sector and 
folk media， feature Decade-related issues through regular and accurate coverage 
that improves public awareness and attitudes towards people with disabilities. 

4.3 Initiate a review of all educational and functional literacy materials in use in the 
country， to identify for exclusion contents that are derogatory towards persons 
with disabilities， and for inclusion illustrations and references that support the 
integration of persons with disabilities into everyday life. 

5.1 Incorporate barrier-free features as a standard requirement in designs and plans 

for all new construction， renovation and expansion of buildings and facilities used 
by members of the public， including transport， educational facilities， housing 

schemes and theme parks. 

5.2 Include barrier-free features in all mass transport facilities and systems， particu-
larly rail systems， which are to be built. 

5.3 Make external built environments accessible， including installing pavements with 

kerb ramps， and provide adequate space for wheelchair users. 

5.4 Include barrier-free design in the curricula for the training of architects， urban 

planners and engineers. 

8.6 Mount a campaign to prohibit the manufacture and sale of laser weapons whose 

sole purpose is to cause total blindness. 

8.7 Recognize that good and safe design and use of the built environment and 
equipment， as well as the compulsory use of personal protective equipment， are 
major factors in the reduction of injury-caused disabilities. 

Target year: Immediate action 
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PHASED ACTION (1995圃2002)

4.2 Encourage all education and training institutions， government agencies and 
NGOs implementing programmes and projects for children and youth， to identify 
and provide means of ensuring that children and young persons with disabilities 
are included， in a sensitive manner， in activities designed for all children and 

young pe陪ons.

Phased action (1995・2002)
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TARGET YEAR: 1996 

1.1 Establish a national coordination committee (NCC) on disability concerns with an 
appropriate mechanism to ensure its accountability to the legislature/head of 
Government to promote a multisectoral approach to the implementation of the 
Agenda for Action for the Asian and Pacific Decade of Disabled Persons， 1993・

2002 and with representation at the policy-making level of all State/provincial 
Governments， and concerned ministries/departments and government agencies， 
substantial representation of NGOs， including self-help organizations of disabled 
persons and women with disabilities， as well as with adequate resource 
allocation. 

1 .2 Establish a NCC executive committee with appropriate representation from State/ 
provincial Governments， ministries/departments and government agencies， NGOs， 
including self-help organizations of people with disabilities and women with 
disabilities， to ensure timely follow-up and monitoring of the implementation of 
NCC decisions and to facilitate NCC functioning. 

1.3 Formulate a national plan of action and incorporate it in national development 
plans with a time-frame and in-built mechanism for monitoring and evaluation， as 
well as adequate multisectoral resource allocations for the implementation of the 
Agenda for Action， and specifically， the targets for national action contained in 
this document. 

1.4 Prioritize， within the national plan 01 action， the identification of means 01 
promoting the participation of poor persons with disabilities in all poverty 
alleviation programmes and projects implemented within the country. 

4.5 Include disability issues in policies relating to information and the media， provide 
in particular appropriate time and space for disability concerns and， prohibit the 
depiction of negative and inaccurate images of persons with disabilities through 
performances， especially comedies， films and cartoons. 

7.4 Set up a mechanism for phased and on-going identification of new employment 
opportunities in the formal and informal sectors， and training to use those 
opportunities for paid and self-employment of people with disabilities. 

8.1 Identify the major factors， including gender-sensitive demographic data， asso・

ciated with the five most prevalent preventable causes of disability. 

9.1 Include persons with disabilities and their families， in particular women， as active 
participants in the formulation of CBR strategies and in the implementation of 
government and NGO programmes and projects on CBR. 

9.2 Convene a conference on CBR involving concerned government ministries and 
depa付ments，and NGOs， including self-help organizations of people with disabili-
ties， to discuss a national CBR strategy. 

Target year: 1996 
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TARGET YEAR: 1997 

2.1 Establish a suitable mechanism to examine and identify all substantive and 
procedural laws， such as those covering inheritance， marriage and properties， as 
well as criminal and civil procedure codes and policy provisions on various 
subjects. 

4.4 Issue first-day covers and commemorative stamps promoting full participation and 
equality of persons with disabilities in the Asian and Pacific region. 

5.5 Incorporate access provisions for people with disabilities into existing building 
by-Iaws. 

6.2 Include girls and boys and women and men with disabilities in all policies， plans 

and programmes to ensure Education for AII， with adequate financial allocations 
and appropriate technical and human resources (including. Braille textbooks， 
educational materials in audio， visual and other [e.g.， large print] formats， 

indigenous sign language， appropriate assistive devices， physical access and 
suppo口sta行).

6.3 Introduce early intervention programmes for children with disabilities， with 
provision for the active involvement of their families， in both rural and urban 
areas. 

6.5 Include a component on special education and children with special needs in the 
curricula for regular teacher training， including oppoパunityfor relating directly with 
such children. 

6.6 Promote the teaching of science and technical skills at the secondary school 
level to students with disabilities， including blind students. 

7.1 Strengthen modalities identified by the Asia-Pacific Skills Development 

Programme to promote the integration of persons with disabilities， with due 
attention to gender equity， into mainstream vocational training schemes. 

7.3 Formulate a Government policy to promote achievement of the national targets 
set for the placement and promotion of persons with disabilities in the public 
sector， such as through a quota system. 

7.5 Establish annual training and job placement targets that are gendeトequitablefor 
people with disabilities， for joint action by ministries responsible for employment， 
human resources development， rural employment and development， urban 
development and other relevant areas， as well as employers' and workers' 
organizations. 

n軍rgetyear: 1997 
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7.9 Introduce a national scheme for giving soft loans and support services for 
marketing， including entrepreneurial skills development， to low-income persons 
with disabilities to assist them in competing in the open market. 

8.2 Initiate public education campaigns directed at the prevention of the five most 
prevalent preventable causes of disability; the campaigns should reduce negative 
perceptions of people with disabilities and not undermine their right to live. 

8.5 Formally join the international campaign to ban the production， use and sale of 
anti-personnel land mines. 

9.3 Develop a national CBR strategy which will include training in CBR management 
so as to provide a framework for action and support for programmes with a 
special focus on rural and slum communities. 

9.4 Include both men and women with disabilities in CBR training， that includes 
gender-sensitive material， as managers， trainers， supervisors， field workers and 

volunteers. 

9.6 Identify and coordinate all government and NGO rehabilitation services as a 
basis for action to strengthen and develop these services as support for CBR 

programmes. 

11.1 Establish a national forum of self-help organizations of persons with disabilities to 
include organizations from rural areas， as well as organizations of marginalized 
groups such as women and girls with disabilities， users of psychiatric services， 
persons with intellectual disabilities， persons who are HIV-positive and persons 
affected by leprosy. 

11.2 Develop self-help organizations of diverse disability groups， which focus on rural 
people with disabilities， in the provision of mutual support， advocacy and referrals 
to programmes and services， and which collaborate actively with NGOs engaged 
in rural and urban development issues. 

i 1.3 Put in place mechanisms under the direction of the National Coordinating 
Committee， which will increase consultations between self-help organizations of 
persons with disabilities and diverse government ministries covering the 
implementation of the Agenda for Action for the Decade. 

11 .4 Establish a national policy with the requisite resource allocations to support the 
development and formation of self-help organizations of persons with disabilities. 

Target year: 1997 
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TARGET YEAR: 1998 

2.2 Complete the process of examination and identification of all substantive and 
procedural laws， criminal and civil procedure codes and policy provisions on 
various subjects. 

2.5 Introduce a national scheme of social security measures covering financial 
assistance and subsidies for persons with extensive disabilities and their families 

living in poverty， as well as primary breadwinners who become disabled and 
have no other means of income support for their dependants. 

2.6 Review laws relating to customs duties and amend them， to exempt from 
customs duties the import of vehicles， assistive devices， equipment and mate-
rials， including medical supplies， required to facilitate the daily living of people 
with disabilities， including women with disabilities. 

2.7 Review and amend taxation laws to provide incentives in the form of tax benefits 
to persons with disabilities， manufacturers of indigenous assistive devices and 
employers of disabled persons. 

3.1 Establish a national resource centre with an accessible information and database 
on the disability situation， including demographic data on persons with disabili-
ties， as well as social and economic dimensions， including employment status， 
educational level， housing and membership in registered organizations of people 
with disabilities. 

3.2 Initiate a national sample survey. 

4.6 Establish an effective monitoring mechanism to assess the impact of campaigns 
and strategies to generate public awareness and improve attitudes towards 
persons with disabilities. 

5.8 Make available reading material in Braille， large print， computer disk， audio 
cassette and other suitable formats for people who have difficulty in reading 
regular print; human readers and sign interpreters for people who need them; 
captioning and audio description， radio， telephone and fax machines for informa-
tion and entertainment for people with sensory disabilities. 

7.2 Develop and strengthen curricula and support services (physically accessible 
training sites and equipment， Braille texts for blind persons， and sign language 
interpreters for deaf persons) to enable persons with disabilities to participate 
fully in regular pre-vocational and vocational training programmes leading to 
gainful employment. 

7.6 Establish production centres that employ people with extensive disabilities and 
those who require a supportive environment. 

n軍rgetyear: 1998 
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10.1 Establish national criteria and a subsidy scheme to provide assistive devices as 
well as repair and maintenance services to all disabled persons who meet the 
criteria， with due attention to the needs of women and girls with disabilities. 

10.2 Exempt customs and other duties on the import of assistive devices， as well as 
components， materials and equipment for their production， repair and main-
tenance. 

10.3 Simplify through preferential treatment customs clearance procedures for the 
import and export of assistive devices， as well as components， materials and 
equipment for their production， repair and maintenance. 

10.4 Increase availability of assistive devices， and repair and maintenance services. 

10.5 Introduce government schemes to actively encourage NGOs and private 
entrepreneurs through tax incentives and subsidies for indigenous production and 
servicing of assistive devices. 

11.5 Develop programmes for training persons with disabilities， including women 
with disabilities， as trainers in the leadership and management of self-help 
organizations. 

Target year: 1998 
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TARGET YEAR: 1999 

6.7 Review and modify the national/State education curricula to facilitate access to 
education for children and adults with disabilities; include appropriate provisions 
for teaching language， especially to deaf persons and hard-of-hearing persons; 
and redress immediately any deficiency in this regard. 

百rgetyear: 1999 
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TARGET VEAR: 2000 

1 .6 Strengthen the NCC as a permanent statutory body with adequate resources 
and infrastructure for effective functioning. 

2.3 Amend substantive and procedural laws to include enabling provisions which 
would provide equal legal protection to persons with disabilities， including women 
with disabilities， people with intellectual disabilities， and repeal provisions that 
restrict their full participation and equalization of opportunities， or which are 
discriminatory. 

2.4 Enact a basic law with an effective in-built implementation and enforcement 
mechanism to protect the rights of people with disabilities， including women with 
disabilities， to promote affirmative action in their favour and to eliminate 
discriminatory practices as well as architectural and communication barriers. 

2.8 Enact and/or amend laws/regulations for promoting health and safety in the 
workplace， in public places， transport and in the home， as well as set standards 
for safety of equipment and items for industrial， domestic and personal use 

4.3 Exclude， from all educational and functional literacy materials in use in the 
country， contents that are derogatory towards persons with disabilities; and 
include illustrations and references that support the integration ot persons with 
disabilities into everyday life. 

5.6 Establish standardized indigenous sign languages with mechanisms for certifi-
cation of sign language interpreters. 

6.4 Progressively reduce the drop-out rate of child[en with disabilities by at least 50 
per cent. 

7.7 Achieve full pa吋icipationof persons with disabilities in all schemes of assistance 
to engage in informal income-generation and self-employment in the rural and 

urban sectors. 

7.8 Provide appropriate training and employment opportunities for people with exten-
sive disabilities. 

8.3 Eliminate iodine deficiency， vitamin A deficiency and leprosy as major public 
health problems. 

9.5 Integrate disability issues， including those which specifically concern with women 
with disabilities， into mainstream programmes， especially those for health， 
communications， housing， human resources development， labour， transport and 
rural and urban development. 

Target year: 2000 
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9.7 Include disability， equalization of opportunity issues， and positive attitudes 
towards people with disabilities in the curricula and training of medical doctors， 
social workers， nurses， teachers， as well as other personnel in health and social 
development. 

9.8 Include rehabilitation services in all primary health care programmes and 
projects， as underlined in the Alma Ata Declaration on Primary Health Care， 
1978， for support of CBR programmes. 

Target year: 2000 
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TARGET YEAR: 2002 

5.7 Make available sign language interpretation services at vital public services and 
facilities， particularly police departments， hospitals， law courts， and financial 
institutions. 

6.1 Enable at least 75 per cent of all children and adults with disabilities t。
participate in formal and non-formal education programmes on an equal basis 
with their non-qisabled pee陪 andthrough progressive enrolment， together with 
the appropriate support services. 

8.4 Achieve a minimum 50 per cent reduction in the incidence of three other 
preventable causes of disability (other than iodine deficiency， vitamin A deficiency 
and leprosy)， without neglecting good disability prevention efforts that may 
already be under way. 

Target year: 2002 
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TARGETS TARGET 

1. National coordination 

1.1 Establish a national coordination committee (NCC) on disability 
concerns with an appropriate mechanism to ensure its ac-
countability to the legislature/head of Government to promote a 
multisectoral approach to the implementation of the Agenda for 
Action for the Asian and Pacific Decade of Disabled Persons， 
1993・2002，and with representation at the policy-making level of 
all State/provincial Governments， and concerned ministries/ 
departments and government agencies， substantial representa-
tion of NGOs， including self-help organizations of disabled 

. persons and women with disabilities， as well as with adequate 
resource allocation. 

1.2 Establish a NCC executive committee with appropriate represen-
tation from State/provincial Governments， ministries/departments 
and government agencies， NGOs， including sel1-help organi-
zations of people with disabilities and women with disabilities， to 
ensure timely follow-up and monitoring of the implementation of 
NCC decisions and to facilitate NCC functioning. 

1 .3 Formulate a national plan of action and incorporate it in national 
development plans with a time-frame and in-built mechanism for 
monitoring and evaluation， as well as adequate multisectoral 
resource allocations for the implementation 01 the Agenda for 
Action， and specific剖Iy，the ¥argets for national action contained 
in this document. 

1.4 Prioritize， within the national plan of action， the identification of 
means of promoting the participation of poor persons with 
disabilities in all poverty alleviation programmes and projects 
implemented within the country. 

1.5 Specify the participation of persons with disabilities as a criterion 
for the approval of funding for poverty alleviation programmes 
and projects. 

1 .6 Strengthen the NCC as a permanent statutory body with 
adequate resources and infrastructure for effective functioning. 

Target area: National coordination 
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Gender Dimensions 

1. National coordination 

Strategic objective: 

To enable representatives of women with disabilities to be involved in policy-
and decision-making on issues that relate to them at the national level. 

Action to be taken: 

1. Include women with disabilities as members of the national coordination 
committee， their number to be equal to the number of men with disabilities in the 
committee. 

Action by: National coordination committees for disability concerns 

2. Provide the means for them to develop the skills required for effective functioning 
in the committee. 

Action by: Self-help organizations of people with disabilities，. organizations 
concerned with human resources development and empowerment 
among women. 

Target area: National coordination 
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TARGETS TARGET 
YEAR 

2. Legislation 

2.1 Establish a suitable mechanism to examine and identify all 1997 
substantive and procedural laws， such as those covering 
inheritance， marriage and properties， as well as criminal and civil 
procedure codes and policy provisions on various subjects. 

2.2 Complete the process of examination and identification of the 1998 
above-mentioned laws and policy provisions. 

2.3 Amend those laws to include enabling provisions whi~h would 2000 
provide equal legal protection to persons with disabilities， includ-
ing women with disabilities and people with intellectual disabili-
ties， and repeal provisions that restrict their full participation and 
equalization of opportunities， or which are discriminatory. 

2.4 Enact a basic law with an effective in-built implementation and 2000 
enforcement mechanism to protect the rights of people with 
disabilities， including women with disabilities and people with 
intellectual disabilities， to promote affirmative action in their 
favour and to eliminate discriminatory practices as well as 
architectural and communication barriers. 

2.5 Introduce a national scheme of social security measures coveト 1998
ing financial assistance and subsidies for persons with extensive 
disabilities and their families living in poverty， as well as primary 
breadwinners who become disabled and have no other means of 
income support for their dependants. 

2.6 Review laws relating to customs duties and amend them， to 1998 
exempt from customs duties the import of vehicles， assistive 
devices， equipment and materials， including medical supplies， 
required to facilitate the daily living of people with disabilities， 
including women with disabilities. 

2.7 Review and amend other taxation laws to provide for incentives 1998 
in the form of tax benefits to persons with disabilities， manufac-
turers of indigenous assistive devices and employers of disabled 
persons. 

2.8 Enact and/or amend laws/regulations for promoting health and 2000 
safety in the workplace， in public places， transport and in the 
home， as well as set standards for safety of equipment and 
items for industrial， domestic and personal use. 

百rgetarea: Legislation 
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Gender Dimensions 

2. Legislation 

Strategic objective: 

To protect and promote the rights of disabled women. 

Action to be taken: 

1 . Identify， examine and amend existing legal and policy provisions which may 
discriminate against women with disabilities and restrict their access to public 
services and participation in society. 

Action by: Governments， self-help organizations of people with disabilities. 

2. Initiate and strengthen activities to inform and educate women and girls with 
disabilities as well as the public (including women and men with disabilities)， 
regarding their rights. 

Action by: Governments， self-help organizations of people with disabilities， 
women's organizations， particularly those engaged in the promotion 
of legal literacy. 

3. Provide free legal service to women with disabilities. 

Action by: Governments and legal aid organizations. 

Target area: Legislation 
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TARGETS TARGET 

3. Information 

3.1 Establish a national resource centre with an accessible 
information and database on the disability situation， including 
demographic data on persons with disabilities， as well as social 
and economic dimensions， including employment status， educa-
tional level， housing and membership in registered organizations 
of people with disabilities. 

3.2 Initiate a hational sample survey. 

3.3 Translate the Agenda for Action into national and local 
languages for dissemination through the mass media， folk media， 
government agencies and voluntary organizations. 

Target area: Information 
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Gender Dimensions 

3. Information 

Strategic objective: 

To generate， collate and disseminate information on the situation of women with 
disabilities to provide a sound basis for policy formulation and action， and to 
increase public awareness. 

Action to be taken: 

1. Incorporate the collection of gender-specific data in surveys on the disability 
situation at the national level and by the United Nations system. 

Action by: Governments， UNICEF， UNIFEM 

2. Undertake studies on the actual living conditions of disabled women in urban 
and rural areas， particularly those in the poorest and most disadvantaged 
communities， with a view to identifying ways to improving their status and living 
conditions. 

Action by: Governments， self-help organizations of people with disabilities， 
women's organizations， organizations working on urban management 
and housing rights and on rural poverty alleviation. 

3. Record and document the experiences of women with disabilities in developing 
and least developed countries of the ESCAP region. 

Action by: Self-help organizations of people with disabilities， women's organト
zations and media organizations. 

4. Investigate and report on the extent and nature of violence against disabled 
women and girls， with a view to formulating measures for their protection and 
redress. 

Action by: Governments， self-help organizations of people with disabilities， 
women's organizations and regional networks involved in campaign-
ing on violence against women. 

Target area: Information 
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TARGETS TARGET 

4. Public awareness 

4.1 Ensure that the national and provincial mass media， including 
private sector and folk media， feature Decade-related issues 
through regular and accurate coverage that improves public 
awareness and attitudes towards people with disabilities. 

4.2 Encourage all education and training institutions， government 
agencies and NGOs implementing programmes and projects for 
children and youth， to identify and provide means of ensuring 
that children and young persons with disabilities are included， in 
a sensitive manner， in activities designed for all children and 
young persons. 

4.3 Initiate a review of all educational and functional literacy 
materials in use in the country， to: 

Exclude contents that are derogatory towards persons with 
disabilities; include iIIustrations and references that support the 
integration of persons with disabilities into everyday life. 

YEAR 

Immediate 

action 

Phased 
action 
(1995・

2002) 

Immediate 
action 

2000 

4.4 Issue first-day covers and commemorative stamps promoting full 1997 
paはicipationand equality of persons with disabilities in the Asian 
and Pacific region. 

4.5 Include disability issues in policies relating to information and the 1996 
media， provide in pa吋icular appropriate time and space for 
disability concerns， and prohibit the depiction of negative and 
inaccurate images of persons with disabilities through perfor-
mances， especi剖Iycomedies， films and cartoons. 

4.6 Establish an effective monitoring mechanism to assess the 1998 
impact of campaigns and strategies to generate public aware-
ness and improve attitudes towards persons with disabilities. 

Target area: Public awareness 
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Gender Dimensions 

4. Public awareness 

Strategic objective: 

To generate， collate and disseminate information on the situation of women with 
disabilities to provide a sound basis for policy formulation and action， and to 
increase public awareness. 

Action to be taken: 

1 . Raise awareness among media persons in the ESCAP region on issues relating 
to women and girls with disabilities and encourage their suppo吋 forpromoting 
positive public attitudes regarding women and girls with disabilities. 

Action by: Self-help organizations of people with disabilities， organizations 
working on social mobilization of marginalized groups， UNICEF， 
UNESCO， the AsiaJPacific Cultural Centre for UNESCO. 

2. Include women and girls with disabilities in all activities (e.g.， spo吋sand the 
a同s)and materials (e.g.， posters， commemorative stamps， first-day covers and 
training packages) aimed at public information， education and social mobilization 
on disability issues. 

Action by: Governments， 5elf鴫 help organizations of people with disabilities， 
media organizations. 

Target area: Public awareness 
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TARGETS TARGET 

5. Accessibility and communication 

5.1 Incorporate barrier-free features as a 'standard requirement in 
designs and plans for all new construction， renovation and 

expansion of buildings and facilities used by members of the 

public， including transport， educational facilities， housing schemes 
and theme parks. 

5.2 Include barrier-free features in all mass transport facilities and 
systems， particularly rail systems， which are to be built. 

5.3 Make external built environments accessible， including installing 
pavements with kerb ramps， and provide adequate space for 
wheelchair users. 

5.4 Include barrier-free design in the curricula for the training of 

architects， urban planners and engineers. 

5.5 Incorporate access provisions for people with disabilities into 
existing building by-Iaws. 

5.6 Establish standardized indigenous sign languages with mecha-
nisms for certification of sign language interpreters. 

5.7 Make available sign language interpretation services at vital 
public services and facilities， particularly police departments， 
hospitals， law courts， and financial institutions. 

5.8 Make available reading material in Braille， large print， computer 
disk， audio cassette and other suitable formats for people who 
have difficulty in reading regular print; human readers and sign 
interpreters for people who need them; captioning and audio 
description， radio， telephone and fax machines for information 
and entertainment for people with sensory disabilities. 

Target area: Accesslbility and communication 
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Gender Dimensions 

5. Accessibility and communication 

No additional recommendations for women and girls with disabilities. 

Target area: Access;bility and commun;cat;on 
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TARGETS ‘ TARGET 

YEAR 

6. Education 

6.1 Enable at least 75 per cent of all children and adults with 2002 
disabilities to participate in formal and non-formal education 
programmes on an equal basis with their non-disabled peers and 
through progressive enrolment， together with the appropriate 
support services. 

6.2 Include girls and boys and women and men with disabilities in 1997 
all policies， plans and programmes to ensure Education for 
AII， with adequate financial allocations and appropriate technical 
and human resources (including Braille textbooks， educational 
materials in audio， visual and other [e.g.， large print] formats， 
indigenous sign language， appropriate assistive devices， physical 
access and support staff). 

6.3 Introduce early intervention programmes for children with 1997 
disabilities， with provision for the active involvement of their 
families， in both rural and urban areas. 

6.4 Progressively reduce the drop-out rate of children with disabilities 2000 
by at least 50 per cent. 

6.5 Include a component on special education and children with 1997 
special needs in the curricula for regular teacher training， 

including opportunity for relating directly with such children. 

6.6 Promote the teaching of science and technical skills at the 1997 
secondary school level to students with disabilities， including 
blind students. 

6.7 Review and modify the national/State education curricula to 1999 
facilitate access to education for children and adults with 
disabilities; include appropriate provisions for teaching language， 
especially to deaf persons and hard-of-hearing persons; and 
redress immediately any deficiency in this regard. 

n軍rgetarea: Education 
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Gender Dimensions 

6. Education 

Strategic objective: 

To ensure that all girls and women with disabilities be given the fullest possible 

opportunity for education. 

Action to be taken: 

1 . Study the reasons for the low enrolment of girls and women with disabilities in 
schools， higher learning institutions， functional literacy and other non-formal 
education programmes， with a view to evolving and implementing a compre-
hensive plan to eliminate barriers to their enrolment. 

Action by: Governments and UN ICEF 

2. Incorporate measures to address the education needs 01 disabled women and 
girls in all policies and programmes to achieve the UNESCO goal.01 Education 

for AII. 

Action by: Governments， UNESCO， UNICEF and UNDP， NGOs concerned with 
the enhancement and promotion 01 1unctional literacy. 

3. Set targets for girls and women with disabilities for all education and literacy 
programmes， particularly those that 10cus on girls and women in general. 

Action by: Governments and NGOs working on the promotion of education and 
functional literacy among marginalized groups. 

4. Integrate the education and functional literacy needs 01 women and girls with 
disabilities in all UNESCO activities to promote education of girls. 

Action by: UNESCO and NGOs supporting the UNESCO objectives. 

5. Support exchanges on models of integrated education 10r disabled children. 

Action by: Governments， UNESCO and UNICEF 

6. Request relevant international agencies and bodies， through their existing 
advisory services to Governments in the ESCAP region， to provide technical 
advice to Governments in the formulation 01 comprehensive plans 10r the 
education of children with disabilities， with attention to equal access 10r disabled 

girls. 

Action by: UNESCO， UNICEF. 

Target srea: Educstion 
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TARGETS 

7. Training and employment 

7.1 Strengthen modalities identified by the Asia-Pacific 5kills Deve-

lopment Programme to promote the integration of persons with 
disabilities， with due attention to gender equity， into mainstream 
vocational training schemes. 

7.2 Develop and strengthen curricula and suppo吋 services(physト
cally accessible training sites and equipment， 8raille texts for 
blind persons， and sign language interpreters for deaf persons) 
to enable persons with disabilities to participate fully in regular 
pre-vocational and vocational training programmes leading to 
gainful employment. 

7.3 Formulate a Government policy to promote achievement of the 
national targets set for the placement and promotion of persons 
with disabilities in the public sector， such as through a quota 

system. 

7.4 5et up a mechanism for phased and on-going identification of 
new employment opportunities in the formal and informal sectors， 
and training to use those opportunities for paid and self-
employment of people with diverse disabilities. 

7.5 Establish annual training and job placement targets that are 
gender-equitable for people with disabilities， for joint action by 
ministries responsible for employment， human resources develop-
ment， rural employment and development， urban development 

and other relevant areas， as well as employers' and workers' 

organizations. 

7.6 Establish production centres that employ people with extensive 
disabilities and those who require a suppo附veenvironment. 

7.7 Achieve full participation 01 persons with disabilities in all 

schemes of assistance to engage in informal income-generation 
and self-employment in the rural and urban sectors. 

7.8 Provide appropriate training and employment opportunities for 
people with extensive disabilities. 

7.9 Introduce a national scheme for giving soft loans and suppo門
services for marketing， inclLiding entrepreneurial skills develop-
ment， to low-income persons with disabilities to assist them in 
competing in the open market. 

7祖母etsrea: Tralning and employment 
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Gender Dimensions 

7. Training and employment 

Strategic objective: 

To provide equal opportunities for vocational training and employment for women 
and girls with disabilities. 

Action to be taken: 

1 . Establish a system to identify and provide jobs in all sectors which are suited to 

the abilities， potential and aspirations of women with disabilities. 

Action by: Governments， organizations involved in community development， 
vocational training and other human resources development activities. 

2. Increase the intake of women and girls with disabilities in vocational training and 

integrate them， with the requisite support services， into existing vocational 

training facilities. 

Action by: Governments， NGOs involved in vocational training for persons with 

disabilities. 

3. Provide opportunity for promotion of women with disabilities by upgrading their skills. 

Action by: Governments， NGOs involved in vocational training for persons with 
disabilities. 

4. Protect the rights of women with disabilities in the workplace. 

Action by: Labour unions， organizations concerned with the rights of women 
workers 

5. Protect the health and safety of women with disabilities in the workplace. 

Action by: Labour unions， organizations concerned with the rights of women 
workers. 

6. Educate employers and fellow employees to ensure the rights of women with 
disabilities to work free from psychological and/or sexual harassment. 

Action by: Labour unions， organizations concerned with the rights of women 
workers. 

7. Strengthen training in business development， product quality control， marketing 
and distribution of products and services by women with disabilities who are 
self-employed either as individuals or as a group. 

Action by: Governments， United Nations agencies， NGOs working on small 
business development. 

8. Specify the inclusion of women.. with disabilities as target beneficiaries of credit 
schemes directed at poverty alleviation among women. 

Action by: Governments， organizations concerned with provision of credit in 
urban and rural development projects. 

Target area: Training and employment 
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TARGETS TARGET 

8. Prevention of causes of disability 

8.1 Identify the major factors， including gender-sensitive demographic 
data， associated with the five most prevalent preventable causes 
of disability. 

8.2 Initiate public education campaigns directed at the prevention of 
the five most prevalent preventable causes of disability; the 
campaigns should reduce negative perceptions of people with 
disabilities and not undermine their right to live. 

8.3 Eliminate iodine deficiency， vitamin A deficiency and leprosy as 
m可orpublic health problems. 

8.4 Achieve a minimum 50 per cent reduction in the incidence of 
three other preventable causes of disability， without neglecting 
good disability prevention efforts that may already be under way. 

8.5 Formally join the international campaign to ban the production， 
use and sale of anti-personnel land mines. 

8.6 Mount a campaign to prohibit the manufacture and sale of laser 
weapons whose sole purpose is to cause total blindness. 

8.7 Recognize that good and safe design and use of the built 
environment and equipment， as well as the compulsory use of 
personal protective equipment， are major factors in the reduction 

of injury-caused disabilities. 

百rgetBrea: Prevention of CBuses 0' disabilities 
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Gender Dimensions 

8. Prevention of causes of disabilities 

No additional recommendations for women and girls with disabilities. 

Target area: Prevention of causes of disabilities 
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TARGETS TARGET 

9. Rehabilitation services 

Community-based rehabilitation 

YEAR 

9.1 Include persons with disabilities and their families， in particular 1996 
women， as active participants in the formulation of CBR 
strategies and in the implementation of government and NGO 
programmes and projects on CBR. 

9.2 Convene a conference on CBR involving concerned government 1996 
ministries and departments， and NGOs， including self-help 
organizations ot people with disabilities， to discuss a national 
CBR strategy. 

9.3 Develop a national CBR strategy which will include training in 1997 
CBR management so as to provide a framework for action and 
support for programmes with a special focus on rural and slum 

communities. 

9.4 Include both men and women with disabilities in CBR training， 1997 
that includes gender-sensitive material， as managers， trainers， 
supervisors， field workers and volunteers. 

9.5 Integrate disability issues， including those which specifically concern 2000 
women with disabilities， into mainstream programmes， especially 
those for health， communications， housing， human resources 
development， labour， transport and rural and urban development. 

Health and social development 

9.6 Identify and coordinate all government and NGO rehabilitation 1997 
services as a basis for action to strengthen and develop these 
services as support for CBR programmes. 

9.7 Include disability， equalization of opportunity issues， and positive 2000 
attitudes towards people with disabilities in the curricula and 
training of medical doctors， social workers， nurses， teachers， as 
well as other personnel in health and social development. 

9.8 Include rehabilitation services in all primary health care 2000 
programmes and projects， as underlined in the Alma Ata Decla-
ration on Primary Health Care， 1978， for suppo吋 of CBR 
programmes. 

Target area: Rehabilitation services 
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Gender Dimensions 

9. Rehabilitation services 

Strategic objective: 

To ensure that women and girls with disabilities have equal access to health 
care and rehabilitation services. 

Action to be taken: 

1 . Strengthen community health care and community-based rehabilitation ser.vices， 
and make available information about them; so that women and girls with 
disabilities will be able to have greater access to them. 

Action by: Governments and NGOs involved in community-based rehabilitation. 

2. Increase the training of women with disabilities as community-based rehabilitation 
workers to enhance service delivery to more women and girls with disabilities. 

Action by: Governments and NGOs involved in community-based rehabilitation. 

Target area: Rehabilitation services 
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TARGETS TARGET 

10. Assistive devices 

10.1 Establish national criteria and a subsidy scheme to provide 
assistive devices as well as repair and maintenance services to 
all disabled persons who meet the criteria， with due attention to 
the needs of women and girls with disabilities. 

YEAR 

1998 

10.2 Exempt customs and other duties on the import of assistive 1998 
devices， as well as components， materials and equipment for 
their production， repair and maintenance. 

10.3 Simplify through preferential treatment customs clearance 1998 
procedures for the import and export of assistive devices， as 
well as components， materials and equipment for their produc-
tion， repair and maintenance. 

10.4 Increase availability of assistive devices， and repair and main- 1998 
tenance services. 

10.5 lntroduce government schemes to actively encourage NGOs and 1998 
private entrepreneurs through tax incentives and subsidies for 
indigenous production and servicing of assistive devices. 

四噂etsrea: Assistlve devices 
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Gender Dimensions 

10. Assistive devices 

Strategic objective: 

To increase the availability of assistive devices for women and girls with 
disabilities. 

Action to be taken: 

1. Promote the production and distribution of assistive devices which are 
appropriate for women and girls with disabilities and ensure that they have equal 
access to existing subsidies and concessions. 

Action by: Governments and NGOs involved in the production and distribution 
。fassistive devices. 

百rgetarea: Assistive devices 
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TARGETS TARGET 
YEAR 

11. Self-help organizations 

11.1 Establish a national 10rum 01 sell-help organizations 01 persons 1997 
with disabilities to include organizations Irom rural areas， as well 
as organizations 01 marginalized groups such as women and 
girls with disabilities， users 01 psychiatric services， pe陪onswith 
intellectual disabilities， persons who are HIV-positive and persons 
affected by leprosy. 

11.2 Develop sel1-help organizations 01 diverse disability groups， 1997 
which 10cus on rural people with disabilities in the provision 01 
mutual suppo同， advocacy and re1errals to programmes and 
services， and which collaborate actively with NGOs engaged in 
rural and urban development issues. 

11.3 Put in place mechanisms under the direction 01 the National 1997 
Coordinating Committee， which will increase consultations 
between self-help organizations 01 persons with disabilities and 
diverse government ministries covering the implementation 01 the 
Agenda for Action 10r the Decade. 

11.4 Establish a national policy with the requisite resource allocations 1997 
to support the development and formation 01 self-help organiza-
tions of persons with disabilities. 

11.5 Develop programmes for training persons with disabilities， includ- 1998 
ing women with. disabilities， as trainers in the leadership and 
management 01 sel1-help organizations. 

Target area: Self-help organizations 
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Gender Dimensions 

11. Self-help organizations 

Strategic objective: 

To strengthen the capacity of women with disabilities to include their concerns 
into the agendas of self-help organizations and to provide them with equal 
opportunities to influence policy and decision田 makingin those organizations. 

Action to be taken: 

Self-help organizations of people with disabilities should: 

1 . Take special action to recruit more women and girls with disabilities as members 
so as to improve the gender balance in the organizations and be社errepresent 
the interests of women and girls with disabilities. 

2. Aim towards equal representation of women members in their policy and 
decision-making bodies. 

3. Form committees elected by the， women members to promote the advancement 
of women and girls with disabilities. 

4. Raise the awareness of women and girls with disabilities regarding gender 
issues， with a view to increasing their ability to analyse the barriers caused by 
gender bias and to develop the skills to deal with those barriers in everyday life. 

5. Include equal numbers of women in leadership and management training 
activities. 

6. Strengthen cooperation with women's organizations through joint projects on 
issues faced by women and girls with disabilities. 

7. Approach， in collaboration with the national focal points on disability， all 
multilateral， bilateral and national funding agencies to ensure that women and 
girls with disabilities are explicitly cited as target beneficiaries of development 
programmes which are intended to be gender-sensitive. 

市rgetarea: Self-help 01宮'an;zat;ons
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Gender Dimensions 

12. Regional cooperation 

Strategic objective: 

To enhance the sharing of information and experience on the advancement of 
women and girls with disabilities and to strengthen their effectiveness in 
advocacy at relevant regional forums. 

Action to be taken: 

1. Encourage and support networking among women with disabilities， and between 
women with disabilities， and mainstream women's organizations as well as other 
NGOs. 

Action by: Self-help organizations of people with disabilities， women's organト
zations and NGOs. 

2. Ensure equal representation of men and women in bilateral exchange 
programmes in the field of disability. 

Action by: Governments and NGOs. 

3. Discussion on the progress of efforts to promote the implementation of the 
recommendations regarding women and girls with disabilities should be included 
in the agenda of the meetings of the Asia-Pacific Inter-organizational Task Force 
on Disability-related Concerns and the biennial regional meetings to review the 
progress of the Decade. 

Action by: AII members of the Inter-organizational Task-Force. 

4. Country reports and reports by NGOs for future biennial regional reviews 
should include gender-segregated data and information on women and girls with 
disabilities with respect to implementation of all areas of the Agenda for Action. 

Action by: Governments and NGOs. 

Target area: Regional cooperation 
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